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Avenue offers a treasure trove of high-quality items that have been 
thoughtfully selected for desirability and memorable impact.

Brands you can trust
Our portfolio of respected brands such as Parker, Waterman, 
Balmain and Thule is complemented by specially developed 
in-house brands Marksman, iFidelity and Elevate, 
which are exclusively available through Avenue.

Design Award winning and in-demand innovation
For 2014 we are proud to introduce over 230 new items, 
with a focus on technology and our Red Dot Design Award 
winning brands Elevate and Marksman. Environmental 
friendliness is also high on the agenda this year, offered 
through a wide selection of Eco and PVC-free products.

Impressive presentation
Tailored to make a lasting impression, all Avenue items are 
supplied in attractive gift boxes. Extensive decoration 
options take personalisation to a new level.

Enjoy shopping with Avenue!
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 Pepperdecks’ Djoclate is a pocket size audio mixer 
with full-size professional faders. Now you can mix 
music from any source you have, anywhere you 
happen to be! Page 14. 

 Want to stay better connected? Belkin mobile accessories enhance the technology that 
connects us to the people, activities and experiences we love. Find all the products on 

pages 26 and 28. 

 What do you get when you apply a passion for extreme sports to design 
of urban business bags? Sturdy carriers that organise and protect all the 
techy toys a man likes to have on-the-go. Ogio is exclusively available in 
Avenue. Find the full collection on pages 47 till 49. 

 Look out for the Eco and NO PVC logos 
throughout this catalogue which identify 

products designed to be kinder to the 
environment.
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 AVENEWS 5
 Originally famous for its iconic yellow boot, Timberland now offers a selection of 

watches with the same distinctive sense of style, adventure and quality. Find them 
on page 96. 

 Now exclusively available in Avenue; Compagnie de Provence. Offering ambiance 
and bath & body care products made in France from natural vegetable oils, 
packed in urban styled gift packaging. Pages 148 and 152. 

 Introducing 707. A range of useful, 100% original items with 
an instant feel-good impact and memorable twist that ensure 
it’ll be laugh at fi rst sight. Check out the full collection on 
pages 236 till 238. 

The NO PVC logo indicates the product is free of 
PVC. This claim may not, however, also necessarily 
apply to the product’s packaging. 
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 Experience better comfort on-the-move thanks to accessories by 
Go Travel. Available at airports and now also, exclusively for 

customisation, in Avenue. Find the full collection on pages 109 till 112. 

 Did you know we have products that have been recognised for 
their outstanding design by international award institutes? Last 
year, three of our exclusive items from the Elevate (page 54) and 
Marksman (page 226) brands received the prestigious Red Dot 
Award for Product Design. 

 Exclusive design and fresh bright colours make Avenue’s Flow 
drinkware and torches shine out from the crowd. Find the products on 
pages 130 and 143. 
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 You might already be familiar with Thule from 
its roof-racks, roof-boxes and carriers. Now, 

a line of bags and luggage is also available to 
support an active lifestyle through every mode of 
transport, from the daily work routine to weekend 

adventures. The Thule bags can be found on 
pages 44 till 46. 

 Home is where the heart is, so it’s worth fi lling it with the things 
that help you cherish everyday moments. Seasons is a range home 
decoration, personal care and kitchenware products that add a touch 
of personal pleasure to any room. Seasons can be found on pages 
149 till 150 and 153 till 157. 

 Delivering superior sound in distinctive style, iFidelity’s quality 
headphones, earphones and speakers make music more of an 

experience. Doesn’t that sound great? Find the iFidelity items on 
pages 14, 16 and 19. 
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  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS

 Everybody knows the importance of making 
a good fi rst impression. All our items are all 

presented in attractive gift boxes that raise their 
perceived value and so strengthen the impact of 

your message. 

 Beside the 1060 stock items of Avenue there is more to choose from. 
WorldSource offers a number of customisation programs with short 
lead time and factory prices. The WorldSource logo indicates some 
examples of products that can easily be customized in colour, features 
or packaging. There is no simpler way to shop the world for the perfect 
personalized promotion. 

 It’s simple: dark lines distract, Whitelines® don’t. Because the white 
lines in these notebooks are not detected by copiers and scanners, 
handwritten notes are more easily searchable via text recognition 
software such as Evernote. What could be clearer? The Whitelines® can 
be found on page 182. 

 Keep surfaces tidier and get more pleasure 
when using electronic devices. The smooth 
lines of Centron’s high-end design objects 

enhance your digital experience with a sharp 
sense of style. Find the Cenatron collection on 

pages 36 and 37. 
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 AveNews 5
 Avenue of Stars 11
 Technology 13 
 AVENUE, BELKIN, IDAPT, IFIDELITY, PEPPERDECKS, X-MINI, ZOOM 

 Smartphone, tablet and laptop cases 27 
 BALMAIN, BELKIN, CASE LOGIC, ELLEVEN, GRIFFIN, MARKSMAN 

 Desk accessories 35 
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 Bags 43 
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 AVENUE, COLE & MASON, COMPAGNIE DE PROVENCE, JAMIE OLIVER, KEN HOM, PAUL BOCUSE, SEASONS 

 Notebooks & Portfolios 181 
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 707 235
 Decoration Information 239
 Numerical Index 240
 Alphabetical Index 244
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 AN ORIGINAL TWIST ON QUALITY GIFTS 
TO MAKE YOU LAUGH OUT LOUD. 

 CAREFULLY SELECTED GIFTS THAT 
SHOW YOUR BRAND HAS STYLE. 

 HIGHLY DESIRABLE BAGS, WRITING 
INSTRUMENTS AND PERSONAL 

ACCESSORIES UNDER EXCLUSIVE LICENCE 
FROM THE FRENCH FASHION HOUSE. 

 PRACTICAL, CLEVERLY CONSTRUCTED 
BAGS DESIGNED TO MAKE LIFE SIMPLER. 

 MULTI FUNCTIONAL TOOLS, KNIVES 
AND TORCHES CONCIEVED THROUGH 

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY. 

 BAGS AND ACCESSORIES WHICH 
EMBODY A FASHIONABLE COMBINATION 

OF OUTDOOR AND URBAN TRENDS. 

 THE SMART CHOICE WHEN IT COMES 
TO BAGS FOR CARRYING LAPTOPS, 

MOBILE DEVICES AND MORE. 

 MOBILE TECHNOLOGY ACCESSORIES 
THAT MAKE IT EASY AND FUN TO 
POWER, CONNECT AND PROTECT. 

 DESK ACCESSORIES THAT SIMPLIFY 
LIFE AND KEEP WORK SPACES 

CLEAR AND ORGANISED. 

 INNOVATIVE UNIVERSAL CHARGERS 
PROVIDE EVERYDAY SIMPLICITY TO USERS 

OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGY DEVICES.  

 HIGH-QUALITY KITCHEN AND BARBECUE 
UTENSILS WHICH EXEMPLIFY 
JAMIE’S PRACTICAL VALUES. 

 BOUND TO OFFER THE IDEAL 
JOURNAL FOR YOUR PROMOTION. 

 CUTTING EDGE CREATIVITY AND 
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN COME TOGETHER 

IN INNOVATIVE WRITING INSTRUMENTS, 
WATCHES, TRAVEL AND BUSINESS ITEMS. 

 MOBILE ACCESSORIES WHICH 
JOIN THE DOTS BETWEEN 

PEOPLE AND THEIR DEVICES. 

 DESK ITEMS WHICH IMPROVE 
YOUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE. 
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 AVENUE OF STARS 11
 AMBIANCE AND BATH & BODY 

CARE PRODUCTS WHICH REFLECT 
THE SPIRIT OF MARSEILLE. 

 SPEAKERS AND HEADPHONES 
THAT DELIVER SUPERIOR SOUND 

IN DISTINCTIVE STYLE. 

 APPLYING PASSION FOR EXTREME 
SPORTS TO URBAN BUSINESS 
BAGS. ADRENALINE DRIVEN. 

 TRULY USEFUL TRAVEL 
ACCESSORIES WHICH IMPROVE 
EVERY STEP OF THE JOURNEY. 
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 KITCHEN ARTICLES THAT EMBODY THE 
ELEGANCE OF FRENCH CUISINE WHILE 

REFLECTING BOCUSE’S INNOVATIVE STYLE. 

 RELIABLE WRITING INSTRUMENTS 
DEMONSTRATING CRAFSTMANSHIP 

AND QUALITY. 

 AN FRESH, EXCLUSIVE RANGE OF WRITING 
INSTRUMENTS SPECIALLY DESIGNED 

FOR THE PROMOTIONAL MARKET. 

 WRITING AND DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
WITH WINNING TECHNICAL 

PRECISION AND FUNCTIONALITY.  

 BAGS AND ACCESSORIES FROM A CLASSIC 
BRAND THAT OOZES VINTAGE STYLE WHILE 

MEETING TODAY’S QUALITY DEMANDS. 

 BAGS THAT SUPPORT AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE 
THROUGH EVERY MODE OF TRANSPORT. 

 QUALITY WATCHES CRAFTED 
AND STYLED WITH A DISTINCTIVE 

SENSE OF ADVENTURE. 

 PERSONAL ACCESSORIES INSPIRED 
BY THE SHAPE AND DESIGN OF 
THE ICONIC VESPA SCOOTER. 

 UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE WRITING 
INSTRUMENTS THAT ARE A SIGN 

OF GOOD CHARACTER. 

 TRAVEL SPEAKERS THAT GENERATE 
SOUND BEYOND THEIR SIZE. 

 A STYLISH WAY TO BOOST TECH 
ACCESSORIES WITH EXTRA ENERGY. 

 MIX MUSIC ANYWHERE, 
FROM ANY SOURCE. 

 HOME DECORATION, PERSONAL 
CARE AND KITCHENWARE ITEMS FOR 

AN ADDED TOUCH OF PERSONAL 
PLEASURE IN ANY ROOM. 

 THIS PATENTED NEW GENERATION 
OF WRITING PAPER SIGNALS A 

NEW ERA IN NOTEBOOKS. 

AVENUE14_A
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 TECHNOLOGY 
BY AVENUE13
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 AUXO NOISE REDUCTION HEADPHONES 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Headphones featuring the latest Active Noise Reduction (ANR) technology 
and 1-touch "Hear-Around- You"(HAY) function. Ideal for the frequent 
traveller and commuter. Operates on 1x AAA battery (not included). Incl. 
airplane plug. Packed in an Avenue gift box (size: 17,5 x 15,5 x 4,5 cm). 
 ø 7 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 CRONUS BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES 

 Aluminium, Plastic & PU. 
 Stream music from your Bluetooth enabled devices with the comfortable 
stereo quality over ear headphones. These high quality headphones will 
work within 10 meters of your device. The built-in lithium battery will 
continously play music for up to 10 hours and requires only 2.5 hours to 
fully recharge. The built-in microphone and controls on the headphones 
allow you to answer calls without taking your smarpthone out of your 
pocket. Incl. Avenue gift box. Incl. built-in Li-polymer battery. 
 6 x 6 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 MIRAGE HEADPHONES 

 ABS plastic & metal. 
 Exclusive design headphones delivering pristine sound quality. The built-
in music controller allows you to adjust volume, songs and take incoming 
calls (limited functionality on non iOS devices). Incl. EVA molded carrying 
case and packed in an iFidelity gift box (size: 23,2 X 16,5 X 9,5 cm). 
 9 x 6,5 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 DJOCLATE POCKET AUDIO MIXER 

 Plastic. 
 The Djoclate is an easy, fun to use, battery free pocket size audio mixer 
with full-size faders and a bass kill feature, which enables you to mix your 
favourite tracks from your smartphone, tablet or laptop. Incl. pouch, 2x 
3,5 mm cable jacks in black gift box (size: 18,5 x 18,5 x 3,9cm). No battery 
needed. 
 11,5 x 7,3 x 1,5 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 10813500  10820900 

 10820400 

 10821100 
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 STREETZZ STEREO HEADPHONES 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Stereo headphones with extra comfortable earpads providing superior 
sound to use on the go or at home. The headband can be adjusted for 
optimum fi t. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 ø 6 cm 

  Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 TECHNE MULTI-MEDIA HEADSET 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Ultra lightweight multi-media headset with 40mm speaker drivers. Incl. 
detachable microphone. The outside of the earcups have a mirror fi nishing. 
Packed in an Avenue gift box (17 x 13 x 4,5cm). 
 ø 6 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 ORION HEADPHONES 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Fashion style design headphones with 40mm driver, round cable and soft 
padded headband for comfort. Easy to carry by foldable design. The Orion 
Headphones come with a travel pouch and are packed in an Avenue gift 
box (size: 19 x 12,5 x 10cm). 
 10 x 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 CHAOS HEADPHONES 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Lightweight headphones with fl at noodle cable design and music controller 
(compatible with both iOS and Android) that allows you to skip songs, 
adjust volume, and even take calls while using your smartphone, tablet 
or other audio device. The Chaos headphones feature a padded headband 
and comfortable over ear cups to ensure long listening sessions. Incl. EVA 
molded case packed in an Avenue gift box (Size: 21 x 14,5 x 8,5cm). 
 9 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10818500  10818400 

 10813400 

 10820500 

    
  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS
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 JAZZ EARPHONES 

 Aluminium. 
 Exclusive design earbuds with milled aluminum housing delivering 
pristine sound quality. The built in music controller allows you to adjust 
volume, songs and take incoming calls (limited functionality on non iOS 
devices). Incl. EVA molded carrying case and packed in an iFidelity gift box 
(size: 8,3 x 8,3 x 8,3cm). 
 7 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 NEREUS EARBUDS 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Comfortable lightweight detachable earhooks ideal for working out or 
running. Incl. pouch, 2 pair decoration rings and 2 pair silicon earcushions 
in Avenue gift box. 
 ø 7 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Doming 

 FUSION EARBUDS 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Flat cabled ear buds with cable control (answer/ end phone calls) 
compatible with both iOS and Android devices. Incl. pouch and packed in 
Avenue gift box (8,8 x 8,8 x 4cm). 
 7 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PAIDA EARBUDS 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Earbuds with trendy double coloured fl at cable and answering mic. Incl. 
EVA pouch packed in Avenue gift box (size: 8,8 x 8,8 x 4cm). 
 ø 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10820700  10818700 

 10820300 

 10820301 

 10820600 

 10820601 
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 10816200 

 10819004 

 10819003  10819002  10819001  10819000 

 X-MINI II MONO SPEAKER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 The X-mini II Capsule Speaker is small in size but 
massive in sound. The speaker features a 40mm 
driver, delivering superior sound enhanced in volume 
and quality. Features the modular "Buddy Jack" 
design which enables to connect a row of X-mini 
Capsule Speakers. Includes stow-away 3.5mm audio 
cable incorporated in base and lithium-ion battery 
rechargeable via USB. Packed in a black X-mini gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5,9 x 7,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 X-MINI RAVE CAPSULE SPEAKER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 X-mini Capsule Speaker (40mm driver) with built-in radio function. 
The speaker is capable of remembering the last radio station tuned into. 
Playback time up to 8 hours. Includes stow-away 3.5mm audio cable 
incorporated in base and lithium-ion battery rechargeable via USB. Packed 
in a black X-mini gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 6,2 x 7,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

17
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 10814401 

 X-MINI V1.1 MONO CAPSULE SPEAKER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 The X-mini portable capsule speaker with 36mm driver delivers an 
amazing sound quality with a playtime up to 6 hours. Includes stow-
away 3.5mm audio cable incorporated in base and lithium-ion battery 
rechargeable via USB. Packed in a black X-mini gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5,5 x 5,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 X-MINI MAX DUO CAPSULE SPEAKERS 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Well-designed stereo speakers with a playback time up to 12-hours. When 
detached the speakers function as mono speaker and with the "buddy-jack" 
function you are able to connect one X-mini Capsule speaker to anothe, to 
create a portable speaker system. Includes stow-away 3.5mm audio cable 
incorporated in base and lithium-ion battery rechargeable via USB. Packed 
in a black X-mini gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5,9 x 6,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 10814400 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10814302  10814300 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10814301 

 10821400 

 X-MINI ME MONO SPEAKER 

 Plastic & Silicon. 
 Superb sound, thumbsize portable X-mini speaker with 
up to 6 hours playtime. Incl. lanyard, cable organiser 
and X-mini gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 3,8 x 4,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 Pump up the volume 

 COSMOS BLUETOOTH 
AND NFC SPEAKER 
 ABS Plastic. 
 Exclusive design wireless speaker with Bluetooth 
functionality featuring also one touch connection with 
NFC. Wireless speaker with Bluetooth functionality 
featuring also one touch connection with NFC. NFC 
allows you to connect NFC capable smartphones and 
devices without any codes. Just tap on the speaker to 
pair. Packed in an iFidelity gift box (size: 14,6 x 9,2 x 
8,5cm). 
 12,8 x 6,6 x 7,1 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SOUNDWAVE BLUETOOTH 
SPEAKER 
 ABS Plastic. 
 Enjoy music and movies anywhere by pairing your 
Bluetooth compatible audio device like iPhone, iPad 
or Android OS devices, with this easy portable, class 2 
exclusive design Bluetooth® speaker. With the built-in 
microphone, the Soundwave speaker allows you to 
conference call on-the-go through your smartphone 
or by video chat programs like Skype. Includes Micro 
USB to USB charging cable and 3.5mm Aux Cable in 
iFidelity gift box. 
 17 x 6 x 4,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10818600 

 10818900 
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 NAIAD BLUETOOTH SPEAKER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Mini Bluetooth speaker with 10 meter range wireless connection. The soft 
touch body gives the speaker a nice quality feeling. Includes a USB power 
supply and 3.5mm line-in cable. Packed in an Avenue gift box. 
 ø 4,3 x 5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SPEAKERBOXX 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Portable speaker with integrated retractable USB cable. Connects via 
3.5mm audio connecting cable making it compatible with most audio 
devices, smartphones and tablets. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 12 x 5,7 x 3,7 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CLASSIC RADIO WITH TEMPERATURE 

 Wood. 
 Classic wooden radio with AM and FM Radio, featuring calendar, 
thermometer, time and alarm. Operates on batteries (3xAAA) or DC4.5V 
adapter (both not included). Comes in an Avenue giftbox. 
 23 x 10 x 10 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10816001 

 10816004 

 10816003 

 10801100  10818800 

 10816000  10816000 

 10816002  10816002 

 10820800 

 SWERVE BLUETOOTH AND NFC SPEAKER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 At home, the offi  ce or on the go, this exclusive design portable bluetooth 
speaker delivers pristine streaming audio when paired with Bluetooth 
capable devices. The NFC (Near Field Communication) feature allows you 
to pair your device by simply tapping the device on top of the speaker. Incl. 
iFidelity gift box. 
 ø 7,5 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 I1 ECOCHARGER 

 Recycled Plastic. 
 Universal Dual Charger (tip and USB) that allows you to charge all kind 
of electronic devices. The i1 Eco charger can be used while travelling or at 
home or in the car. Wall plug and car adaptor are both included. Made of 
recyclable materials this charger helps to conserve energy with its built-in 
"auto-off " system that turns off  the charger when not in use. Delivered in 
iDapt gift box. Exclusive design. 
 9,2 x 4,3 x 3 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PB-8400 POWERBANK 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Exclusive design high capacity charger (8400mAh) with dual USB output 
to charge two devices simultaneously. Compatible with almost every tablet, 
smartphone and other USB powered devices. Can be charged via the USB 
port of a laptop or computer. Incl. transparent Zoom gift box. 
 7 x 4,35 x 4,35 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 PB-5600 POWERBANK 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Exclusive design energy box with integrated Micro-USB and USB cables to 
charge two items simultaneously. Simply slide the cover and pull out the 
cables. Features: 5600mAh Li-on Battery with total output current up to 
2A. Compatible with most smartphones, tablets and other USB-powered 
devices. Can be charged via the USB port of a laptop or computer. Incl. 
transparent Zoom gift box. 
 8,6 x 5,8 x 2,4 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 12347800  12347600 

 12347900 

 12344900 

 I3P CHARGING STATION 

 Plastic. 
 An innovative charging solution that can charge up to 3 mobile devices 
simultaneously and is compatible with over 4,000 mobile electronic 
devices including the iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Nintendo DS, PSP, 
GPS systems, digital cameras, and Bluetooth products. It features an 
interchangeable tip system 3 charging points and an additional USB 
charging point and comes with a Micro USB, Mini USB and iPhone/
iPod tip. Other tips can be ordered seperately through the iDapt website. 
Delivered in an iDapt gift box. Exclusive design. 
 15,5 x 3,6 x 12,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 PB-5000 POWERBANK 

 ABS Plastic. 
 This 5000 mAh powerbank with double USB output (5V/2.1A & 5V/1A) 
gives you extra power when needed. Incl. 5 LED indicators showing power 
level. USB input & Micro USB output cables are integrated. Compatible 
with most smartphones, tablets and other USB powered devices. Can 
be charged via the USB port of a laptop or computer. Incl. rechargeable 
battery and Avenue gift box. 
 16,5 x 10,8 x 0,6 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PB-2000 POWERBANK 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Exclusive design 2000mAh portable power bank with LED power 
status indicator. Shake or tab the powerbank to check the energy level. 
Compatible with most smartphones and other USB powered devices. Incl. 
transparent Zoom gift box. Can be charged via the USB port of a laptop or 
computer. 
 5,9 x 5,9 x 1,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PB-1500 MINI PORTABLE POWERBANK 

 ABS Plastic. 
 With this 1500 mAh portable powerbank with built-in input and output 
cables you are never out of power. Can be used with most smartphones 
and USB powered devices. Can be charged via the USB port of a laptop 
or computer. Incl. USB port output (5V/1A), built-in Micro USB cable 
(5V/1A), power level indicator and Avenue gift box. 
 7 x 7 x 1,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
  

 SC1200 SOLAR CHARGER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Portable lightweight 1200 mAh solar charger incl. LED indicators 
for charging smartphones and other USB powered devices. The LED 
indicators show how much capacity is still inside the charger. The charger 
can be charged through sunlight or via the USB port of your laptop. Incl. 
rechargeable battery packed an Avenue gift box. 
 11 x 5 x 12,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12347100 

 12344602 

 12344601 

 12344600 

 12352900  12347000 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

DIGITAL PRINTING READY
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 HEKLA BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD 
CASE FOR iPad (2/3/4) 
  
 Slip your iPad (2/3/4) into the the portfolio case and the built-in Bluetooth 
keyboard lets you connect with your iPad to answer emails, work in 
documents, and search on the web, while still having access to the built-in 
cameras and ports. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 20,6 x 25,3 x 3,6 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 KIBO BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD COVER 

 Aluminium. 
 Ultra-thin aluminum case keyboard cover for iPad 2/3/4 with built-
in wireless Bluetooth 3.0. Incl. display stand for easy viewing and 4 
rubberpads which can be sticked to the bottom of the keyboard. Also 
features a special "home" screen key for one touch access to applications 
and energy saving keyboard sleeping mode. Packed in an Avenue gift box. 
 24 x 19 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SHIRA BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD 

 Plastic with silicone keys. 
 Sleek and compact foldable Bluetooth keyboard ideal for anyone who 
use their tablet or smartphone for writing documents or making notes. 
Eff ective working range is 10m from the Bluetooth device. Incl. micro USB 
charging cable, carrying pouch and Avenue gift box. 
 13 x 9,1 x 2,3 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 KULA MINI BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD 

  
 Mini keyboard with installation disk for use with smartphones or tablets 
for easy typing. Works via Bluetooth and has a range of 10 metres. Includes 
a USB cable and user manual on the installation disk. Delivered in an 
Avenue gift box. 
 6 x 11,5 x 0,9 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

     PFC aa.aa bb.bb cc.cc dd.dd   Scandinavia     PFC aa.aa bb.bb cc.cc dd.dd   Scandinavia   

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FIRURA PORTABLE A4 SCANNER 
   Compact and user friendly hand-held portable scanner for scanning 
documents in colour at a resolution of 300/600 dpi. Features option to 
save scans directly as JPG fi les to a Micro SD card. Includes pouch and 
USB cable. Micro SD card not included. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 25,5 x 3 x 3 cm 

 12332800 

 12343900  12338200 

 12338400 

 12348000 
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16 ohm

105dB

110dB

108dB

110dB

118dB

105dB

114dB

96dB

104dB

104dB

95dB

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

VV

V V

V V

V

V

VV

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

10813500  Auxo noise reduction headphones

10818400  Chaos headphones

10820500  Streetzz stereo headphones

10820700  Nereus earbuds

10820900  Cronus bluetooth headphones

10818500  Orion headphones

10813400  Techne multi-media headset

10818700  Jazz earphones

10820300  Fusion earbuds

10820600  Paida earbuds

HEADPHONES

Choosing a pair of headphones or earbuds depends on different aspects such as listening experience, type of music, personal taste and usage (like for example working out, gaming or travelling). We offer headphones and 
earbuds for optimal enjoyment, fitting all kind of personal styles.   
 FEATURES EXPLAINED:
Sensitivity: This feature indicates how loud music can get given a certain input power.
Frequency Response: The frequency response refers to the range of bass, mids and treble; the standard for headphones is 20Hz-20KHz.
Impedance: In general headphones and earbuds with an impedance between 16 and 32 ohm will work with a low powered device, such as a smartphone, portable music player or other portable device.

Speaker  
Driver

Recommended  
for

RadioPlayback  
Time

WiredFrequency 
Response

Conference callOutput BT NFC

10814300  X-Mini V1.1 mono capsule speaker 36mm

36mm

40mm

40mm

31mm

38mm

100Hz-20kHz

140Hz-20kHz

110Hz-18kHz

100Hz-20kHz

200Hz-20kHz

100Hz-18kHz

Up to 6 hrs

Up to 12 hrs

Up to 8 hrs

Up to 12 hrs

Up to 6 hrs

Up to 3 hrs

2W

2 x 2W

2,5W

2,5W

1,5W

2W

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

10816200  X-mini RAVE capsule speaker

10821400  X-mini ME mono speaker

10814400  X-Mini V1.1 Stereo Capsule

10819000  X-mini II mono speaker

10820800  Swerve Bluetooth and NFC Speaker

SPEAKERS

V

36mm 20Hz-20kHz Up to 6 hrs 2W V10816000  Naiad Bluetooth speaker V

45mm 100Hz-20kHz Up to 6 hrs 3W V10818800 Speakerboxx

38mm 100Hz-16kHz Up to 4 hrs 2 x 1,5W V V10818600  Soundwave Bluetooth Speaker V

40mm 50Hz-20kHz Up to 4 hrs 2 x 3W V10818900  Cosmos Bluetooth and NFC Speaker V

*NFC = The NFC (Near Field Communication) feature allows you to connect NFC capable smartphones and devices without any codes. Just tap on the speaker to pair your device.
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Capacity 
(mAh)

Recommended 
for

Charging 2 items 
simultaneously

Output Integrated 
Cables

Indicator 
Powerlevel

12347000  SC1200 solar charger

12352900  PB-1500 mini portable  
 powerbank

12344600  PB-2000 powerbank

12347100  PB-5000 powerbank

12347600  PB-5600 powerbank

12347800  PB-8400 powerbank

POWERBANKS mAh

1200mAh

1500mAh

2000mAh

5000mAh

5600mAh

8400mAh

5V/1A

5V/1A

5V/1A

5V/1A - 
5V/2.1A*

5V/1A - 
5V/2.1A*

5V/1A - 
5V/2.1A*

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Charges 
Smartphone ***

Charges  
other tablets

Charges  
iPad 3/4

Compatibility

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3, other 

smartphones, USB-powered devices **

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3, other 

smartphones, USB-powered devices **

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3, other 

smartphones, USB-powered devices **

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
iPod touch/nano/shuffle/classic, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3/Note/
Tab, iPad 4/3/2, mini iPad, other 
smartphones, tablets and USB-

powered devices **

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
iPod touch/nano/shuffle/classic, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3/Note/
Tab, iPad 4/3/2, mini iPad, other 
smartphones, tablets and USB-

powered devices **

iPhone 5S/5C/5/4S/4/3GS/3, 
iPod touch/nano/shuffle/classic, 
Samsung GALAXY S4/S3/Note/
Tab, iPad 4/3/2, mini iPad, other 
smartphones, tablets and USB-

powered devices **

Up to 1 time full 
charge

Up to 1 time full 
charge

1-1,5 time full 
charge

2-3 times full 
charge

2-3 times full 
charge

4-5 times full 
charge

Up to 55%

Up to 60%

Up to 90%

Up to  
100% ***

Up to  
100% ***

Up to  
100% ***

3/4

When using both of the USB outputs simultaneously, the maximum output current is 1.2A for USB ports and 1A for the micro USB connector.
If used with the original smartphone/iPhone charging cable.
The number or percentage of charges depends on the battery capacity of the smartphone, tablet or portable device. The standard battery capacity for example for an iPhone 4s/5/5S/5C is between 1400-1560mAh, 
while the battery capacity of a Samsung S3 is around 2100 mAh. For the iPad 4, the battery capacity is about 11560mAh and for the Samsung Tab 3 10.1 it is about 6800mAh.

*
**

***

Office Music & Phone Travelling Travelling / City Sport

Light User Medium User Heavy UserHome
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 SWIVEL 4-PORT TRAVEL USB HUB 

 ABS Plastic. 
 The Belkin exclusive design Swivel Hub adds four USB ports to your 
computer and stays out of the way of neighboring connections. You can 
maintain access to existing ports on your computer by rotating the hub in 
whichever position works best for you. Features: 4 Hi-Speed USB 2.0 ports 
with transfer speeds of up to 480Mbps, 2-way swivel connector; Rotates 
180 degrees, out of the way of adjacent ports, Allows angle-up positioning 
for easy access, top-loading. Incl. Belkin gift box (size: 20.8 x 12.6 x 
2.5cm). This item cannot be decorated. 
 8 x 3,5 x 1,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
  

 ROCKSTAR AUDIO SPLITTER 

 ABS Plastic. 
 This exclusive design Belkin RockStar audio splitter makes it fun to 
create your own music experience. Connect up to fi ve headphones to start 
sharing, mixing songs and listen together. Works with all MP3 players, as 
well as other portable media devices. Incl. Belkin gift box (size: 15.5 x 12.7 
x 2.7cm). Item cannot be decorated. 
 6 x 6 x 1,3 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE   

 CHARGE & SYNC DOCK WITH 
AUDIO PORT FOR iPhone 5/5S 
 Plastic. 
 This Belkin exclusive design Charge + Sync Dock makes it easy to enjoy 
music or movies while charging your device. Simply dock your device with 
the AUX jack in the upright position and plug your headphones into the 
audio port on the back of the dock. You can also listen using your device's 
speakers by folding down the AUX jack. Specifi cally designed for iPhone 
5/5S. Incl. Belkin gift box (size: 13.3 x 10.2 x 6.6cm). 
 6 x 5,5 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 AIRCAST AUTO ADAPTER (AUX 
WITH BLUETOOTH) 
 ABS Plastic. 
 The Belkin exclusive design AirCast auto adapter easily connects your 
smartphone to your car stereo. Simply plug it into your car’s auxiliary 
input jack and use Bluetooth® to pair with your phone. The power adapter 
with USB port lets you charge your smartphone while driving. The 
microphone—embedded within the Call/Play button—can magnetically be 
attached to the dashboard. Incl. Belkin gift box (size: 15.5 x 12.7 x 3.8cm). 
 ø 4 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12353000 

 12353300 

 12353100 

 12353200 
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 LEGO® BUILDER CASE 
FOR iPad MINI 
 ABS Plastic. 
 This exclusive design Belkin LEGO® iPad mini case is 
made of a co-molded hard plastic back for scratch-
resistance and an intergraded soft cover with tri-fold 
functionality. Features: Two-tone palette, Offi  cial 
LEGO® Base Plate turns your iPad into a buildable 
brick, impact and scratch- protection, slim form-fi tting 
design. Specifi cally designed for iPad mini. Incl. Belkin 
gift box.(14.5 x 2.55 x 23.2cm). 
 20,5 x 14 x 1,6 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12354000 

 LEGO® BUILDER CASE FOR iPhone 5/5S 

 ABS Plastic. 
 This exclusive design Belkin LEGO® iPhone case is made of a co-molded 
hard plastic back for scratch-resistance with a semi-fl exible outer frame for 
shock-absorption.Features: Two-tone palette, Offi  cial LEGO® Base Plate 
turns your iPhone into a buildable brick, Flexible, easy-to-grip outer frame, 
Impact and scratch, protection, slim, form-fi tting design and full button 
protection. Specifi cally designed for iPhone 5/5S. 
Incl. Belkin gift box (size: 15.8 x 9 x 2cm). 
 12,5 x 6,2 x 1,1 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12354001 

 12354100 

 12354101 
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 GRIFFIN AEROSPORT ARMBAND FOR iPhone 4 

 Neoprene backing and polyester front. 
 AeroSport is the ultimate active-use armband specifi cally designed for 
iPhone 4. The lycra core is fl exible, lightweight and amazingly comfortable 
for retaining complete access to a screen-touch display whilst working 
out. Also protects from fi ngerprints, dust and scratches and has a hidden 
pocket for keys. Incl. white gift box. Exclusive design. 
 13,8 x 16 x 0,2 cm 

  

 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 REVEAL CASE FOR SAMSUNG S4 

 Polycarbonate. 
 Ultra thin protection for your Samsung S4. Features: One-piece 
polycarbonate shell with ultra-thin rubber interior lining and accents, 
Super-slim shell adds just 1.6 mm in thickness to your Galaxy S4, Allows 
access to screen, controls, and ports. Specifi cally designed for Samsung 
Galaxy S4. Incl. white gift box. Exclusive design. 
 13,8 x 7,2 x 1,1 cm 

  

 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 REVEAL CASE FOR iPhone 5/5S 

 Polycarbonate. 
 Ultra thin protection for your iPhone with slim rubber edges. Features: 
One-piece polycarbonate shell with ultra-thin rubber edging, Super-
slim shell adds just 1.6 mm in thickness to your iPhone, Allows access to 
touchscreen, camera, controls, and ports. Specifi cally designed for iPhone 
5/5S. Incl. white gift box. Exclusive design. 
 12 x 6 x 1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SURVIVOR CLEAR FOR iPhone 5/5S 

 Polycarbonate. 
 With the Survivor Clear case, you’ll know your iPhone is protected from 
drops — even on hard pavement. Features and specs: Crystal-clear 
polycarbonate shell protects the back of your iPhone, Tough TPE rubber at 
edges and corners absorbs impacts, Port for back camera, Edges molded 
for secure grip, button covers protects without limiting functionality, 
Shockproof up to 1,5m and vibration resistant 20-2000Hz (18hrs). 
Specifi cally designed for iPhone 5/5S. Incl. white gift box. Exclusive design. 
 13 x 6,5 x 1,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12338900 

 12351302 

 12351301 

 12351401 

 12351400 

 12351202 

 12351201  12351200  12351300 
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 WATER RESISTANT iPad CASE 

 TPU. 
 Exclusive design for the active iPad 1, 2, 3 or 4 user, this water-resistant 
sleeve enables in-case use whilst protecting it from the elements. 
 19 x 1,2 x 24,2 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 15 - 16" LAPTOP ATTACHÉ 

 300D polyester. 
 This exclusive design with tailored lines, sophisticated styling and a quilted 
interior, provides fashionable yet functional protection for your laptop. 
 37 x 2,4 x 27,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 7"-10" SECURITY-FRIENDLY iPad SLEEVE 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Exclusive design sleeve. Zippered compartment holds most mini laptops, 
netbooks and ultra portables with a 7"–10" screen. UltraSuede grip 
facilitates easy removal from a backpack, bag or tote. 
 22,2 x 4 x 30,5 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 iPad CASE 

 Dot dobby nylon with scuba. 
 High tech exclusive design iPad case, suitable for iPad 1, 2, 3, 4 with 
zippered closure. TechTrap elastic interior organizer. Front cover pocket 
with business card holders. Notebook with 30 pages, 12.7 x 18.3 cm. Case is 
packed in a gift box. 
 21,5 x 3,5 x 28 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11954700 

 11961100  11960900 

 11957300 
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 ODYSSEY iPad CASE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design iPad case protects your iPad from scratches and smudges. 
Compatible with iPad 1, 2, 3 and iPad 4. Including notebook. Excluding 
pen. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 20,5 x  1,5 x 24,8 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY iPad MINI CASE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design Ipad cover included a 20-pages lined notebook. Elastic 
loop to store your stylus or pen. With velcro closure and nylex lining 
that protects your tablet from scratches. Pen is not included. Packed in a 
Marksman gift box. 
 16 x 1,5 x 20,7 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY TABLET ORGANIZER 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design tablet sleeve that can be used as a stand, with several 
pockets and holders to store your cards, papers pens and stylo's. Suitable 
for 10" tablets. Packed in a Marksman gift box. Pen and accessoires not 
included. 
 22 x 29 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY MINI TABLET ORGANIZER 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design tablet sleeve that can be used as a stand, with several 
pockets and holders to store your cards, papers pens and stylo's. Suitable 
for 8" tablets. Packed in a Marksman gift box. Pen and accessoires not 
included. 
 16,5 x 23 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11972000 

 11983700 

 11996300  11996200 
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 ODYSSEY LAPTOP SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design tarpaulin laptop sleeve with nylex lining, holds most 14" 
laptops. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 28 x 37 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY TABLET SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design sleeve, protects up to a 10`` tablet from scratches and 
smudges. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 21 x 25,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY MINI TABLET SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive designed padded laptop sleeve with magnetic closure. Soft nylex 
black lining that protects your tablet from scrathes. Suitable for 8" tablets. 
Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 15,4 x 22 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HORIZON TABLET SLEEVE 

 300D High density polyester. 
 Exclusive design tablet sleeve. Protect your up to 10`` tablet with this 
padded sleeve with blue lining and unique buckle closure that secures your 
tablet. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 21 x 26 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11971900 

 11983800  11983600 

 11971800 
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 HORIZON MINI TABLET SLEEVE 

 300D High density polyester. 
 Exclusive designed padded laptop sleeve with magnetic closure. Soft lining 
that protects your tablet from scrathes. Suitable for 8" tablets. Packed in a 
Marksman gift box. 
 16 x 21,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 LEATHER TABLET SLEEVE 

 Split leather. 
 Exclusive design tablet sleeve with easy out system. By pulling the strap 
your up to 10" tablet instantly slides out of your case. With snap button 
closure. Packed in a gift box. 
 20 x 25 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 LEATHER TABLET MINI SLEEVE 

 Split leather. 
 Exclusive design tablet mini sleeve with easy out system. By pulling the 
strap your uo to 7" tablet instantly slides out of your case. With snap 
button closure. Packed in a gift box. 
 15,2 x 21,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY iPhone 5/5S/5C SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design phone pouch with soft nylex lining that protects your 
phone from scratches. The pouch has a front pocket to store creditcards. 
Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 7,6 x 13 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11983500 

 11985200 

 11984500 

 11984600 
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 iPad SLEEVE 

 Neoprene. 
 Thick durable neoprene exclusive design sleeve protect your iPad 1, 2, 3, 
4, iPad Mini or other Tablet. The zipper closure ensures your iPad is safe 
inside the faux fur lining which is surrounding your iPad on the interior of 
the sleeve. The exterior zippered pocket allows you to store your charger 
and cables all in one place for traveling or storage. The Zoom "Access Tab" 
allows you to charge your iPad or tablet while still in the safety the sleeve. 
Packed in a gift box. 
 20 x 2 x 25,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 iPad MINI SLEEVE 

 Neoprene. 
 Thick durable exclusive design neoprene sleeve protect your iPad Mini or 
7" Tablets. The zipper closure ensures your Tablet is safe inside the faux 
fur lining which is surrounding your Tablet on the interior of the sleeve. 
The Zoom "Access Tab" allows you to charge your device while still in the 
safety sleeve. Packed in a gift box. 
 13,5 x 1,6 x 21 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ODYSSEY iPhone 4 SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design Phone sleeve protects an iPhone from scratches and 
smudges. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 8 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 SMARTPHONE POUCH 

 Nappa leather. 
 Exclusive design smart phone pouch with a touch of gold color accents 
made out of genuine leather. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 8,2 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 11971700  11985100 

 11988200 

 11988100 
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 CENASTAND TELEPHONE STAND 

 Aluminum & micro-suction. 
 Crafted from a single peace of aluminum, the 
Cenastand holds your phone at a 66-degree viewing 
angle in both horizontal and vertical position by 
the use of micro suction technology. Cenastand is a 
minimal and elegant desktop accessory perfect for 
hands-free conferencing, viewing videos or as a simple 
docking station. Packed in a Cenatron gift box. PVC 
free. Exclusive design. 
 5,7 x 5,9 x 9,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 12355000 

 12355100 

 CENABLADE TABLET/TELEPHONE STAND 

 Aluminum, silicon & 3M sticker. 
 The Cenablade is a premium, precision-crafted aluminum stand that aims 
to dress up any kind of tablet or phone in a fi ne industrial way. The silicon 
cylinder holds your device sturdy in a wide variety of positions, whether 
for typing or watching movies. Packed in a Cenatron gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 12,5 x 7,5 x 3,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 CENAPEN STYLUS AND CABLE MANAGER 

 Aluminum, Silicon, TPR & 3M sticker. 
 The Cenapen is a stylus made for typing, sketching and drawing on phones 
and tablets. It utilizes a soft rubber tip attached to an solid aluminum 
body which thickness creates comfortable grip. The Cenapen comes with a 
weighty metal stand with build in cable stop. Packed in a Cenatron gift box. 
PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 12 x 1,4 x 1,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CENAWING SOUND AMPLIFIER 

 Aluminum & micro-suction. 
 The Cenawing is a sound amplifi er for tablets that 
increases the speaker's volume. The elegant lightweight 
design sticks itself to the back of your device by a 
unique micro-suction patch. Packed in a Cenatron gift 
box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 7 x 5 x 0,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 12354900 

 12355200 
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 10818201 

 10818301 

 10818305 

 DOCKI DOCKING STATION 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 Show your gadgets some love! Docki is a docking 
station that shows off  your electronics while they 
charge. Wires slip in easily, stay in place with the help 
of soft rubber grips, and stay out of sight. Packed in a 
Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 22,5 x 12 x 9,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 LIFTI TABLET/LAPTOP STAND 

 ABS & TPR. 
 The Lifti raises your laptop and tablet to a more 
comfortable typing level. And with improved air 
circulation, your computer will run cooler and quieter, 
even when you’re pushing it to the limits. Includes 2 
cable management slots, one USB slot and one stylus/
pen slot. Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 33 x 6,3 x 3,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 STANDI TABLET/PHONE STAND 

 Silicon, ABS & TPE. 
 Standi provides a simple, brilliant and functional place 
to prop up your tablet or phone. It simply holds your 
gadgets in a near-vertical position; or lay your devise 
almost fl at on the co-moulded, non-slip edges. At 
the back there is room for your paperclips and other 
belongings. It can hold up 3 pens and/or stylusses with 
diff erent sizes. Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 10,3 x 11,4 x 3,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12354405 

 12354401 

 10818205 
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 12354600  12354604  12354605  12354603  12354602  12354601 

 12354800  12354804  12354805  12354803  12354802  12354801 

 12345802  12345800  12345801 

 DROPPI SCREEN CLEANER 

 ABS, Silicon, EVA, Mircofiber & 3M sticker. 
 Intergraded with a high quality microfi ber this small 
and portable cleaning product helps you to get quickly 
rid off  dirt and grease from all of your touch screens 
anywhere you go. Small lanyard including. Packed in a 
Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 3,8 x 3,4 x 1,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 CARDI STYLUS AND 
SCREEN CLEANER 
 ABS, Silicon, EVA, Mircofiber & 3M sticker. 
 Each corner of this stylus is designed to give you a 
unique writing, typing, drawing or sketching comfort 
what ever your style is today. The Styli Card is not 
only functional and handy stylus, but due to its high 
quality microfi ber patch it also removes dirt, dust and 
stains from sensitive screens such as tablet, laptops, 
e-readers, desktop computers and smart phones! 
Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive 
design. 
 7,6 x 4,6 x 0,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 STOPPI CABLE MANAGER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 This desktop cable manager organises all the cables 
on your desk. It will ensure cables stay in place and 
won't slide of your desk when disconnected. Perfect 
for power cords, USB cords, cell phone chargers, audio 
cables, headphones, and much more. Packed in a 
Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 8,6 x 8,6 x 3,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 12346000  12346003  12346001  12346004  12346005  12346002 

 DOLLI TELEPHONE STAND 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 Dolli securely attaches your phone to practically any 
surface leaving your hands free to be more productive. 
Secure your phone on your car windscreen, desk or 
any other smooth surface. The rotating ball-joint 
design means your phone will point where you want it 
to. Convenient when you need to use your phone as a 
clock or a navigator. Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC 
free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 4 x 8,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 STYLI STYLUS 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 The chunky Styli gives you comfortable and accurate 
control over your touchscreen device. Ideal for 
drawing, typing or playing games on a touchscreen. 
Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive 
Design. 
 ø 1,4 x 11,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PULLI EARBUD ORGANIZER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 By far the fastest cable organizer in the world! The 
Pulli neatly wraps cords into it’s elastic silicon sleeve, 
letting you customize cord length while granting the 
convenience of accessibility. Simply stretch the sleeve 
to it’s full length and release it to it’s original size 
making you cords free from tangling ever again! Drop 
them in your bag, purse, or drawer—without ever 
worrying about tangled retrieval. Packed in a Gumbite 
gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 1,3 x 25,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12346100 

 12346102 

 12346103 

 12346104 

 12346105 

 12346101 

 10818103 

 10818100 

 10818101  10818102 

 10818104 

 10818105 
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 12346204  12346205  12346202  12346203  12346201  12346200 

 12345900  12345904  12345905  12345903  12345902  12345901 

 TWISTI EARBUD ORGANIZER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 A compact and lightweight cable winder to shorten 
cables and keep them from getting in your way or 
tangling. Wrap the cable around the silicon core and 
lock it in place by securing it at the specially designed 
channels at both ends. The Twisti features a large 
imprint space. Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 ø 2,2 x 6,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SPINNI CABLE ORGANIZER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 The Spinni is an unique designed cable organization 
tool which features 2 silicon shells which are capable 
of taking cables and enclosing them delivering a neater 
and cleaner appearance within your work area. Packed 
in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 7 x 3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 LACI CABLE ORGANIZER 

 PVC & Steel. 
 The Laci is made to wrap and store and keep in place any size cable 
creating a clean and tangle free workspace. Laci’s fl exible body and thin 
design make it perfect for quickly winding and unwinding mp3, charging 
and phone earbud cords. It will even organize most of your USB computer 
cables around your home or offi  ce. Larger sized and slightly longer and 
thicker cords such as your laptop cable can also be wrapped. Packed in a 
Gumbite gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 21 x 2,5 x 0,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12354504  12354505  12354502 

 12354503  12354501  12354500 
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 BLOCKI SCREEN CLEANER 

 EVA & Microfiber. 
 The soft EVA block is especially designed for tablets, phones and eBook 
screens to clean even the most toughest corners out there. The high quality 
micro fi ber eff ectively removes dirt and grease from all your screens. 
Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 5 x 4,7 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SNAPPI CABLE MANAGER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 Snappi manages your cables in a simple and fun way by keeping your 
cables organised. Great for the offi  ce, at home and especially on the road. 
Packed in a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 6,1 x 4,1 x 1,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 CLIPPI CABLE MANAGER 

 Silicon & ABS. 
 At home, in the offi  ce, in your car, Clippi solves your cable management 
needs by holding your cables in place. The fl exible silicone holder makes it 
possible to temporarily hold and/or remove cables when needed. Packed in 
a Gumbite gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 6,9 x 3,2 x 1,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12345705 

 12345703 

 12345702 

 12345701 

 12345704 

 12345700  12345600 

 12345604 

 12345603 

 12345605 

 12345601 

 12345602 

 12354704  12354705  12354703  12354700  12354702  12354701 
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 CROSSOVER ROLLING DUFFEL 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Exclusive design and PVC free. Durable exoskeleton and a molded 
polypropylene back panel absorb the impact of rugged travel. Heat-
molded, crush-proof SafeZone™ compartment protects eyewear and other 
fragile gear. Aluminum hardware and water-resistant fabrics combine to 
create a lightweight, durable bag. 
 38 x 32,5 x 64 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11986800 
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 CROSSOVER ROLLING CARRY-ON 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Exclusive design. Padded, top load pouch holds up to a 15" MacBook Pro or 
PC. Hide-away backpack straps allow for quick and easy shouldering of this 
carry-on roller. Lightweight, durable fabric is also water-resistant. Heat-
molded, crush proof SafeZone™ compartment protects your sunglasses, 
iPhone and other fragile gear. PVC Free. 
 39 x 23 x 49 cm 

  
  

 CROSSOVER SLING 13" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Exclusive design with padded, top load pouch holds up to a 13” laptop. 
Airfl ow channels on back panel provide ventilation. Oversized strap with 
breathable air mesh material. Shoulder strap stash pocket stores small 
items. Organization compartment stores maps, magazines and electronics. 
Easy access pockets organize nutrition, hydration and small sports 
accessories. Aluminum hardware and water-resistant fabrics combine to 
create a lightweight, durable bag. PVC Free. 
 35,5 x 21 x 49 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CROSSOVER 15" LAPTOP MESSENGER BAG 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Security friendly exclusive design, laptop compartment fi ts up to a 15” 
MacBook Pro or PC. Heat-molded, crush proof SafeZone compartment 
protects your iPhone or smartphone. Mesh magazine pocket is easily 
accessed from top of the bag. Convenient organization panel hidden 
beneath front fl ap. Multiple closure webbing loops allow for bag and fl ap 
to adjust to the size of your load. Pass-through luggage sleeve securely 
attaches messenger to most rolling luggage. Lightweight, durable fabric is 
also water-resistant. PVC Free. 
 45,5 x 9 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 CROSSOVER 17" MACBOOK BACKPACK 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Exclusive design and PVC free with padded, integrated laptop 
compartment holds up to a 17” MacBook Pro or PC. Heat-molded, crush 
proof SafeZone™ compartment protects your sunglasses, iPhone, and other 
fragile gear. Compression straps customize the bag to the size of your 
load. Die-cut EVA shoulder straps with mesh covering provide ventilation 
and breathability. Organization compartment keeps cords and other 
accessories at hand but out of the way. Multiple grab-and-go handles 
allow for easy transport. Side pocket keeps a water bottle close at hand. 
Lightweight, durable fabric is also water-resistant. 
 32,5 x 28 x 47 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11986700 

 11986400 

 11986200 

 11986500 
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 ENROUTE™ STRUT DAYPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design backpack with large main 
compartment with padded, top-load sleeve for a 14.6" 
laptop and a slip pocket for an iPad/10.1" tablet. 
Heat-molded, crush proof SafeZone™ compartment 
protects your sunglasses, iPhone and other fragile 
gear.Side pocket keeps a water bottle close at hand. 
Easy-grab zipper pulls allow easy access to the main 
compartment. PVC Free. 
 32,5 x 20 x 46 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11984100 

 11986600 

 ENROUTE™ MOSEY DAYPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design with large main compartment with padded, top-load 
sleeve for a 14.6” laptop and a slip pocket for aniPad/10.1” tablet. Two side 
heat-molded, crush-proof SafeZone™ compartments safeguard fragile gear. 
Cinch entry into main compartment secures everything inside the bag and 
serves as a second layer of protection. Organization panel keeps snacks 
and electronics in one place. Airfl ow channels on back panel provide 
ventilation. Padded backpack straps with a sternum strap maximize 
comfort. Integrated custom closure system easily slides together and 
releases. Stash pocket on hood keeps small items within instant reach. Side 
pocket keeps a water bottle close at hand. 
 28 x 26 x 46 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 11995600 

 RENEGADE 15.4" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack with protected dedicated laptop 
compartment fi ts most 15” laptops and select thin 17" laptops Integrated 
foam panels keep your electronics and other valuables protected. Padded 
iPad™/tablet/e-reader pocket.comfort Padded mouse/digital camera 
pocket Two zippered side utility pockets and dual side water bottle/
accessory holders .Quick access pocket. 
 49,5 x 33,5 x 25,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 STRATAGEM 17" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 420D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag with dedicated fl eece lined top loading laptop 
compartment fi ts most 17" laptops, integrated foam panels keep your 
electronics and other valuables protected, padded iPad/tablet/e-reader 
pocket Padded mouse/digital camera pocket Two zippered side utility 
pockets, dual side water bottle/accessory holders, deluxe organization 
panel with zippered stash pocket. 
 49,5 x 38,1 x 26,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 11995200 

 ELEMENT 17" LAPTOP CONFERENCE BAG 

 840D polyester and 1200D polyester. 
 Exclusive design bag unzips to expand for greater capacity with Interior 
padded laptop compartment, padded tablet/e-reader sleeve, organization 
panel, easy access front stash zippered pocket, rear compartment with 
fi le stash, attachment strap to fi t over most luggage trolley handles and 
removable, adjustable and padded shoulder strap. 
 33 x 45,7 x 15,2 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 11995100 
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 11997600 

 11995400 

 11995300 

 CITY CORP 17" LAPTOP 
CONFERENCE BAG 
 600D polyester and 420D Diamond Dobby 
Nylon. 
 Exclusive design 17” laptop bag with padded laptop 
sleeve, audio pocket with headphone exit port. cell 
phone pocket , adjustable padded shoulder strap and 
organization panel inside. 
 33 x 45,7 x 15,2 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ELGIN 17" LAPTOP 
CONFERENCE BAG 
 1680D polyester. 
 Exclusive design bag with fl apover construction 
with double lock closure Interior padded laptop 
compartment Padded tablet/e-reader sleeve. Easy 
access zippered pockets for business essentials Side 
beverage/accessory pocket Attachment strap to fi t over 
most luggage trolley handles Removable, adjustable 
and padded shoulder strap Top handle. 
 47 x 10 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 CURB 17" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 600D polyester and 420D polyester. 
 Exclusive design backpack with padded 17" laptop 
compartment, tablet pocket, front pocket with two 
accessory compartments, deluxe organisation panel 
and two side pockets. 
 49,5 x 34,3 x 24,1 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 
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 HALF DOME DUFFEL BAG 

 600D polyester and 420D polyester. 
 Exclusive design bag with front zipper pocket, side handle and adjustable 
shoulderstrap. 
 25,5 x 45,7 x 22,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 UPTON 17" LAPTOP CONFERENCE BAG 

 420D polyester and 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design conference bag with fl apover construction with double 
lock closure Interior padded laptop compartment Padded tablet/e-reader 
sleeve Easy access zippered pockets for business essentials Dual side 
beverage/accessory pockets Adjustable and padded shoulder strap Top 
handle. 
 44,5 x 11,4 x 33,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 BULLION 17" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 420D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack with padded laptop pocket that fi ts most 
17" laptops, padded tablet sleeve, front zipper pocket with organisation 
panel and two side pockets. 
 48 x 33 x 23 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 11997500  11995500 

 CRUNCH DUFFEL BAG 

 600D polyester and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design bag with large main compartment, side shoe pocket, side 
storage pocket, front zipper pocket and adjustable shoulderstrap. 
 33 x 61 x 30,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11997300 

 11997301 

 11997400 

 11997401 
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 11956400 

 11966700 

 BUSINESS TROLLEY 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design trolley bag with spacious main compartment suitable 
for a 15,4" laptop. Adjustable trolley handle & additional separate zipped 
organiser pockets. Cabin approved trolley is packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 39 x 20 x 53 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 15.4" LAPTOP BRIEFCASE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design briefcase suitable for 15.4” laptops and several 
compartments to store documents and accessories. Bag is packed in a 
Balmain gift box. 
 44 x 16 x 33 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 MOBILE OFFICE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design mobile offi  ce with several pockets to store documents and 
accessories and suitable for 15.4” laptops. Cabin approved mobile offi  ce is 
packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 38 x 21 x 36 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11959800 
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 11966600 

 15.4" LAPTOP BACKPACK AND BRIEFCASE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design briefcase that can be converted into a backpack. Bag fi t's 
most 15,4" laptops and has several functional pockets to store documents, 
business cards and phone. Bag is packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 31 x 11,5 x 40 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 LARGE TRAVEL BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 Spacious exclusive design holdall with adjustable removable shoulder strap 
and small front zippered pouch. Bag is packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 52 x 29 x 39 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 SMALL TRAVEL BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 This intelligent exclusive design travel bag off ers a spacious and is ideal as 
a sports or weekend bag.Travel bag is packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 45 x 30 x 20 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 SMALL 15.4" BRIEFCASE 

 Microfiber. 
 This exclusive design slim brief allows you to take your business essentials 
everywhere. The bag off ers a 15.4”laptop compartment and several 
compartments to store your documents and accessories. Brief is packed in 
a Balmain gift box. 
 40 x 9 x 30 cm 

 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11956200 

 11967800 

 11956500 
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 GARMENT BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 Lightweight garment bag with inside zippered mesh pockets. Includes 
removable clothes hanger. 
 55 x 4 x 50 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 15.4" LAPTOP DOCUMENT HOLDER 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design document bag suitable for 15.4” laptop. Document bag is 
packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 37,5 x 9 x 32,5 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 MEDIA BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design compact bag with main zippered compartment containing 
origination pouches inside. Comfortable adjustable webbing shoulder 
strap & additional zipper pocket on the face of the bag. Bag is packed in a 
Balmain gift box. 
 21,5 x 4,6 x 22,5 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11959700 

 11967700 

 11966400 
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 11955600  11955900 

 11966200 

 BUSINESS BAG ON WHEELS 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design cabin approved trolley bag with spacious main 
compartment suitable for a 15,4" laptop with fi tted document pouches. 
Adjustable trolley handle & additional separate zipped pockets. Includes 
laptop protector case. Bag is packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 40 x 18,5 x 33,5 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 TRAVEL BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 Stylish exclusive design travel bag suitable for a variety of occasions. Travel 
bag packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 51 x 29 x 18 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 15.4" LAPTOP CASE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design business bag with 15,4” laptop compartment and several 
functional pockets to store documents, business cards and phone. Bag is 
packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 40 x 30 x 8,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 11982201 

 11982101  11982100 

 11982200 

 CASCADE BACKPACK 

 Waterproof nylon. 
 WInner of the red dot award. Exclusive design PVC free waterproof 
backpack with welded seems, water resistant zippers and double sided 
coating. Zippered pocket on top. Padded zippered pocket on back panel. 
Adjustable padded shoulder straps with removable phone pocket which 
will fi t iPhone 5. Reinforced rubber top carry handle. Bag is packed in a 
Elevate gift pouch. 
 29 x 13 x 44,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CASCADE BACKPACK ROLLTOP 

 Waterproof nylon. 
 Exclusive design PVC free waterproof backpack with welded seems, water 
resistant zippers and double sided coating, roll top closure, front zipper 
pocket and zippered padded pocket on back panel. Padded and adjustable 
shoulder straps. Removable phone pocket on shoulder strap will fi t iPhone 
5. Bag is packed in a Elevate gift pouch. 
 31,5 x 18 x 59 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 High and dry 

 11982300 

 11982301 

 11982400 

 CASCADE MESSENGER 

 Waterproof nylon. 
 Exclusive design PVC free waterproof messenger with 
welded seems. water resistant zippers and double sided 
coating, front fl ap has a zipper pocket and organisation 
panel underneath. Padded zippered pocket on back 
panel. Removable phone pocket on shoulder strap will 
fi t iPhone 5. Bag is packed in a Elevate gift pouch. 
 40 x 12 x 29 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CASCADE TRAVEL BAG 

 Waterproof nylon. 
 Exclusive design PVC free waterproof travel bag with 
welded seems, water resistant zippers and double sided 
coating, front zipper pocket and adjustable shoulder 
strap. Bag is packed in a Elevate gift pouch. 
 62 x 35 x 33 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11982401 
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 11982800 

 11996100 

 11982600 

 11982601 

 11982801 

 11996101 

 EDMONTON OVERNIGHTER 

 Canvas and leather. 
 Small exclusive design PVC free travel bag with 
adjustable shoulder strap and front zipper pocket.Bag 
is packed in a cotton canvas tote,. 
 45 x 20 x 30 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 EDMONTON BACKPACK 

 Canvas and leather. 
 Exclusive design backpack features 2 side zipper 
pockets, front zipper compartment, main compartment 
with drawstring closure and padded adjustable 
shoulder straps. Bag is packed in a cotton canvas gift 
pouch. 
 30 x 17 x 41 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 EDMONTON MESSENGER 

 Canvas and leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free messenger features a zipper 
pocket in fl ap and an organisation panel underneath 
the fl ap.Main compartment with zippered closure and 
zipper pocket on the back inside. Bag is packed in a 
cotton canvas pouch. 
 36 x 12 x 28 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 11982500 

 11982501 

 11982700 

 11982701 

 11996000 

 11996001 

 EDMONTON 15.4" LAPTOP BRIEFBAG 

 Canvas and leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free bag features an adjustable shoulderstrap, front 
zipper pocket, 15,4" laptop compartment and organisation panel inside the 
main compartment. Bag is packed in a cotton canvas pouch. 
 40 x 10 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 EDMONTON TOTE 

 Canvas and leather. 
 On trend exclusive design PVC free model tote with zippered main 
compartment that holds an inside organisation pocket and has a front 
zipper pocket.Tote is packed in a cotton canvas tote. 
 34,5 x 7,5 x 40 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 EDMONTON 14" LAPTOP SLEEVE 

 Canvas and leather. 
 Exclusive design double handled 14" laptop sleeve features a front zipper 
pocket and padded main zippered compartment. Bag is packed in a cotton 
canvas gift pouch. 
 35 x 3,5 x 25 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 11993600 

 REVELSTOKE HIKING BACKPACK 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600 D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free backpack metal wireframe, mid-channel 
ventilation system and heavily padded lumbar and hip areas as well as 
the fully padded and adjustable shoulder straps, hikers will be able to 
travel to their next destination in comfort while carrying a signifi cant load. 
Moreover robust PVC-free materials, YKK zippers and Durafl ex buckles, a 
wealth of extra storage areas (some of them waterproof) and a stow-away 
rain cover work together to add the quality touch and ease of use needed 
on diffi  cult journeys. Packed in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 32 x 22 x 57,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 REVELSTOKE WINTERSPORT BACKPACK 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600 D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free innovative carrying system that allows for the 
backpack to be quickly & easily twisted on the body when the user needs to 
sit down on the skilift chair & perform the actions in reverse at the other 
end. Versatile wintersport gear carrying system allows a pair of skis or a 
snowboard to be easily transported using 2 adjustable front face webbing 
straps Adjustable padded shoulder straps, quick-access sunglasses pocket 
at the top, roomy main compartment, organizer comparment, front face 
pocket plus 2 more side pockets out of which one is an elastic micromesh 
bottle pocket. PVC-free materials for eco friendly production and use 
.Quality trims: YKK waterproof zippers and Durafl ex buckles. Packed in an 
Elevate gift pouch. 
 28 x 14 x 50 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11993602 

 11993601 

 11993502  11993501 

 11993900 
 REVELSTOKE TRAVEL BAG BACKPACK 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free innovative 4-way carrying system: top handles 
with velcro padded grip area, removeable, adjustable in length shoulder 
strap with large sliding comfortable shoulder pad, padded backpack 
straps that click into place when used and hide away in a side pocket when 
stored , 2 side padded hadles, multiple storage areas for smaller objects: 4 
pockets: 2 side, 1 front and 1 internal travel size 60x30x30cm is perfect for 
off shore drilling platform commuters PVC-free Quality trims: YKK zippers 
and Durafl ex buckles. Packed in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 60 x 30 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11993902 

 11993901 

 11993500 
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 11993700 

 REVELSTOKE BACKPACK 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600 D polyester. 
 Exclusive design backpack. The one-pack solution for daily life and easy 
outdoor getaways. Foam padding with mid-channel vent system on the 
back and adjustable padded shoulder straps ensure the highest level of 
comfort. Robust PVC-free materials, YKK zippers and Durafl ex buckles, 
padded 14” laptop and 10” tablet compartments and a wealth of storage 
areas work together to protect your valuables while keeping you perfectly 
comfortable. Packed in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 31 x 16 x 45 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11993702 

 11993701 

 REVELSTOKE SHOULDER BAG MESSENGER 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600 D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free innovative 2-way carrying system suited for 
either left or right-side use: hanging on the side of the body with long 
shoulder strap or bike messenger style (high on the back) with short 
shoulder strap and removeable snap cord stabilizer. Technology pockets: 
fully padded and secured pocket for 15,6”laptops pocket for tablets (Ipad) 
multiple storage areas for smaller objects: 4 pockets: 1 zippered quick-
acces on the fl ap, 1 zippered under the fl ap, 1 zippered pocket on the side 
and 1 elastic micromesh bottle pocket on the side. PVC-free materials for 
eco friendly production and use. Quality trims: YKK zippers and Durafl ex 
buckles. Packed in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 46 x 15 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 REVELSTOKE TRAVEL BAG 

 Nylon diamond ripstop and 600 D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free versatile travel bag will be your perfect 
companion! Robust PVC-free materials, YKK zippers and Durafl ex buckles, 
padded hand and shoulder carrying solutions, nylex-lined valuables pocket 
and other various storage areas work together to make your short trip a 
pleasant one. Packed in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 60 x 30 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994002 

 11994000  11994001 

 11993801 

 11993800  11993802 
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 11993402 

 11993401 

 REVELSTOKE LIGHTWEIGHT 
TRAVEL BAG 
 Nylon diamond ripstop. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free foldable travel bag 
combining high-performance technical materials and 
YKK zippers with comfortable adjustable carrying 
straps and various additional storage solutions. Packed 
in an Elevate gift pouch. 
 49 x 24 x 24 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 REVELSTOKE LIGHTWEIGHT 
BACKPACK 
 Nylon diamond ripstop. 
 Exclusive design PVC Free foldable backpack high-
performance technical materials and YKK zippers with 
comfortable, adjustable shoulder straps and various 
additional storage solutions. Packed in an Elevate gift 
pouch. 
 29,5 x 16,5 x 44 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11993400 

 11993300 

 11993301 

 11993302 
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Bags and accessories which embody a fashionable combination of outdoor and urban 
trends. Elevate Sportive sunglasses available on page 138 of this catalogue. Elevate apparel 
exclusively available in Label.
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 15.4" LAPTOP SHOULDER BAG 

 Imitation leather. 
 Padded shoulder bag with front zippered pocket and main zippered 
compartment with accessories to store pens, credit cards and a small 
zippered pocket. Back slash pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Can hold 
a 15" laptop. Exclusive design. 
 35 x 11 x 25 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 MESSENGER BAG 

 Nylon. 
 Padded messenger bag with magnetic closures and adjustable shoulder 
strap. Large front pocket and 2 main compartments. Also features 
accessories storage to hold pens, credit cards and mobile phone. Exclusive 
design. 
 33,5 x 8,5 x 27,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 15.4" LAPTOP BRIEFCASE 

 Nylon. 
 Front zippered pocket with organisation panel, main zippered 
compartment with 15.4" laptop compartment and 2 main compartments, a 
small mesh inner pocket. Back panel designed to slip over trolley handles 
and zippered pocket on back panel. Adjustable shoulder strap. Exclusive 
design. 
 39 x 7 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11978901 

 11978900 

 11979100 

 11979000 
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 11982900  11981900 

 11981800 

 11982000 

    
  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS

 RETRO BACKPACK 

 Canvas and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free backpack that allows you to store your racket, 
shoe compartment at the bottom, quick access pocket, front zipper 
compartment with organization panel and front zipper pocket. Bag is 
packed in a non woven pouch. 
 32,5 x 21 x 45 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 RETRO SPORTS BAG 

 Canvas and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free sports bag features an adjustable shoulder strap 
and front zipper pocket. Sports bag is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 44 x 22,3 x 28,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 RETRO SHOULDER BAG 

 Canvas and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free shoulder bag with padded laptop compartment 
front compartment with several options to store your accessories and front 
zipper pocket. Shoulder bag is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 37,5 x 13 x 28,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 RETRO MEDIA BAG 

 Canvas and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design PVC free media bag is suitable for most tablets, feautures 
an adjustable shoulder strap and front zipper pocket, packed in a non 
woven pouch. 
 20 x 5,5 x 27,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 Bags and accessories from a classic brand that oozes vintage style while meeting today's 
quality demands.   Slazenger Sports watch available on page 98 of this catalogue. Slazenger 
apparel exclusively available in Label.  
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 11970200 

 11970100 

 LARGE TRAVEL BAG 

 600D polyester. 
 Large travel bag exclusive design with trolley system and 2 large separate 
compartments and 2 zippered pockets for easy access to documents and 
accessories. Travelbag is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 32 x 42 x 67 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 TROLLEY BACKPACK 

 600D polyester. 
 Wheeled cabin approved 15.5” exclusive design laptop backpack makes 
travelling easy with its comfortable telescopic handle, heavy-duty wheels 
and easy conversion to a backpack for hands-free transport. Packed in a 
non woven pouch. 
 33 x 26 x 48 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 SPORTY TROLLEY 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design cabin approved trolley with zippered main compartment, 
2 buckle closures and a zipper front pocket. bag is packed in a non woven 
pouch. 
 35 x 20 x 52 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11970000 
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 11953000 

 11931500 

 11931400 

 RUCKSACK 

 600D polyester. 
 Sporty exclusive design rucksack with zippered main 
compartment with media pocket and a headphone 
port. Front zippered pocket with an organisation panel. 
Rucksack is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 47,5 x 32,5 x 15 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 SPORTS BAG 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design bag features a zippered main 
compartment, front zippered pocket with organisation 
panel, ID window and a headphone port. Also includes 
2 side velcro accessory pockets and adjustable shoulder 
strap, packed in a non woven pouch. 
 27,5 x 55 x 27,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 GYM BAG 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive designed sports bag with big main 
compartment, front zipper pocket, mesh water bottle 
pocket on front and adjustable padded shoulder strap, 
packed in a non woven pouch. 
 45 x 28 x 27 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 YORK SHOULDER BAG 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design shoulder bag with zipper on fl ap and organisation panel 
under the fl ap. Adjustable padded shoulder strap. Packed in a non woven 
Slazenger gift pouch. 
 34,5 x 11,8 x 29,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994300 

 YORK BACKPACK 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design backpack with zipper front compartment, small inside 
zipper pocket and adjustable padded shoulder straps. Packed in a non 
woven Slazenger gift pouch. 
 28 x 15,5 x 41,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994403  11994402  11994401  11994303  11994302  11994301 

 11994400 
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 11994200 

 11994203  11994202  11994201 

 11994100 

 11994103 

 11994102 

 11994101 

 YORK SPORT BAG 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design sport bag with zippered front pocket, 
inside zippered pocket adjustable padded shoulder 
strap. Packed in a non woven Slazenger gift pouch. 
 50 x 28,5 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 YORK DUFFEL 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design sport bag with zippered front pocket, 
inside zippered pocket adjustable padded shoulder 
strap. Packed in a non woven Slazenger gift pouch. 
 41 x 24 x 24 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 Extreme portability 

 11941703 

 11941702  11941701 

 11975502 

 11975501 

 11975500 

 11941700 

 BRISBANE SPORTS BAG 

 600D polyester and 300D ripstop. 
 Exclusive design large sports bag with 2 side zipper 
pockets and front zipper pocket, packed in a non 
woven pouch. 
 61,5 x 33,5 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 BRISBANE SPORTS BAG 

 600D polyester and 300D ripstop. 
 Ideal sports bag for athletes that need to protect 
their gear from the muddy fi elds or wet locker room 
fl oors. Has an extra zipper pocket on the front and an 
adjustable shoulder strap.This exclusive designed bag 
is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 50 x 29 x 29 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11975503 
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 BRISBANE 15.4" LAPTOP RUCKSACK 

 600D polyester and 300D ripstop. 
 Exclusive design sporty rucksack with padded computer compartment and 
various functional pockets, packed in a non woven pouch. 
 31 x 19 x 46 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11962402 

 11962401 

 11962400 

 LAHTI COOLER BACKPACK 

 300D polyester. 
 Trendy exclusive design cooler rucksack with several functional pockets, 
packed in a non woven pouch. 
 44 x 34 x 18 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11912301 

 11912300 

 11975603 

 BRISBANE SAILOR BAG 

 600D polyester and 300D ripstop. 
 Exclusive design duff el bag features a shoe compartment, drawstring 
closure main compartment, front zipper pocket and adjustable shoulder 
strap.Bag is packed in a non woven pouch. 
 ø 30,5 x 50,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11975602 

 11975601 

 11975600 

 11912303 

 11962403 
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 11986100 

 SMALL BUSINESS TROLLEY 

 840D nylon. 
 Featherweight construction, cabin approved, exclusive design with 
durable, semi-rigid EVA exterior to safeguard your belongings. Smooth 
in-line skate. Full-featured organisation panel. Laptop compartment stores 
most 15" laptops. 
 31,5 x 25 x 46 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11950300 

 17" CHECKPOINT FRIENDLY LAPTOP TROLLEY 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design vertical rolling laptop case compatible with most laptops 
with a 15-17" screen Checkpoint Friendly 17" laptop sleeve– Designed 
in compliance with TSA guidelines so your laptop does not need to be 
removed when passing through airport security Dedicated iPad® or 10.1” 
tablet compartment Full-featured business compartments are isolated 
from clothing storage for in-meeting functionality Smart Organization™ 
panel provides a place for all your electronics, gadgets and accessories 
Large rear compartment holds a change of clothes for the overnight 
business trip Leave your laptop in the protective sleeve throughout the TSA 
screening process (US airports). 
 35,5 x 48 x 23,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ROLLING 15.6" LAPTOP CASE 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag with thickly padded laptop compartment 
protects laptops with up to a 15.6 inch display. Main compartment features 
storage for a change of clothes. Divider secures to the side of the case to 
compress and cover clothes while off ering additional storage with mesh 
pockets on the backside and expandable pockets on front. Organization 
panel along with zippered mesh pockets. Tilt-out fi le compartment keeps 
your fi les separated and presentable. 
 42,4 x 21,1 x 34,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11995800 
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 11920900 

 SECURITY FRIENDLY 16" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 420D nylon and leather. 
 Exclusive design backpack fi t most laptops with a 16" screen Security 
Friendly– Designed in compliance with TSA so your laptop doesn’t need 
to be removed when passing through US airport security. Separate fi le 
compartment stores papers. 
 34,3 x 15,2 x 45,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 14"-15.4" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 840D nylon. 
 Exclusive design, holds up to 15.4" laptops. Interior organiser panel 
provides extra storage for fi les and other computer accessories. Thick foam 
padding and durable, lightweight material provides superior protection for 
computer equipment. 
 36 x 15,2 x 47 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11932700 

 PROFESSIONAL 17" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 420D nylon. 
 Smart exclusive design gives this case a compact size and yet enough 
storage place. From your 17" laptop to your MP-3, USB and Blackberry, 
this bag has a place for it. Fully lined interior with separate padded 
computer compartment. 
 46,3 x 11,5 x 38,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 15.4" LAPTOP RUCKSACK 

 840D nylon and 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack holds up to 15,4" laptops. Padded, 
ergonomically designed shoulder straps for exceptional comfort. Includes 
removable CD/DVD folio. Patented line-out jack and CD/MP3 player 
pocket. 
 45 x 16 x 37,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11944700 

 11920700 
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 15.6" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack with dedicated laptop compartment 
disappears underneath straps to protect laptops with up to a 15.6'' display. 
Padded, nylex-lined iPad pocket prevents scratches to your iPad or 10” 
tablet screen. Front compartment features storage pockets for small 
electronics and a zippered pocket and additional space for a power brick. 
Front exterior slip pocket allows quick access to a boarding pass or other 
transportation ticket. Padded, mesh back panel and shoulder straps. 
 34 x 15 x 50 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 16" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Dedicated compartments protect both a laptop with a 15-16 inch screen 
and an iPad or 10.1" tablet. Luggage strap securely attaches backpack to 
most rolling luggage. Smart Organization™ panel provides a place for all 
your electronics, gadgets and accessories. Exclusive design. 
 35 x 19,5 x 43 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11986000  11985800 

 11920400 

 11985500 

 15.4" LAPTOP RUCKSACK 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack with padded compartment for laptop, 
several pockets for accessories. 
 30 x 10 x 40 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 17" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design backpackpack with dedicated laptop compartment holds 
up to 17" widescreen laptops. Expansive interior storage holds books, fi les 
and folders. Organization panel stores your portable electronics, pens and 
more. Speed Pocket™ - A quick access, secure place to put valuables (watch, 
keys, cell phone etc.) prior to passing through airport security. External 
mesh pocket. 
 30,5 x 21,6 x 45,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 NOX AQUILA 11" MESSENGER 

 Nylon. 
 Transitioning from the morning commute right through to an evening 
rendezvous, this tailored exclusive design messenger is sized for the urban 
nomad who relies on a netbook not a notebook. 
 31 x 7 x 32,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 NOX PAVONIS BAG 

 Nylon. 
 Sophisticated exclusive design bag made to hold 15“ 
laptop or tablet. 
 39,5 x 8 x 31,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11961400 

 11961000 
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 SECURITY FRIENDLY 16" LAPTOP CASE 

 420D nylon. 
 Full-size exclusive design laptop case fi ts 15.4"-16" laptops. Security 
Friendly™ – Designed in compliance with TSA guidelines so your laptop 
may not need to be removed when passing through airport security. 
 31,8 x 9 x 43,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 14.1" LAPTOP AND iPad MESSENGER 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design Messenger with thickly padded laptop compartment sized 
to fi t ultrabooks/laptops with up to a 14.1 inch display. Slim iPad/10.1” 
tablet pocket is perfectly sized and nylex-lined to ensure your iPad remains 
protected among the items in your bag. Roomy main compartment fi ts 
your daily notebook, large headphones, fi les or other accessories. Zippered, 
nylex-lined front pocket keeps your smartphone secure yet accessible. 
Comfortable shoulder strap with shoulder pad for easy portability. 
 40,4 x 10 x 30,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 14" CHECKPOINT FRIENDLY LAPTOP CASE 

 Nylon. 
 Dedicated compartments protect both a laptop with a 14-inch screen and 
an iPad or 10.1-inch tablet. Checkpoint Friendly– Designed in compliance 
with TSA guidelines so your laptop does not need to be removed when 
passing through airport security. Grab ‘N’ Go™ design lets you quickly exit 
security without having to re-zip case. Full-size document compartment. 
Smart Organization™ panel provides a place for all your electronics, 
gadgets and accessories. Luggage strap securely attaches briefcase to most 
rolling luggage. 
 38 x 11 x 31 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 NOX HYDRUS 16" LAPTOP CASE 

 Nylon. 
 From the morning rush to your meandering journey home, this exclusive 
design briefcase accompanies you throughout your day. Dedicated 
organisation pockets are tailored to fi t your personal electronics and 
accessories, keeping them both contained and accessible. 
 43 x 14 x 31,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11945000 

 11985700  11985900 

 11961500 
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 15.4" LAPTOP CASE 

 Neoprene. 
 Holds up to 15,4" laptops. Compact exclusive design computer briefcase 
with padded shoulder strap and handles. Durable, weather resistant 
material cushions and protects your computer. 
 38 x 4,5 x 34 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 15.4' SLIM LAPTOP CASE 

 600D polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag with padded compartment for laptop, 
expandable compartment for organisation of legal or A4 size papers and 
fi les. 
 44 x 15 x 38 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11985600 

 14.1" LAPTOP ATTACHÉ 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag with protective storage for both your laptop 
and iPad or tablet. Thickly padded laptop compartment sized to fi t laptops 
with up to a 14.1 inch display. Slim iPad pocket is perfectly sized and 
nylex-lined to ensure your iPad remains protected among the items in your 
bag. Files remain crisp and unbent in their designated pocket, separated 
from your electronics. Zippered security pocket keeps your smartphone 
or passport secure against your body. Slightly extended top carry handle 
quickly slips over your wrist if your hands are full. Removable padded 
shoulder strap provides a comfortable carrying option. 
 36,5 x 7,5 x 28 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11985400 

 15.6" LAPTOP AND iPad BRIEFCASE 

 Polyester. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag with slim compact case has separate protective 
pockets for both a laptop up to 15.6'' and an iPad/10.1” tablet. Front 
pocket stores bulky power cords neatly in the bottom and out of the 
way. Organizer panel in front pocket with dedicated storage for external 
hard drive, pens and other accessories. Zippered front pocket keeps your 
smartphone secure yet easily accessible. Comfortable, removable shoulder 
strap and padded handle for easy portability. Luggage strap securely 
attaches slim case to most rolling luggage. 
 42 x 7,6 x 35,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11920200  11920300 
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 ODYSSEY MOBILE OFFICE VERTICAL 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design cabin approved trolley bag with spacious main 
compartment, laptop compartment suitable up to 17", separate tablet 
compartment and several zipped organiser pockets. Bag is packed in a non 
woven gift pouch. 
 35 x 24 x 46,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY BRIEFCASE 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design briefcase suitable for 15.4” laptops with tablet sleeve, 
several compartments to store documents and accessories and a back strap 
to carry on a trolley, packed in a non woven pouch. 
 39 x 11 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11972500 

 ODYSSEY TRAVEL BAG 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design large travel bag features a adjustable 
padded shoulder strap, 2 padded handles, large front 
zipper pocket, side zippered shoe compartment and 
a small zipper pocket inside the main compartment, 
packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 58 x 29 x 29 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11972600 

 11972800 
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 ODYSSEY 15.4" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design bag features a small front zipper pocket, main 
compartment with organisation panel and several pockets, padded laptop 
compartment with nylex lining, side zipper pocket, padded handle and 
shoulder straps. Bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 30 x 18,5 x 45 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11972300 

 ODYSSEY 15.4" LAPTOP MESSENGER 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design messenger bag with padded laptop compartment fi ts most 
15,4" laptops and has a separate tablet sleeve and a full organisation panel 
under the front fl ap, bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 40,5 x 10 x 28 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11971600 

 ODYSSEY 15.4" LAPTOP SLIM BRIEFCASE 

 Tarpaulin and 420D nylon. 
 Exclusive design slim laptop case with adjustable shoulder strap, padded 
handle, side opening for main compartment that fi t's most 15,4" laptops, 
front zipper pocket and back strap to put over trolley handle. laptop case is 
packed in a non woven pouch. 
 39,5 x 4,3 x 29,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11981100 

 HORIZON LAPTOP BACKPACK ROLLTOP 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Exclusive design backpack features a padded 15,4" laptop compartment 
and tablet sleeve, zipper side pocket and unique buckle closure Bag is 
packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 30 x 13,5 x 41,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11972700 
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 11981400 

 11981200 

 HORIZON SLIM LAPTOP BRIEFCASE 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Exclusive design slim brief features a front pocket, adjustable shoulder 
strap and padded compartment, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 37 x 4 x 28,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HORIZON MESSENGER 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Exclusive design messenger bag with adjustable shoulder strap and back 
zipper pocket, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 37 x 7,5 x 29 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 11981300 

 11981600 

 11981700 

 11981500 

 HORIZON HYBRID BAG 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Revolutionary exclusive design 4 in 1 bag, a simple twist of the strap 
turns this bag from a shopper into a messenger, vertical shoulder bag or 
backpack, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 30,5 x 8,5 x 40 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HORIZON BACKPACK TRAVEL BAG 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Double feature exclusive design bag, backpacks turns into a travel bag 
when the straps are stored in the bottom compartment, bag has a side 
zipper pocket and side small compartment. Bag is packed in a non woven 
gift pouch. 
 29,5 x 23,5 x 44,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HORIZON TRAVEL BAG 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Exclusive design travel bag features an adjustable shoulder strap, front 
compartment and bag zipper pocket. Extended size is 77 x 24 x 49. Travel 
bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 52 x 24 x 32 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 iPad SHOULDER BAG 

 300D high density polyester. 
 Horizon exclusive design iPad bag with inside zipper pocket and adjustable 
shoulder strap. Packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 20,5 x 4 x 26,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 11954500 

 11964900 

 WHEELED TSA ATTACHÉ 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Cabin approved large main zippered compartment includes removable 
padded TSA-compliant laptop sleeve expediting airport security. Holds 
most 17" laptops. Main zippered compartment is spacious enough for an 
overnight trip. Additional zippered compartment for fi le dividers and mesh 
pocket organization. Front zippered pocket includes removable Tech Trap 
organizer panel and deluxe organization. Exclusive design. 
 44,5 x 22,9 x 38 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 WHEELED CHECKPOINT 
FRIENDLY COMPUTER BACKPACK 
 Dot dobby nylon with scuba. 
 Cabin approved trolley, main zippered compartment 
includes TSA-friendly laptop compartment expediting 
airport security. Holds most 17" laptops. File dividers 
and ear bud port access. Zippered media pocket. 
Front zippered pocket. Hideaway backpack straps and 
comfort carry handle.Exclusive design. 
 30,5 x 45,7 x 16,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 11988400 

 11988500 

 11954300 

 11954400 

 CHECKPOINT-FRIENDLY VAPOR 
17" COMPUTER BACKPACK 
 Nylon. 
 This exclusive design laptop bag has a designated TSA-friendly laptop-only 
section that unfolds to lay fl at on the X-ray belt to increase your speed, 
convenience and security. Main zippered compartment includes multiple 
slash pockets, a dedicated padded iPad pocket and removable Large Tech 
Trap for all your organization needs. Zippered nylex-lined pocket with 
additional zippered media pocket and earbud port. Front zippered pocket 
with deluxe organization. Hidden pockets for valuables and easy-access 
pocket for tickets. Bottle opener/key fob on strap. Padded back and 
compression shoulder straps for extra comfort and adjustable chest strap 
to help ease the burden on your back. Back panel designed to slip over 
trolley handles. Bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 35,5 x 23,5 x 49,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CHECKPOINT FRIENDLY 17" 
COMPUTER MESSENGER 
 Dobby nylon with scuba. 
 This exclusive design has a designated laptop-only section that unfolds to 
lay fl at on an x-ray belt to increase speed, convenience and security. Back 
zippered compartment holds up to 17" laptops and has separate zippered 
pocket for fi les or cords. Main zippered compartment with fi le dividers. 
Front zippered pocket holds the removable TechTrap elastic organiser 
panel and includes a media pocket with access to an ear bud port. Deluxe 
organisation fi le folder and zippered pocket under fl ap. Back panel 
designed to slip over trolley handles. 
 37,2 x 31,8 x 7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CHECKPOINT FRIENDLY 17" 
COMPUTER BACKPACK 
 Dobby nylon with scuba. 
 This exclusive design has a designated laptop-only section that unfolds 
to lay fl at on an x-ray belt to increase speed, convenience and security. 
Side entry laptop compartment holds up to 17" laptops. Main zippered 
compartment with fi le divider, interior side pockets and removable 
TechTrap elastic organiser panel. Zippered media pocket accesses ear bud 
port. Front zippered pocket and key fob. Front lower & hidden pockets for 
valuables. 3 side roomy zippered pockets. Back panel designed to slip over 
trolley handles. 
 41,9 x 48,3 x 22,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 SPORTSBAG 

 Dobby nylon. 
 Zippered main compartment with U-shaped opening. Front top media 
pocket with earbud port. Large zippered front pocket includes removable 
Tech Trap organizer panel and pocket organization. Large ventilated 
side pocket holds shoes or damp garments. Additional side zippered 
accessory pocket with exterior elastic shock cord for maximum storage. 
Handles made of durable webbing with comfortable handle wrap. Padded, 
detachable, adjustable shoulder strap. Exclusive design bag is packed in a 
non woven gift pouch. 
 56 x 25,5 x 30,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 15" LAPTOP RUCKSACK 

 600D polyester and PVC. 
 Cabin approved, four spacious zippered compartments. Laptop 
compartment holds up to a 15" laptop. Front zippered organizational 
pocket. Hard EVA shell on front pocket protects small electronics. 
 39 x 25 x 53 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 15.4" COMPU-PACK 

 840D nylon. 
 Exclusive design laptop backpack with heavy padded laptop compartment, 
fi ts laptops of 15.4" and has several pockets for documents and accessories. 
 32 x 25 x 44 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CHECKPOINT FRIENDLY 15" 
LAPTOP MESSENGER 
 Dobby Nylon, Neoprene and 600D PolyCanvas. 
 Features a laptop-only section that unfolds to lay fl at on an x-ray belt. 
Holds most 15" laptops. Excluve design laptop sleeve has patented laptop 
compression guard. 
 36,7 x 12,6 x 39,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11907600 

 11963600 

 11951100 
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 11957600 

 11957701  11957401 

 11962804  11962803 

 11962801  11962800 

 11962802 

 11957400 

 11957700 

 11957601 

 20" CARRY-ON SPINNER 

 Polycarbonate and ABS. 
 Cabin approved 4 wheel exclusive design spinner for manoeuvring 
through crowds and aisles. Interior divider organiser and zipper with TSA 
combination lock for extra security, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 38 x 23 x 57 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 22" UPRIGHT 

 Polycarbonate and ABS. 
 Travelling is easy with this lightweight exclusive design trolley. The 
attractively coloured hard shell case protects personal belongings. Trendy 
interior with handy organiser. TSA zip combination lock helps keep 
everything extra safe, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 36 x 24 x 58,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 24" SPINNER 

 Polycarbonate and ABS. 
 Convenient 4 wheel exclusive design spinner for manoeuvring through 
crowds and aisles. Interior divider organiser and zipper with TSA 
combination lock for extra security, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 44 x 28 x 67 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 17" MOBILE OFFICE HORIZONTAL SPINNER 

 Polycarbonate and ABS. 
 Trendy lightweight exclusive design hard case mobile offi  ce.Cabin 
approved easy control with the 4 spinner wheels. Luxury interior with 
divider for organised documents and stationery. Zipper with combination 
TSA lock for extra security, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 44 x 21 x 41,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 ORANGE LINE AIRPORTER SPINNER 

 1680D polyester. 
 Maneuver your excluve design cabin approved airporter through crowds 
and aisles in all directions. The 4 wheels enable to glide your bag in any 
direction you need, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 36 x 20 x 50 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ORANGE LINE AIRPORTER 

 1680D polyester. 
 Exclusive design cabin approved trolley with extendable front 
compartment and main zippered compartment with clothes straps, packed 
in a non woven gift pouch. 
 37,5 x 26 x 58 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ORANGE LINE 24" SPINNER 

 1680D polyester. 
 This 24” exclusive design spinner allows you to maneuver through crowds 
and aisles in all directions, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 42 x 32 x 64,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 ORANGE LINE BUSINESS BAG ON WHEELS 

 1680D polyester. 
 Exclusive design cabin approved business bag trolley with padded laptop 
compartment for 17" laptops. Separate compartment for documents and 
front compartment for small accessories and small detachable pouch for 
memory sticks, packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 42 x 22 x 44 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 11936400 

 BUSINESS TROLLEY 

 600D Polyester. 
 Simple yet functional excluve design cabin approved business trolley, also 
ideal for small trips. Has a 15.4" laptop compartment and several other 
functional compartments to store your documents and accessories, packed 
in a non woven gift pouch. 
 36 x 19 x 43 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 LUX 15.4" LAPTOP BAG 

 Micro Ripstop. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag. Main zippered compartment holds most 
15.4" laptops. Front zippered pocket with additional organisation features. 
Quick-access corner pocket. Zippered accessory and USB pockets. Hidden 
front mesh pocket. 2 carry handles and adjustable, removable comfort 
shoulder strap. Rear zippered pocket and trolley handle, packed in a non 
woven gift pouch. 
 40,6 x 10 x 30,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 SECURITY FRIENDLY BUSINESS 
15.4" LAPTOP BAG 
 600D Polyester and pvc. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag that is packed in a non woven pouch. Main 
compartment and zipper front pocket with several functional pockets. TSA 
compliant. Packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 42 x 9 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 EXPRESS 15" LAPTOP BAG 

 600d Polyester and nylon accents. 
 Exclusive design laptop bag holds most 15" laptops. Main compartment 
includes built-in laptop sleeve. Front zippered pleated pocket with full 
interior organisation features. Side mesh pocket. Adjustable shoulder 
strap, 2 carry handles and is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 39,3 x 10 x 30,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11943100 

 11979300 

 11979200 
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 11988300 

 DAYTRIPPER 16" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 600D Polyester. 
 This lightweight daypack includes a dedicated computer pocket that 
keeps laptops up to 16" safe and secure with side entry access. Open main 
compartment includes a dedicated zippered nylex-lined padded iPad 
pocket. Zippered top pocket with organization panel and earbud port 
access. Zippered lower front pocket for additional secure storage. Includes 
top zip lined valuables pocket, perfect for sunglasses. Two side zippered 
pockets. Neoprene handle. Molded EVA back keeps the bag lightweight 
and allows ventilation down your back along with padded straps and smart 
phone holder. Back panel designed to slip over trolley handles. Exclusive 
design backpack is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 34 x 20,5 x 46,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CHECKPOINT-FRIENDLY 15.4" 
COMPU-BACKPACK 
 600D Polyester. 
 Excluve design laptop bag Includes designated laptop-only section that 
unfolds to lay fl at on an x-ray belt to increase speed through security. 
Side entry laptop compartment holds up to 15.4" laptops. Open main 
compartment includes a dedicated zippered nylex-lined padded tablet 
pocket. Zippered top pocket with organisation panel and ear bud port 
access. Unique hidden grab handle and neoprene carry handle. Back panel 
designed to slip over trolley handles. Bag is packed in a non woven gift 
pouch. 
 34,2 x 17,7 x 45,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CHECKMATE 15" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 600D Polyester and PVC. 
 The laptop-only section of this exclusive design bag unfolds to lay fl at on 
the X-ray belt to increase your speed, convenience, and security. Holds 
most 15" laptops. Front zippered compartment contains organisation and 
fi le divider. laptop bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 33 x 15,2 x 45 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 CONTINENTAL 15.4" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 600D Polyester. 
 Laptop-only section unfolds laying fl at on x-ray belt expediting airport 
security. Holds most 15.4" laptops. Zippered main compartment. Zippered 
front pocket with deluxe organisation panel and key ring. Zippered top 
pocket with organisation and ear bud port. This exclusive design laptop 
bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 29,2 x 15,2 x 41,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11950600  11979500 

 11979600 
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 11980001 

 11980301 

 11980300 

 11980000 

 NORTH SEA TRAVEL BAG 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design waterresistant travel bag with zippered main 
comparment. Zippered front pocket. Removable and adjustable shoulder 
strap. Carry handles on top and on both sides. Travel bag is packed in a 
non woven gift pouch. 
 52 x 32 x 32 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 NORTH SEA LARGE TRAVEL BAG 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design water resistant large travelbag with 
zippered main compartment. Zippered front pocket. 
Top carry handle with padded velcro closure. Carry 
handles on both sides. Removable and adjustable 
shoulder strap. Travelbag is packed in a non woven 
gift pouch. 
 64 x 37 x 37 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 NORTH SEA BACKPACK 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design waterresistant backpack with zippered main 
compartment with laptop compartment will fi t most 15,4" laptops. 
Zippered midd compartment with slash pocket for small accessoires like 
phone. Vertical zippered front pocket. Adjustable padded shoulder straps 
and reinforced top carry handle. Backpack is packed in a non woven gift 
pouch. 
 33 x 14 x 46 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 NORTH SEA SHOULDER BAG 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design waterresistant messenger with main compartment closed 
by velcro closure front fl ap. Slash pocket inside. Zippered front pocket. 
Zippered pocket under fl ap. Adjustable shoulder strap and packed in a non 
woven gift pouch. 
 37,5 x 13,5 x 32 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 NORTH SEA CONFERENCE BAG 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design conference bag with zippered front pocket and adjustable 
padded shoulder strap. Bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 40 x 5,5 x 29 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11980201 

 11980200 

 11980100 

 11980101 

 11996500 

 11996501 
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 ECHO TRAVEL BAG 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC free travel bag with imitation suede details. Zipper 
front pocket, small zipper pocket inside main compartment, adjustable 
padded shoulder strap. Packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 50 x 27 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ECHO 15,6" LAPTOP BACKPACK 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC free laptop back pack with imitation suede details, 
front zippered pocket, easy access pocket on the top and adjustable padded 
shoulder straps. Bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 30 x 14 x 48 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994800 

 11994500 
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 Planet frienldy 
packing 

 ECHO 15,6" LAPTOP CONFERENCE BAG 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC free laptop conference bag with imitation suede 
details, zippered front pocket, padded laptop compartment and adjustable 
padded shoulder strap. 
 40 x 10,5 x 30 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994700 

 ECHO 14" LAPTOP SHOULDER BAG 

 300D polyester. 
 Exclusive design PVC free shoulder bag with imitation suede details. 
Zippered pocket on the fl ap and organisation panel under fl ap, 14" laptop 
compartment, removable adjustable padded shoulder strap. Packed in a 
non woven gift pouch. 
 35,5 x 8,5 x 28 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11994600 
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 11976800 

 11976900 

 11977000 

 11977100 

 DOWN TRAVEL BAG 

 Nylon. 
 Padded double handled exclusive design travel bag with adjustable 
shoulder strap, front zipper pocket, side handle and small zippered pocket 
inside main compartment. Travel bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 51 x 26 x 26 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 DOWN BACKPACK 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design padded backpack with padded handle and padded 
shoulder straps, zippered front pocket and large zippered main 
compartment. Backpack is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 31,5 x 14,5 x 42 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 DOWN SHOULDER BAG 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design padded shoulder bag with adjustable shoulder strap, 
organisation panel and small zippered pocket inside the main zippered 
compartment. The shoulder bag is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 42 x 11 x 29 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 DOWN 15.4" LAPTOP SLEEVE 

 Nylon. 
 Padded double handled exclusive design laptop sleeve, fi ts most 
15,4"laptops.Sleeve is packed in a non woven gift pouch. 
 39 x 2 x 27 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 From making a fashion statement to providing protective 
portability for a mobile offi  ce, today’s bags are designed 
to accomodate every need and preference. We are 
pleased to off er a comprehensive selection of bags from 
both leading global brands and our specially developed 
in-house ranges. Whatever your requirements, you’ll fi nd 
bags of choice. 

 Urban and outdoor trends make their mark through innovative 
design.   Superior quality bags from award-winning active lifestyle 

brand. 

Good Better Best

 Designer city and travel bags, under exclusive license from French 
fashion house.   Timeless elegance fused with contemporary looks, 

exquisitely styled for discerning, fashion-conscious men and women. 

Good Better Best

 Pages 50 to 53  Pages 54 to 61 

 Pages 71 to 76 

 Durable, multi-featured, business bags and luggage for on-the-go 
executives.   Ingeniously designed for well-organised transportation 

of ever-evolving technology.
 

Good Better Best

 Broad choice of business and leisure bags.   Quality items with 
general on-trend appeal, for him and her. 

Good Better Best

 Pages 84 to 92 
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 Versatile high-performance from the offi  ce to the outdoors, via 
every mode of transport.   Smart design combines with innovative 

mechanics to satisfy today's most demanding requirements. 

 High performance urban business bags conceived from a passion 
for extreme sports.   Protective organisation for all the precious tech 

gadgets a man needs on-the-go. 

 Convenient solutions for modern, technology-laden business 
travellers.   Intelligently designed to organise and protect devices 

AND smoothly pass through airport security. 

 City bags inspired by the iconic Vespa scooter design.   Distinctive 
looks created by a unique fusion of heritage and style. 

 Vintage styled sports and leisure bags.   Classic retro looks get a 
modern-day makeover with quality construction and contemporary 

design twists. 

 Sleekly designed city and business bags bring a professional edge 
to on-the-go functionality.   Award-winning contemporary design 

brand. 

Good Better Best

Good Better Best

Good Better Best

Good Better Best

Good Better Best

Good Better Best

 Pages 81 and 82  Pages 77 to 80 

 Pages 47 to 49  Pages 63 to 70 

 Pages 44 to 46  Page 62 
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 PERSONAL AND TRAVEL 
ACCESSORIES 
BY AVENUE95

AVENUE14_A



 LYNNWOOD WATCH 

 Plastic case with metal ring. 
 Exclusive design watch with date, 5 ATM water resistant. Including 
batteries and packed in a Timberland gift box. 
  

  
  

 DUNSTER WATCH 

 Plastic case with leather strap. 
 Exclusive design watch with date, 5 ATM water resistant, including 
batteries.Packed in a Timberland gift box. 
  

  
  

 MAPLEWOOD WATCH 

 Plastic case and leather strap. 
 Exclusive design watch with date, 5ATM water resistant. Including 
batteries and packed in a Timberland gift box. 
  

  
  

 BRIDGTON WATCH 

 Plastic case. 
 Exclusive design chronograph watch, including batteries, 10 ATM water 
resistant. Packed in a Timberland gift box. 
  

  
  

 10512800 

 10512500  10512900 

 10512700 
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 10512600 

 10512401 

 CADION DIGITAL WATCH 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design watch with chrono, dual time, timer, backlight and 
10ATM watter resistant. Including batteries and packed in a Timberland 
gift box. 
  
  
  

 CARLETON WATCH 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design watch with date function and possibility to engrave on the 
back of the case, including batteries. Packed in a Elevate gift box. 
  

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10512400 

 10512402 
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 PRESTON WATCH 

 Stainless steel case, silicon strap. 
 Exclusive design chronograph sports watch including batteries with 
date function and luminous hands, 10ATM water resistant. Packed in a 
Slazenger gift box. 
 ø 4,2 cm 

 Compliance: Phthalates •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 SKIPTON WATCH 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design analog sports watch with chronograph function, leather 
strap and including batteries. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
 ø 4 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP •  WEEE •  Battery Directive •  
Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 ROYSTON WATCH 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design watch with date metal case and silicon strap. Including 
batteries Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
 ø 4,3 cm 

 Compliance: Phthalates •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 BRADFORD WATCH 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design waterproof watch with time display in hours, minutes 
and seconds, an alarm, count down timer and, EL light and date display. 
Batteries included. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
 ø 5,5 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  EMC •  Phthalates •  WEEE •  Battery 
Directive •  Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10512301  10512300  10501600 

 10508500  10501300 
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 CLASSIC CHRONO WATCH 

 Stainless steel, genuine leather. 
 Exclusive design 5 ATM water resistant watch with chronograph and 
luminous hands, including batteries. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 ø 4 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP •  WEEE •  Battery Directive •  
Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 URBAN CHRONO WATCH 

 Stainless steel, silicon strap. 
 Exclusive design design chronograph watch with luminous hands, 
including batteries, 5ATM water resistant. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 ø 4,9 cm 

 Compliance: Phthalates •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CLASSIC WATCH 

 Stainless steel, genuine leather. 
 Exclusive design watch including batteries, 5 ATM water resistant watch 
with date and luminous hands. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 ø 3,8 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP •  WEEE •  Battery Directive •  
Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 URBAN WATCH 

 Stainless steel, silicon strap. 
 Exclusive design watch including batteries with luminous hands, 5ATM 
water resistant. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 ø 4,8 cm 

 Compliance: Phthalates •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10511800  10512000 

 10511900  10512100 
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 TRAVEL WALLET 

 Nappa Leather. 
 This exclusive design luxury wallet with gold color accents and pattern 
lining is ideal for traveling. You can store important documents in the 
zipped pocket and seperate compartments to store creditcards and SD/
SIM cards. Made out of genuine nappa leather and packed in a Balmain 
gift box. 
 22,7 x 11,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 WALLET WITH COIN COMPARTMENT 

 Nappa leather. 
 Exclusive design luxury wallet with gold color accents and pattern lining 
has a button closure coin compartment, four creditcard pockets and slash 
pockets to store your money. Made out of genuine nappa leather and 
packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 11,6 x 9,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 PASSPORT WALLET 

 Nappa leather. 
 Exclusive design high end wallet with a touch of gold color accents and 
pattern lining is ideal to store your passport, creditcards and SD/SIM 
cards. Made out of genuine nappa leather and packed in a Balmain gift 
box. 
 14,2 x 10,4 x 0,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 WALLET 

 Nappa leather. 
 Exclusive design wallet with gold coloured accents and pattern lining. The 
wallet features eight creditcard pockets and a slash pocket to store paper 
money. Made out of genuine nappa leather and packed in a Balmain gift 
box. 
 11,6 x 2 x 9,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 11983200 

 11983100 

 11983000 

 11983300  11983300 

 11983200 
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 SMARTPHONE POUCH 

 Nappa leather. 
 Exclusive design smart phone pouch with a touch of gold color accents 
made out of genuine leather. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 8,2 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal and leather. 
 Exclusive design gift set with a leather wrapped ballpoint, imitation leather 
keychain and wallet with creditcard pockets all featuring colour contrast 
white stitching. Presented in matching luxury Balmain gift box. 
 19,3 x 16,3 x 3,5 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 TRAVEL WALLET 

 Imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design travel wallet with pockets to store your tickets, passport, 
money and extra SIM card. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 24 x 13 x 1,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 WALLET 

 Imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design wallet to store your money and 8 credit cards pockets.
Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 11,2 x 2 x 9,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11957100  11925800 

 19982150 

 19982152 

 11985100 
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 PASSPORT HOLDER 

 Imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design passport holder is ideal to store your passport and has 
three pockets for credit cards. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 14,3 x 1 x 10,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CARD HOLDER 

 Imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design card holder features 9 card slots and a large pocket to 
hold several cards. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 8,5 x 2 x 11,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 KEYCHAIN 

 Metal. 
 Leather keychain. Packed in a Balmain giftbox. 
 6,7 x 0,4 x 2,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 KEY CHAIN USB MEMORY STICK 

 Metal + PU leather. 
 Exclusive design 4GB memory stick with PU leather cover packed in black 
Balmain gift box. 
 6,3 x 1,9 x 1,9 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 12343100 

 11967000  11967000  11957200 

 11805500 
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 BEAUTY CASE 

 Microfiber. 
 Compact lightweight beauty case with individual zippered sections that 
include functional inside pockets & make up brush holders. Packed in a 
Balmain giftbox. 
 28 x 11 x 20 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 TRAVEL WALLET 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design travel wallet with functional pockets for storing credit 
cards, papers and coins. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 22 x 3 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 TOILETRY BAG 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design compact toiletry bag. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 25 x 8 x 19 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 WALLET SMALL 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design compact wallet with separate zipped coin compartment, 
a fold over clip button section for notes & cards and front slash pocket. 
Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 12 x 2 x 9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11955400 

 11966000 

 11965300 

 11959100 
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 USB MEMORY STICK 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design 4GB USB memory stick in black Balmain gift box. 
 5,5 x 2,2 x 0,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BAG HANGER 

 Metal. 
 Stylish bag hanger. Presented in a Balmain gift box. Exclusive design. 
 4,5 x 3 x 0,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CHARMS KEYCHAIN 

 Metal and plastic. 
 Ladies charm keychain. Presented in a Balmain gift box. Exclusive design. 
 6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 KEYCHAIN 

 Metal. 
 Stylish metal keychain with color pop. Presented in a Balmain gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 3,7 x 0,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11806500 

 12342400 

 11806400 

 11806300 

 11806302 

 11806301 
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 JOTTER 

 Microfiber. 
 Folder with small notepad & inside storage fl ap. Packed in a Balmain 
giftbox. 
 9 x 1 x 12,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 COIN PURSE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design zipperd coin purse with inside separator pouch. Packed in 
a Balmain gift box. 
 11 x 2 x 8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11965200 

 11965400 
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 PASSPORT COVER 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design passport cover with inside storage fl ap & card holder 
section. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 9,3 x 2,4 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 PICTURE HOLDER 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design portable photograph holder suitable for three 7.5 x 10 cm 
photographs.Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 11 x 1,5 x 9,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ETUI 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design pen case. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 19 x 5 x 5,3 cm 

  
  

 KEY HOLDER PURSE 

 Microfiber. 
 Exclusive design zipped purse with keychain attachment inside. Packed in 
a Balmain gift box. 
 11,9 x 7,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11965900 

 11965500 

 11965800 

 11965100 
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 WALLET 

 Eco-leather. 
 The emblem on the wallet is inspired by one of the most famous images 
from the Vespa communication campaigns. The wallet has a pocket for 
coins, 4 credit card inserts and space to store paper currency. Presented in 
a gift box. Exclusive design. 
 11,2 x 9,8 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY TRAVEL WALLET 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Credit cards, passports and other ID’s have embedded RFID chips. This 
exclusive design travel wallet contains a protective metallic layer that 
shields the chip from intrusive RFID radio waves. The travel wallet stores 
credit cards, papers, change and has several other functional pockets. 
Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 11,5 x 1,5 x 22 cm 

 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11978800 

 11971400 

 ODYSSEY iPhone 4 SLEEVE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Exclusive design Phone sleeve protects an iPhone from scratches and 
smudges. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 8 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11971700 
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 11971300  11971500 

 12343500 

 12343600 

 ODYSSEY PASSPORT COVER 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Credit cards, passports and other ID’s have embedded RFID chips. This 
passport cover contains a protective metallic layer that shields the chip 
from intrusive RFID radio waves. This passport cover has an inside storage 
fl ap & card holder section and is packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 10,5 x 1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY WALLET WITH COIN PURSE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Credit cards, passports and other ID’s have embedded RFID chips. This 
wallet contains a protective metallic layer that shields the chip from 
intrusive RFID radio waves. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 9,5 x 1,5 x 11,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 RADAR USB MEMORY STICK 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design 4GB USB memory stick in Marksman gift box. 
 ø 1,6 x 5,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 ZIPPER USB MEMORY STICK 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design 4GB USB memory stick in Marksman gift box. Incl. 
keyring. 
 6 x 1,8 x 0,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 MICRO FAN 

 ABS Plastic. 
 The exclusive design micro Fan is the world's smallest and lightest travel 
pocket fan, but don't let it's size fool you, it is deceptively powerful, driven 
by a 10,000rpm micro motor, the fan will deliver a refreshing breeze when 
you most need it!. Micro fan is packed in a blister. 
 5,5 x 1,7 x 4,5 cm 
  
  

 USB RAZOR 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design pocket-sized travel shaver that is rechargeable through 
any USB port. The useful brush will keep the razor clean, whilst the grippy 
rubber fi nish makes this product a pleasure to use. Razor is packed in a 
blister. 
 5,5 x 1,5 x 10 cm 
  
  

 TOOTH BRUSH SONIC TRAVELER 

 Plastic. 
 This exclusive design multi-coloured pack-away, non-disposable sonic 
toothbrush allows the replaceable bristle head to vibrate at more than 
20,000 micro vibrations a minute. The Sonic traveller comes with its own 
hygienic protective case, an extra head and 1 x AAA battery. Packed in a 
blister packaging. 
 16,5 x 1,7 x 3,2 cm 

    

 11987800 

 11987900 

 TOILETRY BAG 

 Nylon. 
 The integrated hook suspends the exclusive design case in any hotel or 
aeroplne bathroom, whilst the silky soft material is both attractive and 
easily cleaned. Well organised pockets & compartments. 
 28 x 12 x 18 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 11987600  11987400 
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 DIGITAL LUGGAGE SCALE 

 ABS plastic. 
 A palm sized exclusive design luggage scale that can weigh luggage up to 
35kg/77lb, so compact it can be thrown in the case without worry of it 
adding to the weight! Stowaway strap. Avoid any airline charges with this 
must have. Packed in a blister. 
 10 x 4,2 x 2,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11987700 

 11987500 

 ALARM CLOCK 

 Plastic. 
 The travel size exclusive design alarm clock has a nightlight function and 
snoozer button, allowing the all-important "fi ve more minutes". Quartz 
analogue travel alarm clock. 4 Level crescendo alarm, 5 minute snooze 
option. Push button night light. Includes: 1 AA battery packed in a blister. 
 5,8 x 3,4 x 6,5 cm 

  

 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 EYE MASK 

 Polyester and nylon. 
 One size fi ts all. Anatomically contoured exclusive design eye mask. 
Carefully selected materials for maximum comfort. Eliminates disturbing 
light. Eye mask packed in a blister. 
 18,5 x 8 cm 

  
  

 11988000  11987100 

 11987000 

 DUO PILLOW 

 Polyester. 
 An exciting innovation in this busy product sector, the 2-in-1 bean fi lled 
exclusive design travel pillow transforms from a horseshoe shaped sleeper 
into a rectangular shaper pillow in seconds. Covered in a velvety velour 
fabric, the mirco bean travel easily between both confi gurations for a 
comfortable cosy sleep, no matter which style is chosen. 
 34 x 9 x 27,5 cm 

 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 NECK PILLOW 

 Memory foam. 
 Made from High-Density memory foam, a material often recommended 
by chiropractors and osteopaths. This exclusive design pillow moulds 
perfectly to the head, neck and shoulders. Coupled with the fl at-back 
design, it is essential for upright sleeping comfort. Regardless of how it's 
worn or folded for travel, it will always return to its original shape. 
 31 x 10 x 27 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 
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 11977401  11968901 

 11977400 

 11987200 

 11968900 

 11987300 

 WORLD WIDE USB ADAPTOR 

 ABS plastic. 
 This useful exclusive design product allows any two USB compatible 
devices to be charged simultaneously from the mains, without the need for 
a computer. The four sliding pin selectors provide connections to electical 
plug sockets in most countries worldwide. Packed in a blister. 
 4,5 x 5 x 5,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WORLD WIDE ADAPTOR 

 ABS plastic. 
 If you like to travel this is the perfect earthed exclusive design adaptor for 
you. The worldwide adaptor connects to over 150 countries, simply press 
the button on the side, slide out the required pins and you are ready to go. 
Packed in a blister. 
 5 x 5,7 x 7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PILLOW WITH BEANS 

 Polyester. 
 Ultimate relaxation for journeys by car, train and plane that gets you to 
your destination fi t and fresh. Ergonomic shape cradles your head and 
neck to help prevent stiff ness.Exclusive design pillow is packed in a gift 
box. 
 30 x 26,5 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 FLEECE TRAVEL SET 

 Fleece. 
 Exclusive design travel set includes 200GSM fl eece blanket, stuff ed neck 
pillow and an eye mask. Travel set is packed in a gift box. 
 31 x 15 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  Uses non-carcinogenic dyestuff •  
APEO 
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 
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 UMBRELLAS 
BY AVENUE113
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 10906900 

 19984980  19984981 

 19984990  10904402  10904401  10904400 

 19984992 

 10904301 

 10904302  10904300  10900800 

 21" 3-SECTION UMBRELLA 

 Polyester. 
 Exclusive design 3-section umbrella with contrasting edge and imitation 
leather fi nish handle. Umbrella is packed in a non woven Balmain gift 
pouch. 
 ø 95 x 25,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 23" UMBRELLA 

 Polyester. 
 Exclusive design classic style umbrella with contrasting edge and a hook 
handle with imitation leather fi nishing. Umbrella is packed in a non woven 
Balmain gift pouch. 
 ø 102 x 85,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 27" UMBRELLA 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design umbrella with metal shaft and ribs and wooden handle. 
Umbrella is packed in a non woven Balmain gift pouch. 
 ø 120 x 99 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 10901905  10901903 

 10900100 

 10900106  10900105 

 10901901 

 10901900 

    
  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS

 23" AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA 

 Polyester. 
 Exclusive design umbrella with metal shaft and ribs. Black rubber coated 
handle with matching color detail, packed in a Slazenger gift pouch. 
 ø 97 x 83,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 30" UMBRELLA 

 Polyester. 
 Exclusive design 30" Umbrella with metal shaft and EVA handle packed in 
a non woven Slazenger gift pouch. 
 ø 130 x 101,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 30" DOUBLE LAYER UMBRELLA 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design storm umbrella with double layer material, fi berglass ribs 
and shaft.This construction allows the wind to blow through the umbrella 
to prevent the umbrella from collapsing, packed in a non woven Slazenger 
gift pouch. 
 ø 127 x 97 cm 

 10900304  10900306  10900305  10900305  10900300 

 10905901  10905900  10905902  10905900 

 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 32" DOUBLE LAYER STORM UMBRELLA 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design large storm umbrella made from double layered material 
with fi berglass ribs and shaft. Special construction allows the wind to blow 
through the umbrella without it turning inside out. Umbrella is packed in a 
non woven Slazenger gift pouch. 
 ø 142 x 103 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 10906402  10906401  10906400 

 10907200 

 10906402 

 21.5" TRAVELER 3-SECTION UMBRELLA 

 Pongee polyester. 
 Exclusive design automatic open 3-section umbrella. Metal black shaft, 
fi berglass ribs and rubber coated plastic handle. Umbrella is packed in a 
non woven Marksman gift pouch. 
 ø 98 x 30,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 23" ARCH UMBRELLA 

 Nylon. 
 Exclusive design umbrella with automatic-open function. Metal shaft and 
frame. Rubbercoated crook handle with aluminium detail. Special design 
handle to hang the umbrella on your table. Umbrella is packed in a non 
woven Marksman gift pouch. 
 ø 102 x 86 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 10907403  10907402  10907400 

 30" HALO UMBRELLA 

 Pongee polyester. 
 Exclusive design umbrella with fi berglass ribs, metal shaft and rubber 
coated plastic handle. Packed in a non woven Marksman gift pouch. 
 ø 130 x 100,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint  10907401 

 10906601 

 A8 UMBRELLA 27" WITH LED LIGHT 

 Pongee polyester. 
 Exclusive design automatic umbrella with bright LED light in handle. 
Fibreglass shaft and ribs. Outside canopy is black inside is metallic. 
Including batteries. Umbrella packed in a non woven Marksman gift 
pouch. 
 ø 117 x 93 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint  10906600 

 10906502  10906501 

 10906500 

 23" SQUARE UMBRELLA 

 Pongee polyester. 
 Square automatic exclusive design umbrella with double layer material. 
Inside canopy blue, outside canopy black. Fiberglass ribs and shaft, packed 
in a non woven Marksman gift pouch. 
 ø 101 x 83 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 HARDWARE & TORCHES 
BY AVENUE119
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 ORION GIFT SET 

 Aluminum, ABS & Stainless steel. 
 With the combination of the Terra knife and Radar pocket torch both 
executed in a black version the Orion gift set has best of both worlds. The 
terra knife with it's stainless steel blade and liner lock. The Radar pocket 
torch with a powerful 1 watt light and push button power switch at the 
back. Packed in an Avenue gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. Exclusive 
Design. 
 16,5 x 11,5 x 4,4 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10420600 

 APOLLO GIFT SET 

 Aluminum, ABS & Stainless steel. 
 Compact gift set with the Radar key chain torch that comes with a 0,5 Watt 
light and handle which can be used as a push button power switch. The 
Triton mini pocket knife with 12 functions is added to accompany the torch 
and to make this a functional and desirable set. Packed in an Avenue gift 
box. Batteries included. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 10,3 x 8,5 x 2,9 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10420700 
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 10415100 

 10415500 

 10414900 

 OZONE CERAMIC KNIFE 

 Aluminum & Ceramic. 
 Black ceramic folding knife with champagne coloured handle, combining 
urban design with functionality. As ceramic has a long hardening process, 
the blade is even harder and sharper than steel. Packed in a Marksman gift 
box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 18,5 x 1,2 x 2,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 MAGMA MINI MULTI TOOL 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 10 function mini tool packed in a Marsman gift box. 
Batteries included. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 7 x 3,1 x 1,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 TERRA KNIFE 

 Aluminum & Stainless steel. 
 Black stainless steel blade with a black handle. Features a liner lock to 
safely hold open blade in place. Packed in a Marksman gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 18 x 1,4 x 2,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 HALO KEY CHAIN TOOL 

 Stainless steel & Tarpaulin. 
 Compact and functional are the words to describe the Halo key chain tool. 
With 12 diff erent functions it’s a must have for every day users. Feature 
card is added for your convenience. Packed in a tarpaulin pouch inside a 
Marksman gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 8 x 3,3 x 0,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 PFC 10.10 20.20 30.30 40.40   Plain price   
 PFC 11.11 22.22 33.33 44.44   Decorated price   *  PFC 11.11 22.22 33.33 44.44   Decorated price   * 

  PFC aa.aa bb.bb cc.cc dd.dd   Scandinavia     PFC aa.aa bb.bb cc.cc dd.dd   Scandinavia   

 TRITON MINI POCKET KNIFE 

 Aluminum & Stainless steel. 
 Stylish compact 11 function pocket knife. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 6,2 x 1 x 2,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10415300 

 10420300 

 10415200  NEPTUNE POCKET KNIFE 

 Aluminum & Stainless steel. 
 11 function pocket knife. Packed in a Marksman gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 9,4 x 2,3 x 2,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 AUTOMOTIVE SET 

 ABS, EVA, 600D polyester & Stainless steel. 
 Professional car repair kit consisting of an adjustable wrench, long nose 
plier, tape, brush, cutting knife, tyre gauge, screwdriver handle with 3 
adaptors, 10 bits in bits holder, 9 sockets in a socket holder and a socket 
spanner. Includes a rubber soft touch EVA blow moulded case. Packed in a 
Dunlop gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 34,5 x 30 x 9 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10406100 
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 10407500 

 10407400  10407300 

 10401700 

 47 PIECE TOOL SET 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 With this toolset you can get any job done. It includes hammer, adjustable 
spanner, level, laser level, ratchet handle with bits, professional precision 
screwdrivers, plastic cutter, 12 pcs sockets, 3 meter measuring tape, 
bits and a pair of scissors. To store all your tools this set comes with a 
professional Dunlop case with metal locks. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. 
Exclusive Design. 
 27 x 36 x 6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 199 PIECE TOOL SET 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 This professional Dunlop case with metal locks includes 4 pcs high quality 
precision screwdrivers, 3 meter measuring tape, ratchet handle with bits, 
5 pcs of wrenches, universal plier, diagonal plier, hammer, 10 pcs sockets 
and 20 bits, 8 pcs hex keys and multiple nails and screws. Packed in a 
Dunlop gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 27 x 35 x 8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 31 PIECE TOOL SET 

 600D polyester. 
 2 screwdrivers, hammer, knife, torch, manometer, tape, screwdriver 
handle with connector, 10 bits and 9 sockets, cutting pliers and pliers and 
storage pouch. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 29,5 x 19,5 x 8 cm 

 Compliance: WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 75 PIECE SCREWDRIVER SET 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 Professional set includes screwdriver, 1 pcs adaptor, 1 pcs square adaptor, 
ratchet handle, 11 sockets, 3 sets of bits, 34 pcs of 25mm bits. This 
complete set comes in a Dunlop designed case with metal locks. Packed in 
a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 17 x 28,5 x 7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 MINI TOOL BOX 

  
 Compact 40 piece tool box. Packed in a Dunlop Gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 38 x 20 x 18 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 15 PIECE TOOL SET 

  
 Hammer, pliers, ratchet handle, bits and spanner with storage case. 
Exclusive Design. 
 18 x 30,5 x 5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 MULTI FUNCTION TOOL 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 18 function tool with a storage pouch. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. PVC 
free. Exclusive Design. 
 12 x 5,5 x 4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WRITING TOOL SET 

  
 Portfolio with zipper that contains a torch, pen, notebook and measuring 
tape. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. Exclusive Design. 
 27 x 3 x 34 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10413300 

 10413400 

 10405200 

 10406000 
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 ULTRASONIC DIGITAL MEASURER 

 ABS. 
 A high end compact, hand held, ultrasonic measuring device. Ideal for 
estate agents, decorators and DIY. Including 2 pencils and a belt pouch. 
Packed in a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 15 x 7,5 x 4,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 MULTI FUNCTION MEASURER 

 ABS. 
 Features a measuring tape, laser and 2 levelers. The perfect 3 in 1 
combination. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 15 x 2,8 x 5,9 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  EN 60825 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 MULTI TOOL WITH HAMMER 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 Multi-tool that uniquely includes a hammer. Comes in a pouch. Packed in a 
Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 16,5 x 9,5 x 2,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10413500 

 10413200 

 10407200 
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 10413000 

 10401900 

 10409800 

 16 FUNCTION MULTI TOOL 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 High quality rubber edged 16 function tool includes 6 
hex keys, philips screw driver, screw driver, 3 spanners 
and 3 sockets. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 8,8 x 4,5 x 2,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 MULTI FUNCTION KNIFE 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 High quality 15 functions knife in a 600D polyester 
pouch. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive 
Design. 
 10 x 6 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 POCKET MULTI FUNCTION KNIFE 

 ABS & Stainless steel. 
 Mini multi-functional knife with storage pouch. Packed 
in a Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 6 x 2 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 1M MINI MEASURING TAPE 
 ABS & Rubber. 
 1 metre measuring tape with stop button. Packed in a 
Dunlop gift box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 5 x 1,5 x 5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 3M MEASURING TAPE 
 ABS & Rubber. 
 3 metre measuring tape with stop button feature for 
ease of use. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. Exclusive 
Design. 
 8,5 x 4 x 7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WRIST BAND WITH MAGNETS 
 600D polyester. 
 The "six pack" of magnets will help you store nails and 
bits while doing construction work. The wrist band can 
be put on via the velcro strap. Packed in a Dunlop gift 
box. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 27,6 x 7,3 x 0,6 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  Uses non-
carcinogenic dyestuff 
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 10417400 

 10413700 

 10413600 
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 10414700  10414800 

 10417500 

 10420200  10417501 

 10420201 

 VECTOR TORCH 

 Aluminum. 
 Aluminium torch with powerful 1 watt LED light with a frosted lens and 
a push button power switch at the back. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
Batteries included. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 1,8 x 15,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 RADAR POCKET TORCH 

 Aluminum & ABS. 
 Aluminium torch with powerful 1 watt bulb light with a frosted lens and 
a push button power switch at the back. Integrated clip next to the push 
button. Packed in a Marksman gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 ø 2,8 x 11,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 RADAR KEY TORCH 

 Aluminum & ABS. 
 A bright 0.5 watt bulb light with a titanium fi nish on the body. Build in 
handle at the back which can be used as the push button power switch. 
Packed in a Marksman gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. Exclusive 
Design. 
 ø 1 x 6,9 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 ORBIT TORCH 

 Aluminum. 
 1 watt LED light aluminium torch with frosted lens and twist action 
activation. Packed in a Marksman gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 ø 2,1 x 15,8 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 10404700 
 10404800 

 10420500 

 10420502  10420501  10420402  10420400 

 10420401 

 LED TORCH 

 Metal & Rubber. 
 Handy bright 9 LED designed torch with rubber handle and metal head 
with sturdy tin gift box. Packed in a Dunlop gift box. Batteries included. 
PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 2,5 x 11 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 DYNAMO TORCH 

 ABS & Aluminum. 
 Sturdy rechargeable torch with 2 bright LED's and a fold-out handle. 
Packed in a Dunlop gift box. Batteries inclused. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 11 x 5,5 x 2,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FLOW TORCH 

 Aluminum, ABS & silicon. 
 Based on the design of the Flow bottle this 5 LED torch is made from an 
Aluminum body with sandblasted color fi nish together with matte white 
ABS parts. Easy carrying due to the silicone strap. The Flow torch can be 
turned on/off  via the push button. Packed in an Avenue gift box. Batteries 
included. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 3,4 x 12,7 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 FLOW TORCH WITH CARABINER 

 Aluminum & ABS. 
 Is it a bottle? No it's a torch! This 5 LED torch is made from an Aluminum 
body with sandblasted color fi nish together with Matte white ABS parts. 
Carabiner is added. The Flow torch can be turned on/off  via the push 
button. Packed in an Avenue gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 ø 3,4 x 11,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 BISHOP 6 IN 1 GAME 
 Wood. 
 Natural wood hinged game board features a chess and 
checkers board on one side and backgammon and tic-
tac-toe boards on the other. Includes chess, checkers, 
backgammon and tic-tac-toe pieces, dice, playing cards 
and instructions. Packed in an Avenue gift box. 
 28 x 17,5 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 19544187 

 HORSE 6 IN 1 GAME 

 Wood. 
 Backgammon, chess, cribbage, domino, cards and dices. Packed in an 
Avenue gift box. 
 30 x 30 x 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11003700 

 11004400 

 TOWER 6 IN 1 GAME 
 Wood. 
 Chess, backgammon, cribbage, cards, domino and 
dices in luxury velvet pouches. Packed in an Avenue 
gift box. PVC free. 
 33,5 x 33,5 x 6 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 19544924 

 11000300  POKER SET 

 Metal. 
 4 x 25 chips, marker chips, 5 dice, 2 decks of cards, dealer chip, small and 
large blind button. Packed in a metal case. 
 21 x 21 x 6,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11004000 

 POKER SET WITH GAMING MAT 
 Wood. 
 Poker set with chips in 5 colours (3 x 50 and 2 x 25 
chips), 5 dice, large blind button, 2 decks of cards and a 
green poker mat. Packed in a wooden gift box. 
 26,5 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 DART BOARD 
 Wood. 
 Including 2 x 3 darts and wooden closet. Each item is 
packed in an export carton with a protective bubble 
polybag. PVC free. 
 51 x 10 x 64 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 14 PANEL FOOTBALL 

 Latex & PVC. 
 High quality 14 panel football with an Elevate design made from 3 layers. 
Top layer is made of PVC two tone shining with special block texture. 
Weight 370-380 grams. Size 5. Packed in a polybag with printed manual. 
Exclusive Design. 

  
 Compliance: Phthalates •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 6 PANEL FOOTBALL 

 Latex & PVC. 
 3 layers football with a 6 panel design with grey and red details allowing 
a large decoration area. Size 5. Packed in a polybag with printed manual. 
Exclusive Design. 
  

 Compliance: Phthalates •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 30 PANEL FOOTBALL 

 Latex & PVC. 
 Original Slazenger football with enough imprint space to fi t any logo. 3 
ayers. Size 5. Packed in a polybag with printed manual. 
  

 Compliance: Phthalates •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 32 PANEL FOOTBALL 

 Latex & PVC. 
 Slazenger football with a cool, modern look. 2 layers, size 5. Packed in a 
polybag with printed manual. Exclusive Design. 
  

 Compliance: Phthalates •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10005200 

 10026500  10010000 

 10034600  10034600 
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 10027500 

 GOLD GOLF BALLS 

  
 We understand your passion for golf and how important confi dence is to 
playing well. While you like a little extra distance, you also know that a 
golf ball with great feel and short game control really matters. Pinnacle 
Gold has the quality and technology to deliver exactly what you need. 
Packed with 3 pcs per inner box and 15 pcs per gift box. Can only be sold 
decorated. 
  
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10027400 

 DT® SOLO GOLF BALLS 

  
 The DT® SoLo golf ball is designed for a broad range of golfers seeking 
the combination of long distance, exceptional feel, responsive short 
game control and cut-proof cover durability. The Alignment Integrated 
Marking™ side stamp promotes better putting accuracy. Packed with 3 pcs 
per inner box and 12 pcs per gift box. Can only be sold decorated. 
  
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10027300 

 TOUR RED GOLF BALLS 

  
 The Dunlop Tour Red uses enriched rubber compound in the core of the 
ball to deliver incredible distance, coupled with a durable surlyn cover 
for maximum durability. These golf balls are ideal for the aspiring golfer 
benefi tting from a high ball fl ight to help getting the ball airbone. Packed 
with 3 pcs per inner box and 15 pcs per gift box. Can also be sold without 
decoration. 
  
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 INFLATABLE OTTOMAN 

 600D Polyester & PVC. 
 Infl ate the PVC center made with matte white fi nish and put it in the 600D 
polyester cover to create an Ottoman. The product can hold up to 150kg! 
Name label is added on the side of the cover for a personal touch. 80g non 
woven bag is added for easy storage. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 50 x 33 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  Phthalates 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10031702  10031700 

 10031703  10031701 
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 SUNGLASSES 
BY AVENUE137
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 MITCHELL SUNGLASSES 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design sunglasses packed in an imitation leather pouch with 
metal spring closure. Polarized category 3 lenses and UV 400 protection. 
Packed in an exclusive design Elevate gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 PALMER SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic.  
 Sportive sunglasses with polarized category 3 lenses with UV 400 
protection. Comes in a hardcase rubber coated pouch with cleaning cloth. 
Packed in an exclusive design Elevate gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 ROBSON SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic. 
 Matt black plastic sunglasses with rubber details on the sides. Polarized 
category 3 lenses with UV 400 protection. Comes in a hardcase rubber 
coated pouch with cleaning cloth. Packed in an exclusive design Elevate 
gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 ATNA SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic. 
 Matt black plastic sunglasses with metal details on the sides. Polarized 
category 3 lenses with UV 400 protection. Comes in a hardcase rubber 
coated pouch with cleaning cloth. Packed in an exclusive design Elevate 
gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10028101 

 10030200  10028100 

 10030000  10030100 
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 PLYMOUTH SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design sunglasses set contains three colour lens options 
including blue, brown and grey in a EVA box Blue is ideal for low or 
moderate exposure to bright daylight. The brown colour provides a 
perceptible increase in contrasts that can improve eye sight quality. Grey 
is a colour off ering excellent natural colour fi delity whatever the sunlight 
conditions. Lenses are all category 3 and UV 400 protection. Including 
cleaning cloth. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 RYDE SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic.  
 Exclusive design sunglasses with category 3 lenses with UV 400 protection 
including cleaning cloth and a hardcase pouch and giftbox. Packed in a 
Slazenger gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10008801 

 10028401 

 NEWTOWN SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic.  
 Retro sunglasses with category 3 lenses with UV 400 protection. Including 
an imitation leather pouch with metal spring closure and cleaning cloth. 
Packed in a Slazenger giftbox. 

  
 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10008800 

 10030600  10028400 
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 10001000 

 19547510 

 10017401 

 BLACKBURN SUNGLASSES 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design sunglasses category 3 lenses with UV 
400 protection, includes hardcase box and cleaning 
cloth. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BOLD SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design sunglasses with category 3 lenses with 
UV 400 protection supplied with pouch that can be 
used as a cleaning cloth. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10017400 

 KENDAL SUNGLASSES 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design sporty sunglasses category 3 lenses 
with UV 400 protection supplied with a soft case and 
cleaning cloth. Packed in a Slazenger gift box. 
  

 Compliance: EN 1836 •  UV 400 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10028001  10028000 
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CUSTOM OPTIONS

AVENUE14_A



 FLOW BOTTLE 

 Silicone and BPA free tritan copolyester. 
 The fl ow bottle is made of durable tritan material which is shatter,stain 
and odor resistant. Easy carrying due to the silicone strap. Volume capacity 
is 650ml. Presented in a gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 7,5 x 24 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FLOW NON LEAKING ISOLATING TUMBLER 

 Stainless steel exterior, plastic interior. 
 The fl ow tumbler is a double wall foam insulated tumbler. It is equipped 
with a single-hand, screw-on push button lid with a non leaking function 
to make sure your drink stays put. The silicone pad on the bottom makes 
the tumbler skid-proof. Volume capacity is 350ml. Presented in a gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 7,2 x 18,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FLOW VACUUM ISOLATING FLASK 

 Stainless steel interior and exterior. 
 The fl ow fl ask is a double wall stainless steel fl ask with vacuum isolation. 
This isolation provides the longest temperature retention. Equipped with 
a single-hand, push button pour spout and an integrated mug in cap. Top 
of the mug and bottom have skid-proof silicone pads. Volume capacity is 
500ml. Presented in a gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 7,5 x 26 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10030700  10030702  10030701 

 10030800  10030802  10030801 

 10030900  10030902  10030901 
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 10017500 

 19543103 

 ISOLATING FLASK WITH STRAP 

 Stainless steel interior and exterior. 
 Double wall stainless steel isolating fl ask with handle and nylon strap 
which can be attached to the fl ask for easy travelling. The large capacity 
of 1L makes this fl ask ideal for outdoor activities. The cap can be used as a 
mug. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 ø 9,2 x 30 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 STELT ISOLATING VACUUM 
NON LEAKING TUMBLER 
 Stainless steel interior and exterior. 
 Double wall stainless steel tumbler with vacuum isolation. This type of 
isolation provides the longest temperature retention. The tumbler has 
a non leaking screw-on lid with an integrated push button pour spout. 
Volume capacity is 400ml. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 ø 7,3 x 21 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 TECH ISOLATING MUG 

 Stainless steel interior and exterior. 
 Double wall isolating stainless steel mug with push on thumb-slide lid. 
Volume capacity of 330ml. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 ø 8 x 18 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 HOT & COOL SET 

 Aluminium, stainless steel interior and exterior. 
 Double wall isolating stainless steel red 500ml fl ask. Single-hand, push-
button pour spout which closes automatically when screwing the cup lid 
on to the bottle. Single wall alumiunium blue 750ml bottle. Presented 
together in a gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 22 x 33 x 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10029302  10029300  10029301 

 10014500 
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 WAVE ISOLATING TUMBLER 

 BPA free polypropylene. 
 Sporty double wall tumbler with ergonomic design for easy comfortable 
grip. Push-on thumb slide lid. Volume capacity is 500ml. Presented in a 
gift box. 
 ø 9,1 x 19,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 CURVE ISOLATING NON LEAKING TUMBLER 

 BPA free acrylic. 
 Double wall drinking bottle with twist-on lid and 360 degree drinkability. 
Volume capacity is 400ml. Presented in a giftbox. PVC free. 
 ø 7,4 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 10029100 

 10023701 

 ICON BOTTLE 

 Stainless steel. 
 Iconic shaped bottle a with twist-on spill proof lid. Volume capacity is 
700ml. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 ø 7,3 x 25,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 SIPPER ISOLATING BOTTLE 

 Acrylic. 
 Some like it hot and some like it cold. With this 2-in-1 lid you can have 
both. Double wall bottle with screw-on lid with a pull up stopper for 
drinking hot beverages and an integrated pull up straw for cold beverages. 
Presented in a gift box. Exclusive lid design. 
 ø 8,5 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10033402  10033401  10033400 

 10023800  10023801  10029102  10029101 
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 10029002  10029003  10029001  10029000 

 10023601  10023602  10023600 

 BRIGHTON BOTTLE 

 BPA free tritan and silicone. 
 Single wall bottle with removable silicone ring for easy cleaning . Twist-on 
lid. Volume capacity is 470ml. PVC free. 
 ø 6,6 x 22,8 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FOX BOTTLE 

 BPA free tritan and aluminium. 
 Modern design bottle with twist-on spill resistant lid. Volume capacity is 
900ml. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 ø 7,5 x 27 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 5 PIECE SOAP SET 

 Plastic wrap. 
 These soaps are made from traditional Marseille soap formulated with 
pure vegetable oils. 5 pieces of 25g of soap with fragrances olive & 
lavender, wilde rose, fresh verbena, mediterranean sea and sweet violet. 
Exclusive design and made in France. 
 6 x 6 x 6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 BATH TRAVEL POUCH 

 PVC. 
 Slip the travel pouch into your suitcase and off  you go. This pouch contains 
30ml shower gel, 30ml body lotion and 30ml shampoo. Availabe in 
fragrances mediterranean sea, olive & lavender or fresh verbena. Exclusive 
design and made in France. 
 12 x 4 x 12 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 BATH DISCOVERY SET 

 Plastic. 
 The gift set with essential bath items. Displayed in a colorful gift box it 
presents 30ml shower gel, 30ml body lotion, a 30ml shampoo and a 25g 
soap bar. Available in fragrances mediterranean sea, olive & lavender and 
fresh verbena. Exclusive design and made in France. 
 23 x 3,5 x 11,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HAND SOAP AND HAND CREAM GIFT SET 

 Plastic. 
 This gift set looks great in your kitchen or bathroom. It contains 300ml 
of liquid hand soap made from vegetable oil and 300ml of smooth and 
light hand cream formulated with shea butter. Available in fragrances 
mediterranean sea, olive & lavender and fresh verbena. Presented in a 
colourful gift box. Exclusive design and made in France. 
 ø 6,5 x 16 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 12606700 

 12606502 

 12606501 

 12606500 

 12607800  12607802 

 12607801 

 12606600  12606602 

 12606601 
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 12608800 

 BLOOMINGTON BATHROBE 

 245 g / m2 solid coral fleece. 
 Super soft bathrobe with satin tape details on sleeves and pockets. Shawl 
collar, hanging loop and self fabric belt. Presented in a Seasons gift pouch. 
Exclusive design. 
 125 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  APEO 
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 
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 12607400 

 12607500 

 KENSIGNTON BATH SET 

 Cotton canvas pouch and wood. 
 This exclusive pouch includes a wooden massage tool, 
20g puff , a candle and an organza bag with satin ribbon 
detail which holds a 100 gram soap bar. Fragrance 
of the soap bar is soft white cotton. Presented in a 
Seasons gift box. 
 ø 13 x 21 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Transfer 

 WINSTON BATH SET 

 Wood. 
 This exclusive set contains bath products with a soft 
white cotton fragrance. 150ml of showergel, 140 gram 
bath salt, 2 fi zzy balls and 100 gram of soap wrapped 
in a natural color cotton pouch. Presented in a wooden 
Seasons gift box. 
 20,7 x 12,6 x 7,7 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 HAMILTON BATH SET 

  
 This exclusive gift set includes 250ml of shower gel and 
body lotion, 175 gram bath salt packed in an organza 
pouch with satin ribbon detail, a candle and 2 fi zzer 
balls. All with a soft white cotton fragrance. Presented 
in a Seaons gift box. 
 20 x 19 x 6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 12608600 
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 HOME & LIVING 
BY AVENUE151

AVENUE14_A



 11256000 

 SCENTED CANDLE 
 Glass. 
 Gently illuminate your home in a refi ned and contemporary style with a 
scented candle nestled in a translucent glass adorned with a sleek design. 
Its high perfume concentration ensures a wide diff usion and a long lasting 
eff ect throughout the house. Available in fragrances olive & lavender, 
mediterranean sea and fresh verbena. Exclusive design and made in 
France. Decoration on the candle holder is not available. 
 ø 7 x 8,5 cm 

  
  

 11256002  11256001 

 FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER 
 Glass. 
 The fragrance diff usor will delicately perfume every room and fi ll your 
home with a pleasant and warm atmosphere. Once placed in the bottle, the 
rattan sticks will absorb the fragrance by capillarity and release a subtle 
and refi ned scent during several weeks. 100ml bottle + 6 rattan sticks 
packaged in a gift box. Available in fragrances mediterranean sea, fresh 
verbena and olive & lavender. Exclusive design and made in France. 
 ø 5 x 22 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Doming 

 11256100  11256102  11256101 
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 DAVENPORT MEMORY BOARD 
AND PHOTOFRAME 
 Wood. 
 Treasure your favorite moments and memorabilia. This exclusive 
photoframe is suitable to hold a 10 x 15cm picture and includes 10 pins for 
holding memorabilia. Presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 42,5 x 26 x 1,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 LUNAR SCENTED CANDLE 
 Glass. 
 A must have for every home. Exclusive scented candles with a light 
fragrance of white linen or sandalwood. Burn time of the candle is 
approximately 30 hours. Presented in a Seasons gift box. 
 ø 9 x 10 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11256401 

 11257700 

 11256400 
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 NEWPORT PHOTOFRAME 
 Metal and glass. 
 A timeless silver plated photoframe. Suitable for pictures size 10 x 15cm 
and can be used in a standing position or attached to the wall. Presented in 
a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 15,5 x 20,6 x 1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 GREENPORT PHOTOFRAME 
 Wood and glass. 
 Treasure precious moments in your favorite photoframe. The frame can be 
used in a standing position or attached to any wall in your house and holds 
a 10 x 15cm picture. Presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 19 x 24,5 x 3 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 DALEPORT PHOTOFRAME 
 Wood and glass. 
 Decorate your favorite room with this photoframe. Can be used in a 
standing position or attached to the wall. The frame can hold a 13 x 18cm 
picture and is presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 22 x 27 x 3 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11257800  11258000 

 11257900 
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 CAMDEN COOK BOOK STAND 
 Wood. 
 This wooden stand is a decorative holder for treasured family recipes or 
books just off  the shelf. Also suitable for tablets. Presented in a Seasons gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 21 x 16,5 x 33 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 PORTO 2 PIECE STORAGE JAR SET 
 Metal. 
 Store your favorite pasta, tea or sugar in these decorative jars. The set 
contains 2 jars with a volume capacity of 1 liter and 2,5 liters. Presented in 
a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 23 x 14 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
  

 11259300 

 11259500 
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 RIVIERA HOME MEMO BLACKBOARD 
 Wood. 
 Perfect accessory for your kitchen. Leave your message or write down 
quick reminders. Includes one piece of chalk. Presented in a Seasons gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 20 x 0,5 x 32 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 ASPEN APRON 
 Cotton. 
 Apron with adjustable necktrap, eyelet detail and front pocket. Presented 
in a Seasons gift pouch. Exclusive design. 
 100 x 70 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11258400 

 CAPE 4 PIECE CHEESE SET 
 Glass and wood. 
 Elegant glass cheese board with two cheese knives and a cheese fork 
executed with wooden handles. Presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive 
design. 
 22 x 22 x 0,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11258100 

 11256200 
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 HAMPTONS PLAID 
 Polyester. 
 This plaid combines 180gsm super soft velour with 200gsm sherpa which 
is luxurious to the touch. Presented in Seasons gift pouch. Exclusive 
design. 
 126 x 152 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde 
 Recommended decoration technique: Embroidery 

 SOUTHAMPTON SERVING TRAY 
 Wood. 
 An essential piece in every home. To be used for serving drinks or use it 
as versatile decorative accent in your living room, kitchen or bathroom. 
Presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 35 x 25 x 5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SOLANO LANTERN 
 Glass. 
 Cast a warm glow in your garden, living room or any room in your house. 
Tea light is not included. Presented in a Seasons gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 10 x 13,1 x 10 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10032300 

 11256300  11259400 
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 WATER CARAFE WITH GLASS 
 Recycled glass. 
 Water bottle and glass recycled from 5 Marmalade jars. Made from 
100% recycled glass. Dishwasher safe. Supplied in Jamie Oliver gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 9 x 28 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11227100 
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 PITCHER 
 Terracotta. 
 Vintage blue terracotta pitcher with 1 litre volume capacity. The pitcher is 
safe to be used in a dishwasher, oven and microwave. Supplied in a Jamie 
Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 12,5 x 16 x 17 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11253000 

 3 WATER GLASSES 
 Recycled glass. 
 Glass that used to be a marmalade jar is now turned into a 35cl water glass. 
This set of 3 water glasses is fully made out of recycled glass. The glasses 
can be washed in the dishwasher. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 8 x 12,7 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11244600 

 4 PIECE BOWL SET 
 Terracotta. 
 This set contains 4 terracotta bowls in assorted vintage colours. The bowls 
are dishwasher, microwave and oven safe. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 11 x 4,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11253100 

 2 PIECE BAR TOOL SET 
 Metal. 
 Jamie's bar tools set for opening your favorite bottle of beer or wine. 
Supplied in Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 11,5 x 20,5 x 4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11256900 
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 ANTIPASTI SERVING BOARD 
 Acacia wood. 
 An iconic Jamie serving board, perfect for breads, antipasti or cheese. 
Exclusive design. 
 51,5 x 20,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SEASONING BLOCK 
 Acacia wood and acrylic. 
 Add some fl avour to your favorite meat dishes or meals just like Jamie. 4 
acrylic tubes include sea salt, cracked black pepper, smoked paprika and 
chili fl akes. Exclusive design. 
 9,5 x 9,5 x 14 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11256800 

 11256700 
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 3 PIECE KITCHEN TOOL SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 What is a chef without his tools? This practical and fun kitchen tool set 
includes a slotted turner, spoon and a slotted spoon. Supplied in a Jamie 
Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 16,5 x 9 x 35,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FUNKY KNIFE SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 Set includes 15cm chef's knife, 11cm serrated knife and 8.5cm paring knife. 
Durable non-stick coating, dishwasher safe. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 13,7 x 3,5 x 30 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 TONGS 
 Stainless steel. 
 Essential everyday gear, fun and practical. Can be stored on a handy 
hanging rail, it will always be easy to grab when you need it. Supplied in a 
Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 32 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11255600  11253700 

 11255800 
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 24 PIECE CUTLERY SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 This smart cutlery set looks stylish on any table. Contains forks, knives, 
spoons and teaspoons in 18/10 polished stainless steel. The cutlery has a 
25-year guarantee and is dishwasher safe. Supllied in a Jamie Oliver gift 
box. Exclusive design. 
 42,5 x 27,3 x 5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11226100 

 5 PIECE KNIFE BLOCK 
 Stainless steel and polycarbonate. 
 Knife block includes 11cm paring knife, 15cm utility knife, 19cm chef's 
knife, 20cm carving knife and a 22cm bread knife. Body of the block has 
inbuilt weight for stability. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive 
design. 
 21,5 x 7,5 x 37,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Doming 

 4 PIECE JUMBO STEAK KNIVES 
 Stainless steel and wood. 
 Tuck into your favourite cooked meats with ease using these tough steak 
knives.Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 25 x 3 x 1,8 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11253200 

 11243900 
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 11235800 

 11240200 

 CHALK 'N CHEESE SET 
 Slate. 
 Slate cheese board where the names of each cheese 
can be written on the slate in chalk. Includes knife. 
Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 31 x 26 x 4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BISCUITS AND BROWNIE SET 
 Metal, wood, cotton and non-stick coated 
metal. 
 Ideal gift for fun family baking. This set includes 5 
cookie cutters, a baking tray, a rolling pin and an oven 
glove. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive 
design. 
 28,2 x 18 x 6,2 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for 
food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 PIZZA SET 
 Stoneware. 
 Create your own authentic Italian pizza with this pizza 
set. The pizza stone evenly distributes heat from the 
oven to the pizza and retains heat to keep the pizza 
warm during serving. Includes a pizza cutter. Supplied 
in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 36 x 35,5 x 4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11243700 
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 10007400 

 11209200 

 PORTABLE BBQ 
 Stainless Steel. 
 Portable charcoal BBQ with durable stainless steel body and legs. Coloured 
enamel coated lid and adjustable ventilation system for perfect air 
circulation. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 38 x 38 x 48 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact •  EN 1860 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 APRON 
 Denim. 
 The original Jamie Oliver apron. One size fi ts all with 
adjustable strap, funky rivets and buttons and multiple 
front pockets. Supplied in Jamie Oliver packaging. 
Exclusive design. 
 71 x 102 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 10007500 

 10023100 

 6 PIECE BBQ SET 
 Stainless steel and silicone. 
 Practical and stylish tools with hanging feature. The set includes BBQ 
tongs with safety lock, a fork and 4 skewers. All tools are heat resistant and 
dishwasher safe. Supplied in a Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 40 x 24 x 4,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Doming 

 COOL BOX 
 Metal. 
 This retro style cool box comes with an integrated 
bottle opener. Completely watertight and easily 
portable. Volume capacity is 17 litre. Supplied in a 
Jamie Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 23 x 31 x 44 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 MULTI PURPOSE LIGHTER 
 Metal. 
 Lighter ideal for use with a stove or bbq due its long 
ignition tube. It is refi llable, has an adjustable fl ame 
and comes with a safety lock. Supplied in a Jamie 
Oliver gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 4 x 22,5 cm 

 Compliance: ISO 22702 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10213100 
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 DERWENT PRECISION GIFT SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 This elegant high quality set is incorporated with a precision system. The 
professional grade mechanism allows to choose from 6 pre-set grind levels, 
select a fi ne grind for sauces and a coarser grind for intense fl avour. Each 
grade mechanism has a 25-year guarantee. Presented in a Cole & Mason 
gift box. Exclusive design. 
 22 x 8,5 x 13 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 WINDSOR GOURMET GIFT SET 
 Beech wood. 
 Salt and pepper mill set made of the fi nest sustainable beech. The pepper 
mill mechanism is made of hardened carbon steel and the salt mill 
mechanism is made of non-corrosive ceramic. Has a mechanism guarantee 
of 25 years. Presented in a Cole & Mason gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5,2 x 19 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11213900 

 11257200 
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DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 ELECTRIC PEPPER MILL 
 Stainless steel. 
 Automatic pepper mill with ceramic grinder. Peppercorn and batteries are 
not included. Pepper mill operates on 6 pieces of AAA batteries. Presented 
in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  Safe for food contact •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 DUAL PEPPER AND SALT GRINDER 
 Stainless steel. 
 2 sided grinder with one end for salt and the other for pepper. Peppercorn 
and salt are not included. Presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 5 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 PEPPER MILL 
 Wood. 
 Classic manual pepper mill with ceramic grinder. Peppercorn is not 
included. Presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 7 x 25,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11211500 

 11250600 

 11206900 
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 FINESSE KNIFE BLOCK 
 Stainless steel and ABS. 
 In the Finesse line, Paul Bocuse off ers this modern style knife block with 
5 essential kitchen tools. The chef’s knife, bread knife, utility knife, paring 
knife and sharpening steel can be placed freely in the knife block, thanks 
to the rods inside the block. The knife blades are made of high quality 
X50CrMoV15 stainless steel and ABS handles. Presented in a luxury Paul 
Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 10 x 17 x 38 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11245200 

 FINESSE CARVING SET 
 Stainless steel and ABS. 
 This carving set from the Finesse line is the perfect gift for every chef. The 
carving knife and fork are made of high quality X50CrMoV15 stainless 
steel with ABS handle. The set is packed in a luxury Paul Bocuse gift box. 
PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 37 x 12 x 4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FINESSE CHEF'S KNIFE 
 Stainless steel and ABS. 
 The chef's knife from the Finesse line is made of high quality X50CrMoV15 
stainless steel and ABS handle. The knife is presented in a luxury Paul 
Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 40 x 10 x 4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 6 PIECE STEAK KNIFE SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 6 stainless steel steak knives with unique design that enables the knife to 
stand on the table. Presented in a luxury Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 17,5 x 29,5 x 6 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11239500 

 11217000 

 11245100 
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 11248400 

 11248200 

 11248300 

 CARVING SET 
 Stainless steel and ABS. 
 Carving set for ease of use when carving poultry and roasts. 8" Carving 
knife and fork with stainless steel blade and ABS handle. Presented in a 
Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 36,5 x 12,8 x 3 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CHEF'S KNIFE 
 Stainless steel and ABS. 
 An essential item for every chef. 8" Stainles steel blade with ABS handle. 
The knife is presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive 
design. 
 36,5 x 8,8 x 3,3 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 KNIFE BLOCK 
 Stainless stee, ABS and wood. 
 This classic style knife block off ers 5 essential kitchen 
tools including a 8" chef's knife, 8" bread knife, 5" 
paring knife, 4" paring knife and a 8" sharpening steel. 
All knife blades and the sharpening steel are made of 
stainless steel with an ABS handle. Presented in a Paul 
Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 36 x 13,6 x 15,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 CUTTING AND SERVING SET 
 Porcelain, bamboo and polypropylene. 
 Elegant set for preparing and serving dinner courses. This set contains 
3 colour indicated polypropylene cutting boards for hygienic food 
preparation, a bamboo cutting board and a porcelain serving tray. 
Presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 28,4 x 25,6 x 4,6 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CUTTING BOARD WITH BREAD KNIFE 
 Bamboo, stainless steel and ABS. 
 Cutting board with integrated bread knife is ideal for cutting bread. The 
horizontal open pattern allows crumbs to fall through to the tray below, 
keeping your workspace or dinnertable crumb-free. Presented in a Paul 
Bocuse gift box. Exclusive design. 
 38 x 25 x 3,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11239600 

 CUTTING BOARD 
 Bamboo. 
 Solid cutting board with juice groove to retain liquids and integrated 
handles. Presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. Exclusive design. 
 48 x 28 x 2,9 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CHEESE SERVING BOARD 
 Bamboo and metal. 
 Present your favorite cheese on this elegant serving board. Presented in a 
Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 ø 27 x 2,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11256500 
 11251300 

 11258200 
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 CHEESE CLOCHE 
 Slate and glass. 
 Elegant glass cheese cloche presented on a slate base and packed in a Paul 
Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 24,7 x 24,6 x 18,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 TABLE DRESSING SET 
 Cotton and porcelain. 
 Dress your table with a touch of elegance with porcelain napkin rings 
and cotton napkins. The set is packed in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 9 x 21,7 x 5,4 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 DESSERT SET 
 Slate and porcelain. 
 Stylish dessert set consisting of a porcelain ramekin, spoon and cream jug 
presented on a slate plate. The dessert set is packed in a Paul Bocuse gift 
box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 26 x 11 x 7,6 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 AMUSE BOUCHE SET 
 Porcelain and slate. 
 Off er guests a chef's selection of appetizers. This amuse bouche set consists 
of 3 porcelain bowls with stainless steel spoons and 3 porcelain plates 
elegantly presented on a slate plate. The set is presented in a Paul Bocuse 
gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 26 x 16 x 7,4 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11248900 

 11248700  11248500 

 11250900 
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 COCOTTES SET 
 Slate and ceramic. 
 3 cocottes presented on a slate base. Cocottes can be used in dishwasher, 
microwave and oven. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 27,7 x 11,6 x 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 Tasteful presentation 

 AMUSE BOUCHE SET 
 Slate, ceramic and glass. 
 Amuse bouche set consists of 3 glasses with metal 
spoons, 3 ceramic spoons and 3 ceramic bowls 
presented on a slate plate. Presented in a gift box. PVC 
free. Exclusive design. 
 25,5 x 25,6 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11235300 

 11248800 
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 5 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood and metal. 
 Luxury wine set including metal lever corkscrew with holder, pourer, 
bottle stopper and a foil cutter. The wine set is presented in a wooden gift 
box with metal logo plate and packed in a Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 31 x 25 x 9,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 3 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood. 
 This wine set includes a corkscrew, foil cutter and wine pourer. The wine 
set is presented in a wooden gift box with metal logo plate and packed in a 
Paul Bocuse gift box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 16,5 x 14,5 x 4,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 WINE COOLER 
 Stainless steel. 
 Double walled stainless steel wine cooler presented in a Paul Bocuse gift 
box. PVC free. Exclusive design. 
 ø 12 x 19 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 WINE AERATOR 
 Acrylic. 
 Wine needs to breathe. The aerator from the Paul Bocuse collection aerates 
the wine when pouring it into your glass. It creates a better bouquet and 
enhances the fl avor. Displayed in a wooden box with metal logo plate and 
presented in a Paul Bocuse gift box. Exclusive design. 
 ø 5,3 x 14,3 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11250000  11259200 

 11257600  11251400 
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 9 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood and metal. 
 Luxury wooden gift box with 2 wine stoppers, drip stopper, thermometer, 
foil cutter, funnel, lever corkscrew and 2 spare corkscrews. Engraving plate 
included. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 25 x 28 x 6,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WINE BOX 
 Wood and metal. 
 Wine box with bottle stopper and waitress knife. Presented in a gift box 
and including logo plate. 
 36,5 x 11 x 12 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11201600 
 19538569 

 11237200 

 5 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood and metal. 
 Gift set with waitress knife, thermometer, drip stopper, bottle stopper and 
a bottle coaster. Presented in a gift box. Including logo plate. Exclusive 
design. 
 25,8 x 18,4 x 3,1 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11225300 

 4 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood and metal. 
 Wine gift set with waitress knife, bottle stopper, drip stopper and wine 
pourer. Presented in a gift box. Including logo plate. Exclusive design. 
 15,5 x 15,5 x 3,2 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 
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 11213600 

 11208000  11243500 

 2 PIECE WINE SET 
 Wood and metal. 
 This wine gift set consists of a waitress knife and a 
bottle stopper in a wooden box. Including logo plate. 
Presented in a gift box. Exclusive design. 
 14 x 11 x 3,2 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food 
contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 AUTOMATIC WINE OPENER 
WITH CHARGING STATION 
 Metal. 
 Automatic wine opener with recharging station, 
adapter and a seal cutter. Presented in a gift box. 
PVC free. 
 ø 5 x 27,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  Safe for food contact •  WEEE •  
LVD 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SINGLE LEVER CORKSCREW 
 Metal. 
 Lever corkscrew presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 16 x 21 x 6,3 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 LEVER CORKSCREW 
 Metal. 
 Modern style corkscrew with spare corkscrew. 
Including logo plate and presented in a gift box. 
  

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11225200 
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 3 PIECE WINE SET 
 Metal. 
 Gifset with a drip stopper, waitress knife and bottle stopper with wooden 
detail. Presented in a gift box. 
 13 x 13,5 x 3,4 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 WAITRESS KNIFE 
 Stainless steel, wood and tin. 
 Waitress knife with wooden details. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 17,3 x 6 x 1,7 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 8 BOTTLE WINE FRIDGE 
  
 Stores maximum of 8 bottles of wine. The temperature switch inside allows 
you to set the correct temperature for red, white or rose wine. Operates on 
220 - 240V. PVC free. Decoration of the wine fridge is not available. 
 27 x 52,5 x 45 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  LVD 
  

 12 BOTTLE WINE FRIDGE 
  
 Wine fridge for storage of up to 12 bottles of wine. Temperature control 
switch located on the backside of the wine fridge. (230v 2 pin plug). PVC 
free. Decoration of the wine fridge is not available. 
 53 x 46 x 36,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  LVD 
  

 11201400  19544299 

 11250800  11207900 
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 4 PIECE WOK SET 
 Carbon steel and wood. 
 Non-stick coated wok with lid, spatula and recipe book. Presented in an 
exclusive Ken Hom gift box. 
 ø 31 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BENTO BOWL SET 
 Ceramic and wood. 
 Bento set including 2 ceramic bowls, 2 ceramic spoons, 2 pairs of wooden 
chopsticks and 2 wooden chopstick holders. Presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 32 x 17,5 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 TEA SET 
 Ceramic. 
 Tea set consisting of a ceramic tea pot and 2 ceramic cups. Presented in a 
gift box. PVC free. 
 21 x 12,5 x 7,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SUSHI SET 
 Ceramic and wood. 
 Sushi set with 2 sushi mats, 2 ceramic bowls, 2 chopsticks and 2 chopstick 
holders presented in a gift box. PVC free. 
 25,5 x 15,5 x 3,2 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 19538695  11242800 

 11242700  11240600 
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 2 PIECE ESPRESSO SET 
 Glass. 
 Double walled isolating 80ml espresso glasses. The set is presented in a 
luxury gift box. Logo plate included. PVC free. 
 14 x 7,3 x 7,2 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 ESPRESSO SET 
 Ceramic. 
 Espresso set with 80ml cups presented in a gift box. 
Decoration plate inculded. Dishwasher safe. PVC free. 
Exclusive design. 
 13,9 x 13,9 x 7 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 2 PIECE COFFEE SET 
 Glass. 
 Double walled isolating 200ml coff ee mugs. The set 
is presented in a luxury gift box. Logo plate included. 
PVC free. 
 17,5 x 9 x 9,2 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11251100 

 11246400 

 11251200 
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 4 PIECE CAPPUCCINO SET 
 Ceramic. 
 200ml cappuccino cups, presented in a luxury gift box. Decoration plate 
included. Dishwasher safe. Exclusive design. 
 44 x 14,5 x 10 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 4 PIECE ESPRESSO SET 
 Ceramic. 
 80ml espresso cups, presented in a luxury gift box. Decoration plate 
included. Dishwasher safe. Exclusive design. 
 27,7 x 13,2 x 8,7 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 COCKTAIL SET 
 Glass and plastic. 
 This set contains 2 glasses and a double walled shaker. Presented in gift 
box. 
 30,5 x 25,5 x 12 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 DINNER SET 
 Stainless steel. 
 Set with grater, pizza cutter, pasta measurer and tongs. All items are 
dishwasher safe. Presented in gift box. 
 28,5 x 34,8 x 3,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 11235900 

 11246200  11246300 

 11233900 
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 11262700 

 11262600 

 PEPPERMILL 
 Bamboo. 
 Manual bamboo peppermill with ceramic grinder and top color pop. 
Presented in a gift box. 
 5 x 5 x 22 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 11262601 

 CUTTINGBOARD 
 Bamboo. 
 Eco friendly cuttingboard made from bamboo with 
colored detail and integrated handle. Presented in a 
gift box. 
 35 x 25 x 2 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food 
contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 FOLDABLE SERVING TRAY 
 Bamboo and silicone. 
 This bamboo tray holds 3 colorful silcione cups to serve 
your favorite food. It can be easily stowed as the cups 
are fully foldable. Presented in a gift box. 
 31,2 x 10,2 x 5,5 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food 
contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving  11262500 

 11262701 
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 NOTEBOOKS & 
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BY AVENUE181
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 LINK FLEXOBOUND NOTEBOOK A5 

 Laminated paper. 
 Whitelines® Link is a combination of physical and digital notes connecting 
your notebook to your smartphone. With Whitelines® Link paper it is easy 
to capture, save and share your notes by downloading the special free app 
available for both iOS and Android. Features: Flexobinding, Elastic band, 
Accordeon pocket at the back, 80 sheets lined paper perforated (90gsm). 
Incl. black gift box. Exclusive design. 
 21 x 16 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10667601 

 LINK WIRED NOTEBOOK A5 

 Cardboard. 
 Whitelines® Link is a combination of physical and digital notes connecting 
your notebook to your smartphone. With Whitelines® Link paper it is easy 
to capture, save and share your notes by downloading the special free app 
available for both iOS and Android. Features: Wired binding, Elastic band, 
Accordeon pocket at the back, 80 sheets lined paper perforated (90gsm). 
Packed in black pouch. Exclusive design. 
 21,1 x 16,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10667501 

 10667600 

 10667500 
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 10654600 

 10655600 

 Noteworthy style 

 10655600  10655600 

 NOTEBOOK GIFT SET 

 Thermo PU. 
 Exclusive design notebook (A5 reference) with Thermo PU cover, black 
ribbon page marker, magnetic closure and 80 sheets (80gsm)cream paper 
lined with gold edges. Incl. black with gold twist mechanism ballpoint 
pen, both items packed in Balmain gift box. Size notebook: 33.5 x 21.2cm. 
Length pen: 12.9cm. Diameter pen: 1.02cm. 
 23,5 x 18,2 x 3,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 NOTEBOOK GIFT SET 

 Thermo PU. 
 Exclusive design notebook (A5 reference) with Thermo PU cover, 80 
sheets (80gsm)cream paper lined with gold edges. Incl. twist mechanism 
ballpoint pen, both items packed in Balmain gift box. Size notebook: 13.2 x 
21.3 cm. Length pen: 13.7cm. Diameter pen: 1.2cm. 
 23,5 x 18,2 x 3,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 NOTEBOOK MIDI (A5 REF) 

 Cardboard covered with fabric. 
 This classic fabric cover notebook (A5 size reference) with elastic closure 
and 80 sheets (80gsm) of lined paper is ideal for writing and sharing notes. 
Features an expandable pocket at the back to keep small notes. Incl. gift 
box. 
 21,3 x 14,7 x 1,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10634804 

 10634802 

 OFFICE NOTEBOOK (A5 REF) 

 Cardboard covered with leatherette paper. 
 Luxury hard cover notebook (A5 size reference) with elastic closure and 96 
sheets (80gsm) of lined paper, ideal for writing and sharing notes. Features 
an expandable pocket at the back to keep small notes. Incl. gift box. 
 21 x 13,5 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 POCKET NOTEBOOK (A6 REF) 

 Cardboard covered with leatherette paper. 
 Luxury hard cover notebook (A6 size reference) with elastic closure and 96 
sheets (80gsm) of lined paper, ideal for writing and sharing notes. Features 
an expandable pocket at the back to keep small notes. Incl. gift box. 
 14 x 9,5 x 1,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 NOTEBOOK MINI (A6 REF) 

 Cardboard covered with fabric. 
 This classic fabric cover notebook (A6 size reference) with elastic closure 
and 80 sheets (80gsm) of lined paper is ideal for writing and sharing notes. 
Features an expandable pocket at the back to keep small notes. Incl. gift 
box. 
 14,4 x 8,9 x 1,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10634904 

 10634903 

 10634803 
 10618300 

 10618200 
 10634902 
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 11985000 

 10606100 

 PORTFOLIO 

 Nappa leather. 
 Luxery zipped Portfolio included notebook with 
gold color accents and a pattern lining. The 
portfolio features two pen loops, a loop to store your 
memorystick and businesscard pockets. 
 34 x 25,5 x 2,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Debossing 

 A4 PORTFOLIO SET 

 Leather and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design portfolio set consists of a clean design 
leather ballpoint which perfectly matches the imitation 
leather portfolio and keychain. The set is presented in a 
unique Balmain gift box. 
 35,5 x 37 x 3,5 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 11971100 

 19985246 

 19985247 

 A4 ZIPPER PORTFOLIO 

 Imitation leather. 
 Unique design portfolio with zipper closure, pen loop 
and several pockets to store your documents. Includes 
notepad. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 27 x 33,5 x 3,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 PORTFOLIO ZIPPED 

 Microfiber. 
 Unique design zippered portfolio with full organisation 
panel on the inside, document pocket and includes a 
20 page notepad. Packed in a Balmain gift box. 
 25,5 x 3 x 33,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 10645900 

 10646000 

 ALPHA NOTEBOOK INCL. 
PAGE DIVIDERS 
 Leather paper covered cardboard. 
 Exlusive design notebook with 96 sheets (100gsm) 
lined paper, elastic closure and 3 page dividers which 
can be used as marker or section identifi er. The Alpha 
also includes an inner pocket at the back to store notes 
and business cards and a pen loop attached on one of 
the page dividers. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 21 x 14,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 DELTA NOTEBOOK 

 Leather paper covered cardboard. 
 Exclusive design square notebook with 80 sheets 
(100gr. ) lined paper, elastic closure and inner pocket 
at the back to store notes and businesscards. The 
upperpart of the inner pocket can also be used as a pen 
loop. Packed in a black Marksman gift box. 
 18 x 18 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 ODYSSEY PORTFOLIO DE LUXE 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Zippered portfolio with full organisation panel on the inside, document 
pocket and includes a 20 page notepad. Packed in a Marksman giftbox. 
 27 x 3,5 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 ODYSSEY PORTFOLIO SLIM FOLD 

 Tarpaulin. 
 Unique design portfolio with organisation panel on the inside, document 
pocket and includes a 20 page notepad. Packed in a Marksman gift box. 
 26 x 1 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 TANGO CAHIERS (2 PIECE) IN SLEEVE 

 Cardboard. 
 Exclusive design slim and light set of cahiers (2 piece) with pen loop 
and backpocket in gift box sleeve. The perfect item for daily use on every 
ocassion. The cahiers can be customized with a ballpoint pen from our 
Marksman collection. Packed in a Marksman sleeve. 
 25,3 x 17,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 LIMA POCKET NOTEBOOK SET 

 Cardboard. 
 Exclusive design set of 3 pocket notebooks. Each notebook has 32 sheets, 
which are lined on the front side and blank at the back. The last 16 pages 
are detachable thanks to the perforated edge. The front cover features a 
special insert to hold a pen, while the back cover has a small pocket for 
notes and businesscards. Packed with a wrap around the middle. 
 14 x 10 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10646200 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10646600 

 11972100  11972200 
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 CLASSIC POCKET NOTEBOOK 

 Cardboard covered with leatherette paper. 
 This exclusive design classic hard cover notebook 
(A6 size reference) with elastic closure and 80 sheets 
(80gsm) of lined paper is ideal for writing and sharing 
notes. Features an expandable pocket at the back to 
keep small notes. Incl. Journalbooks gift box sleeve. 
 14 x 1,5 x 9,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CLASSIC OFFICE NOTEBOOK 

 Cardboard covered with leatherette paper. 
 This excluisve design classic hard cover notebook 
(A5 size reference) with elastic closure and 80 sheets 
(80gsm) of lined paper is ideal for writing and sharing 
notes. Features an expandable pocket at the back to 
keep small notes. Incl. Journalbooks gift box sleeve. 
 21,3 x 14,5 x 1,2 cm 

   Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 CLASSIC EXECUTIVE NOTEBOOK 

 Cardboard covered with leatherette paper. 
 This exclusive design classic hard cover notebook 
(A4 size reference) with elastic closure and 80 sheets 
(80gsm) of lined paper is ideal for writing and sharing 
notes. Features an expandable pocket at the back to 
keep small notes. Incl. Journalbooks gift box sleeve. 
 29,8 x 20,9 x 1,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 10618106 

 10618005 

 10618002 

 10618000  10618001 

 10618007  10618006 

 10618003 

 10626302 

 10618103  10618101 

 10618102 

 10618100 

 10618107 

 10618105 

 10626301 

 10626300 

 10626303 

    
  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS
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 11916400 

 11916300 

 HARVARD A4 LEATHER 
ZIPPER PORTFOLIO 
 Split leather. 
 Unique design portfolio with zipper closure, pen loop 
and several pockets to store your documents. Including 
note block. Packed in a gift box. 
 34 x 25 x 3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HARVARD A4 LEATHER ZIPPER 
PORTFOLIO DELUXE 
 Split leather. 
 Exclusive design portfolio with zipper closure, pen 
loop, ringbinder and several pockets to store your 
documents. Including note block. Packed in a gift box. 
 34 x 25 x 5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 19547370 

 11983900 

 HARVARD A4 LEATHER 
PORTFOLIO 
 Split leather. 
 Unique design portfolio with pen loop and several 
pockets to store your documents. Including note block. 
Packed in a gift box. 
 24 x 31,5 x 1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 HARVARD LEATHER 
A5 PORTFOLIO 
 Split leather. 
 Unique design A5 portfolio with penloop and usb-loop, 
creditcard pockets and pocket to store your iPad. 
Including A5 size note block. Packed in a gift box. 
 22,7 x 27,5 x 3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 
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 OXFORD A4 ZIPPER PORTFOLIO 

 Bonded leather. 
 Unique design portfolio with zipper closure and several pockets to store 
your documents. Including note block. Packed in a gift box. 
 24,5 x 33,5 x 2,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 WAVE A4 ZIPPER PORTFOLIO 

 Imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design portfolio with zipper closure, pen loop, calculator, 
document pockets and notepad. Packed in a gift box. 
 26 x 33 x 3,5 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 19549724  11917500 

 CARDIFF A4 ZIPPER PORTFOLIO DELUXE 

 1200D polyester. 
 Exclusive design portfolio with zipper closure, ring binder, pen loop, 
document pockets and notepad. Packed in a gift box. 
 28 x 34 x 4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 11947600 

 AMORD A4 ZIPPER PORTFOLIO 

 1680D nylon and PVC. 
 Exclusive design portfolio with extra attention to your personalization 
options. There is a special designed logo base that is ideal for doming. 
You can also choose to print or engrave the attached logo plate and fi x this 
into the logo base. Both options will display your logo perfectly. Including 
notepad. Packed in a gift box. 
 26 x 3,5 x 33 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 19549318 
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 10651801 

 10652000  10652001 

 10651800 

 10651900 

 CARÈNE FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The most distinguished Waterman. A black or vivid blue lacquered barrel, 
an 18-carat solid gold rhodium-plated nib and silver-plated trims all off er 
a truly modern look. Incl. Waterman gift box and one cartridge. Exclusive 
design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CARÈNE ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The most distinguished Waterman. A black lacquered barrel and silver-
plated trims all off er a truly modern look. Incl. Waterman gift box. 
Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 CARÈNE BALLPOINT PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The most distinguished Waterman. A black or vivid blue lacquered barrel 
and silver-plated trims all off er a truly modern look. Incl. Waterman gift 
box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 EXPERT ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box. Delivered with one 
rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 EXPERT FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box and one cartridge. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 EXPERT FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box and one cartridge. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 EXPERT ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box. Delivered with one 
rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10650701  10650700  10650704  10650702 

 10650602  10650603 

 10650703  10650705 

 10650600  10650605  10650604  10650601 
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 EXPERT BALLPOINT PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box. Delivered with one 
ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10650503 

 EXPERT BALLPOINT PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Expert collection is the perfect bold accomplice for the spirit of self-
expression. In this collection both classic and daring new colours meet 
iconic design to create the ultimate sophisticated business style with a 
highly personalized twist. Incl. Waterman gift box. Delivered with one 
ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,3 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10650505  10650504  10650501 

 10650500 

 10650502 
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 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 HEMISPHERE FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box and one cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10651202 

 10651200 

 10651201 

 10651700 

 HEMISPHERE 
MECHANICAL PENCIL 
 Stainless steel. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both 
highly practical and discreet – slides, unnoticed, 
into a pocket, bag or diary. A design that combines 
natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. 
Incl. Waterman gift box. Delivered with pencil refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10651301 

 10651300 

 HEMISPHERE FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box and one cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 
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 HEMISPHERE ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 HEMISPHERE BALLPOINT PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 HEMISPHERE ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10651402 

 10651400 

 10651401 

 HEMISPHERE BALLPOINT PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 A pure, simple, timeless line. Hemisphere – both highly practical 
and discreet – slides, unnoticed, into a pocket, bag or diary. A design 
that combines natural, seductive elegance with true magnetism. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,05 x 17,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10651601 

 10651600 

 10651501 

 10651500 

 10651101 

 10651100 

 10651102 
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 10650900 

 GRADUATE FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 Based on a classic design, Graduate is resolutely functional and modern. 
Graduate is ideal for everyday use or for gift giving occasions. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one ink cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 GRADUATE ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 Based on a classic design, Graduate is resolutely functional and modern. 
Graduate is ideal for everyday use or for gift giving occasions. Incl. 
Waterman gift box. Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 GRADUATE BALLPOINT PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 Based on a classic design, Graduate is resolutely 
functional and modern. Graduate is ideal for everyday 
use or for gift giving occasions. Incl. Waterman gift 
box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive 
design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10651000  10650800 
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 SONNET FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style. Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box and one 
cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SONNET FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style. Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box and one 
cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10650400  10650301  10650300 
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 SONNET ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style.Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SONNET ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style. Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SONNET BALLPOINT PEN 

 Stainless Steel. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style. Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SONNET BALLPOINT PEN 

 Lacquered. 
 The Parker Sonnet is modern pen design at its best - the defi nitive Parker 
style.Precision engineered reliability and smooth performance combined 
with sumptuous fi nishes and exquisite details. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10650200  10650100 

 10650002 

 10650000 

10650001 

 10650201 

DIGITAL PRINTING READYDIGITAL PRINTING READY
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 URBAN PREMIUM PARKER 5TH 

 Lacquered & chiseled. 
 The Parker Urban Premium 5th redefi nes modern writing and reinvents 
the rules. The Parker 5th Technology, so named because it off ers a 
genuine fi fth way of writing, was born of extensive research to bring the 
best into the pen world. The result of this ground-breaking innovation is 
an eff ortlessly smooth, smart gliding feeling that adjusts to your writing 
style after only a few words. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one ink 
cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,82 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 URBAN PREMIUM FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Lacquered & chiseled. 
 Urban Premium is highlighted by a set of trendy fi nishes with a matt or 
metallic rendering. Both men and women will enjoy its perfectly balanced 
silhouette emphasized by a unique graphic decor. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one ink cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,82 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10649500  10649502  10649501 

 URBAN PREMIUM ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Lacquered & chiseled. 
 Urban Premium is highlighted by a set of trendy fi nishes with a matt or 
metallic rendering. Both men and women will enjoy its perfectly balanced 
silhouette emphasized by a unique graphic decor. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,82 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 URBAN PREMIUM BALLPOINT PEN 

 Lacquered & chiseled. 
 Urban Premium is highlighted by a set of trendy fi nishes with a matt or 
metallic rendering. Both men and women will enjoy its perfectly balanced 
silhouette emphasized by a unique graphic decor. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10649400 

 10649402 

 10649401 

 10649300  10649301  10649304  10649303  10649302 

 10649600  10649601 
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 URBAN BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Cool, new generation pen that redefi nes modern writing and reinvents the 
rules. It combines ergonomics with art, to give an unconventional bullet 
shape with perfect weight and balance. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with 
one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 URBAN MECHANICAL PENCIL 

 Metal. 
 Cool, new generation pen that redefi nes modern writing and reinvents the 
rules. It combines ergonomics with art, to give an unconventional bullet 
shape with perfect weight and balance. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with 
pencil refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 URBAN FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Metal. 
 Cool, new generation pen that redefi nes modern writing and reinvents the 
rules. It combines ergonomics with art, to give an unconventional bullet 
shape with perfect weight and balance. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with 
one ink cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,82 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 URBAN ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Metal. 
 Cool, new generation pen that redefi nes modern writing and reinvents the 
rules. It combines ergonomics with art, to give an unconventional bullet 
shape with perfect weight and balance. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with 
one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10649200  10649202  10649201  10649100  10649102  10649101 

 10648903 

 10648901 

 10648900  10648902  10648903  10649000  10648906 

 10648904  10648905 
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 PARKER IM FOUNTAIN PEN 

 Metal. 
 Parker IM’s modern design executed in timeless black. The fi ne grade of 
lustrous lacquer and a highly engineered manufacturing process, ensure 
the Parker quality known worldwide. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with 
one ink cartridge. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10648704 

 PARKER IM ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Metal. 
 Parker IM’s modern design off ers 6 timeless fi nishes successfully 
combining classic and contemporary styles. The fi nest grades of lustrous 
lacquer and chrome, and a highly engineered manufacturing process, 
ensure the Parker quality known worldwide. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10648701  10648705  10648700  10648703 

 10648800 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10648801 

 10648702 
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 PARKER IM BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Parker IM’s modern design off ers 7 timeless fi nishes successfully 
combining classic and contemporary styles. The fi nest grades of lustrous 
lacquer and chrome, and a highly engineered manufacturing process, 
ensure the Parker quality known worldwide. Incl. Parker gift box. 
Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10648602  10648601  10648600  10648603  10648605  10648606  10648604 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY
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 VECTOR ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 Simple, essential and reliable, Vector is special with it’s adaptability and 
inherent quality. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 VECTOR ROLLERBALL PEN 

 ABS plastic. 
 Simple, essential and reliable, Vector is special with it’s adaptability and 
inherent quality. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one rollerball refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 VECTOR BALLPOINT PEN 

 Stainless steel. 
 Simple, essential and reliable, Vector is special with it’s adaptability and 
inherent quality. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 

 VECTOR BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS plastic. 
 Simple, essential and reliable, Vector is special with it’s adaptability and 
inherent quality. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 10648400  10648300  10648301  10648302 

 10648000  10648002  10648001  10648200 
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 JOTTER MECHANICAL PENCIL   • •
 Stainless steel. 
 The Parker icon, Jotter, is the preferred choice for active writers who need 
pens wherever they go. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with pencil refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 JOTTER BALLPOINT PEN   •
 Stainless steel. 
 The Parker icon, Jotter, is the preferred choice for active writers who need 
pens wherever they go. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint 
refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 12,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 JOTTER BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic barrel with stainless steel trim. 
 The Parker icon, Jotter, is the preferred choice for active writers who need 
pens wherever they go. Incl. Parker gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint 
refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 12,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 10647700 

 10647500 

 10647703 

 10647503 

 10647701 

 10647501 

 10647702 

 10647502 

 10647900 

 10647600 

 10647800 

MULTICOLOUR SCREENROUND READY

DIGITAL PRINTING READY
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•
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 MADRID MECHANICAL PENCIL 

 Metal. 
 Where visual appearance and precision count, the Madrid series stands 
out. With its intelligent design and subtle mechanism, it is the ideal tool for 
the creative amongst us. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with pencil refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 MADRID BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Where visual appearance and precision count, the Madrid series stands 
out. With its intelligent design and subtle mechanism, it is the ideal tool for 
the creative amongst us. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint 
refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 RAPID PRO BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 The perfect professional tool for all sketching, writing and drawing 
applications. Solid metal, hexagonal barrel shape and the knurled grip 
underline its technical expertise. The ballpoint pen is equipped with 
document proof blue giant refi ll. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with one 
ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 14,47 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10652301 

 RAPID PRO MECHANICAL PENCIL 

 Metal. 
 The perfect professional tool for all sketching, writing and drawing 
applications. Solid metal, hexagonal barrel shape and the knurled grip 
underline its technical expertise. The mechanical pencil is equipped with a 
unique cushion point mechanism to improve control, comfort and reduce 
lead breakages. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with pencil refi ll. Exclusive 
design. 
 ø 0,85 x 14,47 cm 
  

 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10652400  10652401 

 10652100  10652101  10652200  10652201 

 10652300 
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 TIKKY MULTIPEN 

 Plastic. 
 Tikky 3in1 multipen is the ultimate all round pen! Ergonomical design and 
convincing functionality are made possible with the technically advanced 
“magic view” mechanism. Easy to use, Tikky 3in1 is a technically effi  cient 
multifunctional tool for all writing, drawing and sketching needs. Incl. 
rOtring gift box. Delivered with one ballpoint refi ll. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 14,75 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10652800  10652801 

 TIKKY BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic. 
 Tikky, the entry to rOtring in smooth ball point mode. Ergonomic wave-
form grip area gives great control. Smooth ball point writing. Perfect for 
precise writing and drawing needs. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with 
one ballpoint refi ll.Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 13,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 TIKKY MECHANICAL PENCIL 

 Plastic. 
 Use Tikky mechanical pencil to create sketches, technical drawings and 
texts cleanly and precisely. Hi-Polymer leads ensure high fl exibility and 
durability while keeping the lead support tip clean. Incl. rOtring gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,85 x 13,8 cm 

  
 Technique for decorated price: Padprint 50 x 5 mm 

 DUBAI BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 The Dubai is an all-purpose ballpoint pen. The price performance ratio 
is remarkable: high quality materials have been used off ering great 
performance. Incl. rOtring gift box. Delivered with ballpoint refi ll. 
Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 13,77 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10652500  10652501  10652702  10652701 

 10652600  10652602 
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 STYLUS ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Metal. 
 Traditional handcraft meets modern technology through this sleekly 
designed carbon fi bre pen that incorporates both a quality rollerball pen 
and a stylus tip for touch screen devices. Incl. Balmain gift box (18 x 16.3 
x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Fashionable exclusive design ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism 
and stylus tip perfect for capacitive touch screen devices such as tablets 
and smartphones. Incl. lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 16 x 3.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 12 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10641200 

 10640800 

 10640802 

 10640801 

 STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design twist action mechanism stylus ballpoint pen with velvet 
pouch. Incl. Balmain gift box (size: 17 x 3.5 x 2cm). 
 ø ,9 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10656700 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design gift set including a rollerball pen and 4GB USB memory 
stick presented in a Balmain cardboard gift box (size: 17.5 x 7 x 3.5cm). 
  

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  EMC •  PCP •  WEEE 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10656701 

 10623200 
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 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Cover every eventuality with this thoughtfully exclusive designed gift set 
which includes a quality stylus ballpoint and a 4GB USB memory stick. 
Incl. lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 18.5 x 7.9 x 3.8cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 12 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10640900 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Stainless Steel. 
 From personally handwritten notes to high-volume electronic data, 
this impressive exclusively designed gift set lets you record and share 
information with style. Includes a ballpoint pen and 4GB USB memory 
stick. Incl. lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 18.5 x 7.9 x 3.8cm).   

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10667800 

 10640901 

 10640902 
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 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive designed set including a mechanical pencil, rollerball pen, 
ballpoint pen and matching imitation leather pen pouch (15.5 x 6cm) 
presented in a Balmain gift box (size: 18.5 x 17 x 3.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10627200 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen and rollerball pen set with delicately etched 
line detail. Includes elegant carbon fi bre look pouch (12.5 x 4.3cm) in a 
Balmain black gift box (size: 18.3 x 17.2 x 4.8cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10627300 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Timeless pen set with ballpoint pen and notebook (14.3 x 9cm) with 
contrast colour stitching. Includes Balmain gift box (size: 18.1 x 17.2 x 
4.4cm). Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 13,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10613300 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design contrast stitching detail imitation leather pocket notebook 
(14 x 9.5cm) and leather wrapped barrel ballpoint. Includes matching 
Balmain gift box (size: 19 x 17 x 4cm). 
 ø 1,3 x 13,5 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10609100 
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 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design etched chequered pattern detail 
ballpoint pen & rollerball pen gift set with Balmain 
lacquered gift box (size: 18.5 x 7.9 x 3.8cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 13 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10635900 

 10636001 

 10636000 

 10603200 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal & Wood. 
 Exclusive design luxury wooden-style ballpoint pen 
and rollerball pen presented in a matching Balmain gift 
box (size: 18.5 x 9.8 x 5cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen and rollerball pen set 
presented in a Balmain cardboard gift box (size: 18.7 x 
7.8 x 6.7cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10636002 
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 19982120 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen and rollerball pen with 
soft touch grip presented in a Balmain gift box (size: 
17.8 x 6.8 x 4cm). 
 ø 1,0 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively designed stylish ballpoint pen and 
rollerball pen set with a contrast coloured edge pen 
pouch presented in a Balmain cardboard gift box (size: 
17 x 6.5 x 2cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design pen set with a metallic coloured 
ballpoint pen and rollerball pen in matching color 
lacquered gift box (size: 18.5 x 7.9 x 3.9 cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10627401 

 10627400 

 10636101 

 10636100 

 10636103 
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 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively design ballpoint pen and rollerball pen gift set. Incl. lacquered 
Balmain gift box (size: 18.5 x 7.9 x 3.9cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design elegant leather wrapped ballpoint and roller ball gift set 
with modern style contrast stitching. Includes an imitation leather double 
pen pouch in Balmain gift box. 
 16,5 x 6 x 2,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design gift set including a fountain pen and ballpoint pen in a 
matching coloured lacquered gift box (size: 16 x 6.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 11,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10641100 

 10636303 

 10636302 

 10636301 

 10636300 

 10606200 

 10636300 
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 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen and rollerball pen set with Balmain 
cardboard gift box (size: 19 x 7.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 19982130 

 10633500 

 10620301 

 10620302 

 10620300 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively designed ballpoint and rollerball giftset in 
matching lacquered gift box. 
 18,5 x 8 x 4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive modern design ballpoint and rollerball gift 
set presented in a Balmain leatherette paper gift box 
(size: 17.8 x 6.8 x 4cm). 
 ø 1,4 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10620300 

 10620302 
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 10656500 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10623100 

 10606300 

 MULT-INK BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Long-established quality meets contemporary style in 
this sleekly exclusive designed carbon fi bre pen that 
comes with both blue and black ink refi lls to satisfy 
diff erent preferences. Incl. Balmain gift box (size: 18 x 
6,3 x 3 cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen with cylinder (diameter 
2.6 cm, length 16cm) in Balmain gift box. 
 ø 1,2 x 13,7 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 LASER PRESENTER 
BALLPOINT PEN 
 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen combined with laser 
pointer in silver tin, packed in Balmain gift box (size: 
18 x 3.8 x 2cm). 
 ø 1,09 x 15 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  EN 60825 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 10633900 

 10636900 

 10636901 

 10636902 

 10640701 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design carbon fi ber and metal twist action 
ballpoint pen. This ballpoint pen comes in a specially 
designed pouch in Balmain gift box (size: 15 x 3.2 x 
2.3cm) to give that extra feeling once you receive this 
gift. 
 ø 1 x  14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively designed with a touch of feminine fl air, this 
beautiful quality ballpoint pen has a crystal-decorated 
top. Incl. lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 16 x 3.5 x 
3cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 12,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Contemporary exclusive design ballpoint pen presented 
in a matching lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 16 x 3.5 
x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10640702 

 10640700 
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 19982124 

 10609700 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen with soft touch grip 
presented in a Balmain gift box (size: 18 x 5 x 3.8cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design stylish ballpoint pen with imitation 
leather pen pouch. Presented in a Balmain cardboard 
sliding gift box (size: 13 x 6.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 11,9 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design leather wrapped barrel ballpointpen 
with imitation leather pen pouch in Balmain gift box 
(size: 15 x 3.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 13,9 cm 

 Compliance: AZO •  Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 19982156 

 19982158 
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 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively designed metallic coated barrel ballpoint 
pen in matching color lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 
16 x 3.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10635601 

 10641000 

 10633600 

 10635603 

 10635602 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 This contemporary designer ballpoint pen with 
artistically sculpted clip is built to let your writing fl ow 
smoothly. Its Swiss-made refi lls deliver high-quality 
ink that continues to look good for a long, long time. 
Incl. Balmain rubbercoated paper cardboard gift box 
(size: 17.9 x 5.4 x 3cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusively designed luxury ballpoint pen presented in 
a lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 18 x 5.5 x 3cm). 
 18 x 5,5 x 3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design elegant slim ballpoint pen in matching color lacquered 
Balmain gift box (size: 16 x 3.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 0,7 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal and imitation leather. 
 Exclusive design luxury colour coated ballpoint pen with elegant imitation 
leather pouch in Balmain cardboard gift box (size: 15 x 3.5 x 2.5cm). 
 ø 1,3 x 14,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design elegant slim ballpoint pen with rubber coated lower barrel 
in lacquered Balmain gift box (size: 16 x 3.5 x 3cm). 
 ø 0,7 x 13,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10635701 

 10635700 

 10635800  10635801  19982122  10635800 
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 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 This elegantly styled capped exclusive design ballpoint pen embodies the 
Balmain charm and delivers uncompromised quality. Swiss-made refi lls 
provide superbly smooth writing action with ink that’s made to last. Incl. 
velvet pouch in Balmain gift box. 
 ø 1,1 x 14,1 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Bearing all the hallmarks of a classic quality ballpoint pen, this ballpoint 
pen lets your writing fl ow freely and your words enjoy longevity on the 
paper. Swiss-made refi ll ensure this pen continues to deliver quality for 
many years. Incl. velvet pouch in Balmain cardboard gift box. 
 ø 1,1 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Exclusive design ballpoint pen with luxurious velvet pouch in Balmain 
cardboard gift box (size: 17 x 3.5 x 2cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 PENCILS 

 Wood. 
 Exclusively designed chic pencil set in black color with silver touch. 6 pcs 
HB sharpened pencils in a luxury gift box. 
 19 x 6 x 1,2 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenprint 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10616800  10620200 

 10620202 

 10620201 

 10633800  10633801  19980202 
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 10639700 

 10639701 

 PEN & PENCIL GIFT SET 

 Metal. 
 The design of this exclusive pen set was inspired by the 
Vespa's twist grip throttle and the tail light of the fi rst 
'125' model. Vespa's historic colours have been used on 
the barrel. The pen and pencil are presented in a tin 
Vespa gift box which is the reminiscent of the famous 
GS side panel. Presented in a Vespa gift box. Exclusive 
design. 
 13,8 x 13 x 4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 10642500  10642501 

 10642700 

 12346800 

 RADAR STYLUS BALLPOINT 
PEN + LASERPRESENTER 
 Metal. 
 Exclusive Marksman design laser presenter with stylus and ballpoint pen 
presented in a Marksman gift box (size: 17 x 4.6 x 1,7cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  EN 60825 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 SMOOTH BALLPOINT PEN INCL. 
ACRYLIC PEN HOLDER 
 Metal. 
 This luxury ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism is a sleek operator 
that blends functional components in a smooth design. Incl. acrylic holder, 
Swiss made refi ll and sliding Marksman gift box (size: 20 x 9.2 x 3.5cm). 
Exclusive Marksman design. 
 ø 1,1 x 14,3 cm 
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 A8 BALLPOINT PEN WITH POUCH 

 Metal. 
 Subtly curved for a smooth performance, this pleasing model with twist 
action is designed to drive your writing to the next level. Exclusive 
Marksman design incl. pen pouch, Swiss-made refi ll and sliding Marksman 
gift box (size: 20 x 8.2 x 2.5cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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 SMOOTH BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 This luxury ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism is a sleek operator 
that blends functional components in a smooth design. Incl. Swiss-made 
refi ll and Marksman sliding gift box (size: 20 x 5 x 2.5cm). Exclusive 
Marksman design. 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10642600 

 TRIGON STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Elegant twist action ballpoint pen with distinctive aqua blue accent and 
stylus tip for use on capacitive touch screens such as on smartphones and 
tablets. Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Marksman sliding gift box (size: 
20 x 5 x 2.5cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 14,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10659800 

 VOYAGER BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS Plastic + Metal. 
 This contemporary design ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism 
mixes and matches colour so you can choose the look that refl ects your 
style. Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman 
cardboard penbox (size: 15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10653403  10653400  10653402  10653401 

 10642600 

 10659700  10659703  10659702  10659701 
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 EXPLORER BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal & Acrylic. 
 Beautifully constructed with an attractive acrylic head incorporated in the 
innovative clip design, this bold go-getter is here to help you break new 
ground. Exclusive Marksman design. Incl. Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman 
penbox (size: 15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 14,8 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 HYBRID BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS Plastic + Metal. 
 Stylishly combining metal and plastic, this smartly designed ballpoint pen 
gives you the best of both worlds. Now, your only decision is the colour. 
Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman cardboard 
penbox (size: 15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 14,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10667400 

 10667401 

 RADAR PEN GIFT SET 

 Plastic. 
 Unique matching ballpoint pen and stylus set for both writing and 
operating touch screen devices. Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Swiss-
made refi ll and Marksman sliding gift box (size: 16.6 x 5.3 x 2.2cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 

  
**  Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10653506 

 10653502 

 10653500 

 10653506  10653506  10653504  10653507  10653505 

 10653503 

 10643200 

 10653501 

      10643203 **
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DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 10642800 

 SMOOTH BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic & Metal. 
 The Smooth ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism is the perfect 
fusion of character and cool. This sleek operator blends functinal 
components into a pleasingly design that's as smooth th touch as to write 
with. Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman 
cardboard penbox (size: 15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1,1 x 14,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10642804  10642803  10642802  10642801 

 10642900 

 CARVE BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic & metal. 
 Maintaining the pen's smooth line by thoughtfully carving the clip out 
of the main barrel proves there's always another way of doing things. 
Exclusive Marksman design ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism, 
Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman cardboard penbox (size: 15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 14,6 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10642902  10642901 

 RADAR BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic. 
 Ultra sleek soft-touch fi nish ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism. 
Exclusive Marksman design, incl. Swiss-made refi ll, Marksman cardboard 
penbox (size:15 x 2 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 

**  Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10643102  10643101  10643100       10659900 **

    
  DISCOVER OUR

CUSTOM OPTIONS
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 10667300 

 TRIANON PEN SET 

 Metal. 
 Unique triangle shaped ballpoint pen and rollerball pen set. Each side of 
the ballpoint pen can be printed. Incl. Avenue gift box (size: 16.9 x 5.2 x 
2cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10667000 

 GENEVA STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 
& ROLLERBALL PEN GIFT SET 
 Metal. 
 Sophisticated silhouette stylus ballpoint pen & rollerball pen featuring a 
matte upper barrel with shiny chrome lower barrel and matching chrome 
accents in Avenue sliding pen gift box (size: 16.9 x 5.2 x 2cm). 
 ø 0,9 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 
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DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 BURANO STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Stylus ballpoint pen with 6mm black and 8mm colored stylus tip. Simply 
screw off  the tip to switch size and/ or color. The 6mm tip is ideal for 
drawing,editing graphics and writing more precise on your smartphone or 
tablet. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 ø 0,8 x 12,3 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10645502 

 IDUAL STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 With this stylus ballpoint pen you can easily switch from writing notes on 
paper to navigating on your smarpthone or tablet. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 ø 1,1 x 13 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10632601 

 SPLASH STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic & Metal. 
 Portable & chic stylus ballpoint pen with matching color tip. Fits easily in 
your purse, notebook or smartphone case. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 ø 0,8 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10632600  10645500  10645501 

 STYLUS WITH SCREEN WIPER 

 Metal. 
 Stylus with microfi ber screen cleaning mat stored within the body 
compartment. Ideal to use during cold days when you don't want to 
remove your gloves to use your smartphone or tablet. Incl. Avenue gift box. 
 ø 0,9 x 12,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 12344300  12345501 

 12345500 

 12345502 
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 GENEVA STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Sophisticated silhouette stylus ballpoint pen featuring a matte upper barrel 
with shiny chrome lower barrel and matching chrome accents. Incl. velvet 
pouch in Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10606800 

 CAPE TOWN BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Classic design ballpoint pen incl. Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 WINONA BALLPOINT 

 Metal. 
 Classic design ballpoint with shiny upper barrel and carbon fi bre details on 
lower barrel. Incl. cylinder gift box. 
 ø 2,6 x 16 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10666900  10600400  10600400 
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DIGITAL PRINTING READY

 GENEVA ROLLERBALL PEN 

 Metal. 
 Sophisticated silhouette rollerball pen featuring a matte upper barrel 
with shiny chrome lower barrel and matching chrome accents. Incl. velvet 
pouch and Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 GENEVA BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Sophisticated silhouette ballpoint pen featuring a matte upper barrel with 
shiny chrome lower barrel and matching chrome accents. Incl. velvet 
pouch and Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 13,5 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 TRIANON BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Unique triangle shaped ballpoint pen. Each side of the ballpoint pen can be 
printed. Incl. Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 UPPSALA BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal. 
 Classic, timeless design ballpoint pen with twist action mechanism. Incl. 
velvet pouch and Avenue gift box (size: 16 x 2.5 x 1.5cm). 
 ø 1,2 x 13,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 10667100  10640401 

 10601400  10601401  10601200  10601201 

 10640400 

DIGITAL PRINTING READY
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 AMMO BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS Plastic. 
 With its distinctive ball-in-the-clip design, Ammo can be as subtly stylish 
or as boldly daring as you like. Stay all-white for complete smoothness or 
choose a feature colour with a rubberised texture grip that’s pleasantly 
tactile. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 DIPPOINT BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS plastic. 
 Turning the tables on size, Dippoint sets a narrow-ended barrel off  against 
an extra-wide clip. The rubberised, tapered barrel is comfortable to hold 
while the broad, crossover clip is an attractive design feature that off ers 
better storage stability. Exclusive design. 
 ø 0,9 x 14,4 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10666804 

 10666204 

 10666806 

 10666206  10666207 

 10666807 

 10666205 

 10666805 

 10666800  10666200 

 10666203 

 10666802  10666202 

 10666801  10666201 

 10666100  10668700 

 10666103  10668703 

 10668702  10666102 

 10666100  10668700 

 10668701  10666101 

 10668702  10666102 

 10666803 

    
  DISCOVER OUR
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 SINGLE PEN BOX 

 Cardboard. 
 Pen box specially for Scripto ballpoint pens. 
 16,5 x 1,5 x 2,5 cm 
  
  

 GRADIENT BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Boldly pairing white with bright, Gradient’s lower-barrel colour graduation 
turns up the tone in an artful way. The smooth, arching clip mirrors the 
strongest colour to create a wonderfully fl owing balance. Exclusive design. 
 ø 1 x 14,2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 BULLA BALLPOINT PEN 

 ABS Plastic. 
 Opposing textures come together to create an appealing look that’s 
pleasantly tactile. This exclusively designed click action plastic ballpoint 
pen has a metal-look barrel with coloured clip and rubberised grip that 
makes it comfortable to write with. 
 ø 1,1 x 14 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10643704  10643702  10643701  10643700 

 10668602 

 10668600 

 10668601 

 10666304  10668603 

 10666302 

 10666301 

 10666300 

 10668200 

 TUBE PEN BOX 

 ABS plastic. 
 Pen box specially for Scripto ballpoint pens. 
 14,8 x 3 cm   

  

 10668300 
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 Stand out from the crowd with original gifts that will make you Laugh Out Loud. 
 What happens when you LOL and start seeing things from a diff erent angle? 707! With its 
topsy-turvy take on quality gifts, 707 injects fun into the business of promotion. These 
useful, 100% original items with an instant feel-good impact and memorable twist ensure 
it’ll be laugh at fi rst sight. 

 707 
BY AVENUE235

AVENUE14_A



 11262800  11262900 

 11263000  11259600 

 3 PIECE KITCHEN TOOL SET 

 Wood. 
 Kitchen tools set includes a whisk, spatula and a spoon. Presented in a 707 
gift box. Exclusive design. 
 28 x 18 x 6 cm 

 Compliance: Formaldehyde •  PCP •  Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 OIL & VINEGAR EXTINGUISHER SET 

 Aluminium. 
 2 fi re extinguisher oil and vinegar bottles. Presented in 707 a gift box. PVC 
free. Exclusive design. 
 19,8 x 19,8 x 4,9 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Engraving 

 LIGHTBULB GRINDER 

 Acrylic. 
 Light bulb shaped grinder features a ceramic grinding mechanism. 
Peppercorn is not included. Presented in a 707 gift box. PVC free. Exclusive 
design. 
 9,5 x 15,5 x 9,5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WINE TAP AERATOR 

 Acrylic. 
 Add more fl avor to your wine by aerating. Presented in a 707 gift box. 
Exclusive design. 
 14 x 7 x 5 cm 

 Compliance: Safe for food contact 
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 F1 SCREENWIPER KEY CHAIN 

 Metal. 
 Ready? Set, clean! This F1 screenwiper will clean your tablet or phone in a 
second. Presented in a 707 gift box. Exclusive design. 
 12 x 5 x 2 cm 

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 F1 PEDOMETER 

 Acrylic, ABS & rubber coating. 
 Pedometer with a design linked to a F1 car but also the F1 button on your 
keyboard. The wheels can be used as buttons to set the features; step 
counter, stride settings, distance travelled (KM/Miles) and calories burned 
on the LCD screen. packed in a 707 gift box. Batteries included. PVC free. 
Exclusive Design. 
 5,2 x 5,8 x 3,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10033500 

 INFLATABLE WORLD CUP 

 PVC. 
 A product for winners! The gold infl atable world cup can be used as a 
trophy or to put the item on your head (please note that the item doesn't 
fi t all sizes). Packed in a 707 gift box with safety warning label. Exclusive 
design. 
 ø 30 x 55 cm 

 Compliance: Phthalates •  EN 71 
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10418700 

 LIGHTHOUSE TORCH 

 Aluminum, metal & silicon. 
 Made of an aluminum body with red silicon rings the lighthouse torch 
makes a strong impression. It can be used as a fl ashlight with a build-in 
zoom function. With the pull-out function it becomes a lantern for 
maximum light exposure. The metal hook makes it easy to hang up the 
lighthouse for diff erent situations. Packed in a 707 gift box. Batteries 
included. PVC free. Exclusive Design. 
 ø 3,7 x 10,2 cm 

 Compliance: EMC •  WEEE •  Battery Directive 
 Recommended decoration technique: Screenround 

 11809300 

 10031800 
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 STYLISH STYLUS BALLPOINT PEN 

 Metal & Plastic. 
 Exclusive design pocket size stylus ballpoint pen with colored hat covering 
the stylus tip and matching "tie" clip. Incl. 707 gift box. 
  
    

 FOREST FRIENDS GIFT SET 

 Plastic & cardboard. 
 Exclusive design special notebook gift set with 2 animal ballpoint pens + 
matching notebooks (A6 reference), 64 blank sheets (80gsm) with color 
matching edges and elastic. Incl. 707 gift box (size: 14.8 x 14.1 x 3.1cm). 
  
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 WOODPECKER BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design animal ballpoint pen. Incl. 707 gift sleeve. 
  

  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 SQUIRREL BALLPOINT PEN 

 Plastic. 
 Exclusive design animal ballpoint pen. Incl. 707 gift sleeve. 
  
  
 Recommended decoration technique: Padprint 

 10667700  10667701 

 10666700 

 10666701 

 10666702 

 10667200  10667201 

 10666400 

 10666402 
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 DECORATION INFORMATION 

 TRANSFER 
 Transferring is done by fi rst creating a screen print 
image on paper and then using heat and glue to 
transfer it onto the chosen article. 
• Ideal for fabrics
• Perfect for logos with many colours
• Allows for extreme detail like small text
• Free standing text
• No contours required
• Economical solution for multicolour printing of 
smaller quantities 

 HOTSTAMPING 
 Hot stamping is debossing with a metallic fi nish, 
created by applying foil between the to-be-
decorated surface and the dye.
• Exceptional superior impression
• Create a unique 3D look
• Ideal for real and imitaion leather product
• Available in silver and gold fi nish 

 SCREENPRINT 
 Screen printing or silk screen is a printing method 
where the image is imposed on a mesh screen 
with blank areas coated with an impermeable 
substance. Inks are then pressed through the mesh 
screen to produce clear, sharp images. 
• Long lasting results
• Good cost-eff ective solution for larger quantities
• Allows single and multi-colour decorations
• Ideal for text
• Can only be applied to fl at surfaces 

 DOMING 
 Doming is used to create a 3D version of your 
image by shaping a raised surface beneath the 
print. A mould is formed, printed and fi lled with 
epoxy which is then hardened to maintain its 
shape. 
• Create a 3D eff ect
• Strong resistance to fading or damage
• Can only be applied to fl at surfaces 

 SCREENROUND 
 Screen round is based on the same method as 
screen print but the product is turned during the 
printing proces, making this method suitable for 
curved surfaces.
• Long lasting results
•  Apply sharp, high-quality decoration on curved 

products
• Economic choice for large quantities
•  Multi-colour decoration available on a selection 

of pens
• Ideal for text 

 EMBROIDERY 
 Embroidery is decorating a fabric by stitching 
thread in a pattern.
•  Classic decoration technique
•  High value look
•  Suitable for both fl at and irregular surfaces
•  Tread colours to match any logo
•  Up to 12 colours per embroidery
•  High impact wool stitch 

 DEBOSSING 
 Debossing creates an indented image by applying a 
die to heat-pressed area. 
• Create a unique 3D look
• Subtle tone on tone look
• Adds perceived value
• Great for real and imitaion leather product 

 LASER ENGRAVING 
 Laser engraving is achieved through using a laser 
beam to precisely etch decoration into a surface. 
• Create a high-class impression
• Unique tone on tone
• Superb result for metal, glass and wood 

 PADPRINT 
 Pad printing or tampon printing is an indirect 
off set printing process that involves ink being 
transferred from a engraved metal plate via a 
silicone pad onto the product creating the image.
• Great all-round cost-eff ective solution
• Can be applied on virtually any shape
•  Suitable for any surface texture, including soft 

products like stress balls
• Perfect for multi coloured logos
• Fast and economical 

 DIGITAL PRINTING 
 Digital printing is similar to inkjet printing. Micro 
droplets of ink are squirted onto a product to 
create an image. The ink is instantly cured by 
exposing it to UV light.
• Perfect for multi coloured logos
•  Create a unique eff ect with matt, gloss or 

embossed fi nishes
• Strong resistance to fading or damage
• Ideal for small quantities
•  Can only be applied to fl at or slightly curved 

surfaces 
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 100010.. Blackburn sunglasses 140
 100052.. 30 panel football 134
 100074.. Portable BBQ 164
 100075.. Cool box 165
 100088.. Plymouth sunglasses 139
 100100.. 32 panel football 134
 100145.. Tech isolating mug 144
 100174.. Bold sunglasses 140
 100175.. Hot & Cool set 144
 100231.. 6 piece BBQ set 165
new 100236.. Fox bottle 146
 100237.. Icon bottle 145
 100238.. Curve isolating non leaking tumbler 145
 100265.. 6 panel football 134
 100273.. Tour Red golf balls 135
 100274.. DT® SoLo golf balls 135
 100275.. Gold golf balls 135
 100280.. Kendal Sunglasses 140
 100281.. Robson sunglasses 138
 100284.. Ryde sunglasses 139
 100290.. Brighton bottle 146
new 100291.. Wave isolating tumbler 145
 100293.. Stelt isolating vacuum non leaking tumbler 144
 100300.. Palmer sunglasses 138
 100301.. Mitchell sunglasses 138
 100302.. Atna sunglasses 138
 100306.. Newtown sunglasses 139
new 100307.. Flow bottle 143
new 100308.. Flow non leaking isolating tumbler 143
new 100309.. Flow vacuum isolating flask 143
new 100317.. Inflatable Ottoman 136
new 100318.. Inflatable World Cup 237
new 100323.. Hamptons Plaid 157
new 100334.. Sipper isolating bottle 145
new 100335.. F1 Pedometer 237
new 100346.. 14 panel football 134
 102131.. Multi purpose lighter 165
 104017.. 31 piece tool set 124
 104019.. Multi function knife 127
 104047.. LED torch 130
 104048.. Dynamo torch 130
 104052.. Multi function tool 125
 104060.. 15 piece tool set 125
 104061.. Automotive set 123
 104072.. Ultrasonic digital measurer 126
 104073.. 199 piece tool set 124
 104074.. 47 piece tool set 124
 104075.. 75 piece screwdriver set 124
 104098.. 16 function multi tool 127
 104130.. Pocket multi function knife 127
 104132.. Multi Tool With Hammer 126
 104133.. Mini tool box 125
 104134.. Writing tool set 125
 104135.. Multi Function Measurer 126
 104136.. 1M Mini measuring tape 128
 104137.. 3M Measuring Tape 128
 104147.. Vector Torch 129
 104148.. Orbit torch 129
 104149.. Terra knife 121
 104151.. Ozone ceramic knife 121
new 104152.. Neptune pocket knife 122
new 104153.. Triton mini pocket knife 122
new 104155.. Magma mini multi tool 121
 104174.. Wrist band with magnets 128
new 104175.. Radar Pocket Torch 129
new 104187.. Lighthouse Torch 237
new 104202.. Radar Key Torch 129
new 104203.. Halo Key Chain Tool 122
new 104204.. Flow Torch with Carabiner 130
new 104205.. Flow Torch 130
new 104206.. Orion Gift Set 120
new 104207.. Apollo Gift Set 120
 105013.. Bradford watch 98
 105016.. Skipton watch 98
 105085.. Royston watch 98
 105118.. Classic watch 99
 105119.. Classic chrono watch 99
 105120.. Urban watch 99
 105121.. Urban chrono watch 99
 105123.. Preston watch 98
new 105124.. Carleton watch 97
new 105125.. Maplewood watch 96
new 105126.. Cadion digital watch 97
new 105127.. Dunster watch 96
new 105128.. Lynnwood watch 96
new 105129.. Bridgton watch 96
 106004.. Cape Town ballpoint pen 231
 106012.. Geneva ballpoint pen 232
 106014.. Geneva rollerball pen 232
 106032.. Ballpoint pen gift set 214
 106061.. A4 portfolio set 185
 106062.. Ballpoint pen gift set 216
 106063.. Ballpoint pen 218

 106068.. Winona Ballpoint 231
 106091.. Ballpoint pen gift set 213
 106097.. Ballpoint pen 220
 106133.. Ballpoint pen gift set 213
 106168.. Pencils 223
 106180.. Classic pocket notebook 189
 106181.. Classic o�ce notebook 189
 106182.. Pocket notebook (A6 ref) 184
 106183.. O�ce notebook (A5 ref) 184
 106202.. Ballpoint pen 223
 106203.. Ballpoint pen gift set 217
 106231.. Laser presenter ballpoint pen 218
 106232.. Ballpoint pen gift set 211
 106263.. Classic executive notebook 189
 106272.. Ballpoint pen gift set 213
 106273.. Ballpoint pen gift set 213
 106274.. Ballpoint pen gift set 215
 106326.. Idual stylus ballpoint pen 230
 106335.. Ballpoint pen gift set 217
 106336.. Ballpoint pen 221
 106338.. Ballpoint pen 223
 106339.. Ballpoint pen 219
 106348.. Notebook midi (A5 ref) 184
 106349.. Notebook mini (A6 ref) 184
 106356.. Ballpoint pen 221
 106357.. Ballpoint pen 222
 106358.. Ballpoint pen 222
 106359.. Ballpoint pen gift set 214
 106360.. Ballpoint pen gift set 214
 106361.. Ballpoint pen gift set 215
 106363.. Ballpoint pen gift set 216
 106369.. Ballpoint pen 219
 106397.. Pen & pencil gift set 224
 106404.. Uppsala ballpoint pen 232
 106407.. Ballpoint pen 219
 106408.. Stylus ballpoint pen 211
 106409.. Ballpoint pen gift set 212
 106410.. Ballpoint pen 221
 106411.. Ballpoint pen gift set 216
 106412.. Stylus rollerball pen 211
 106425.. Smooth ballpoint pen incl. acrylic pen holder 225
 106426.. Trigon stylus ballpoint pen 226
 106427.. A8 ballpoint pen with pouch 225
 106428.. Smooth ballpoint pen 228
 106429.. Carve ballpoint pen 228
 106431.. Radar ballpoint pen 228
 106432.. Radar pen gift set 227
 106437.. Gradient ballpoint pen 234
 106455.. Burano stylus ballpoint pen 230
 106459.. Alpha notebook incl. page dividers 187
 106460.. Delta notebook 187
 106462.. Lima pocket notebook set 188
new 106466.. Tango cahiers (2 piece) in sleeve 188
 106475.. Jotter ballpoint pen 208
 106476.. Jotter ballpoint pen 208
 106477.. Jotter ballpoint pen 208
 106478.. Jotter ballpoint pen 208
 106479.. Jotter mechanical pencil 208
 106480.. Vector ballpoint pen 207
 106482.. Vector ballpoint pen 207
 106483.. Vector rollerball pen 207
 106484.. Vector rollerball pen 207
 106486.. Parker IM ballpoint pen 206
 106487.. Parker IM rollerball pen 205
 106488.. Parker IM fountain pen 205
 106489.. Urban ballpoint pen 204
 106490.. Urban mechanical pencil 204
 106491.. Urban rollerball pen 204
 106492.. Urban fountain pen 204
 106493.. Urban Premium ballpoint pen 203
 106494.. Urban Premium rollerball pen 203
 106495.. Urban Premium fountain pen 203
 106496.. Urban Premium Parker 5th 203
 106500.. Sonnet ballpoint pen 202
 106501.. Sonnet rollerball pen 202
 106502.. Sonnet rollerball pen 202
 106503.. Sonnet fountain pen 201
 106504.. Sonnet fountain pen 201
 106505.. Expert ballpoint pen 197
 106506.. Expert rollerball pen 196
 106507.. Expert fountain pen 196
 106508.. Graduate fountain pen 200
 106509.. Graduate ballpoint pen 200
 106510.. Graduate rollerball pen 200
 106511.. Hemisphere ballpoint pen 199
 106512.. Hemisphere fountain pen 198
 106513.. Hemisphere fountain pen 198
 106514.. Hemisphere rollerball pen 199
 106515.. Hemisphere rollerball pen 199
 106516.. Hemisphere ballpoint pen 199
 106517.. Hemisphere mechanical pencil 198
 106518.. Carène ballpoint pen 195
 106519.. Carène rollerball pen 195
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 106520.. Carène fountain pen 195
 106521.. Madrid ballpoint pen 209
 106522.. Madrid mechanical pencil 209
 106523.. Rapid Pro ballpoint pen 209
 106524.. Rapid Pro mechanical pencil 209
 106525.. Dubai ballpoint pen 210
 106526.. Tikky ballpoint pen 210
 106527.. Tikky mechanical pencil 210
 106528.. Tikky multipen 210
new 106534.. Voyager ballpoint pen 226
new 106535.. Hybrid ballpoint pen 227
new 106546.. Notebook gift set 183
new 106556.. Notebook gift set 183
new 106565.. Mult-ink ballpoint pen 218
new 106567.. Stylus ballpoint pen 211
 106597.. Smooth ballpoint pen 226
new 106598.. Trigon stylus ballpoint pen 226
 106599.. Radar ballpoint pen 228
new 106661.. Dippoint ballpoint pen 233
new 106662.. Ammo ballpoint pen 233
new 106663.. Bulla ballpoint pen 234
new 106664.. Forest friends gift set 238
new 106667.. Stylish stylus ballpoint pen 238
new 106668.. Ammo ballpoint pen 233
new 106669.. Geneva stylus ballpoint pen 231
new 106670.. Geneva stylus ballpoint pen & rollerball pen gift set 229
new 106671.. Trianon ballpoint pen 232
new 106672.. Woodpecker ballpoint pen 238
new 106673.. Trianon pen set 229
new 106674.. Explorer ballpoint pen 227
new 106675.. Link wired notebook A5 182
new 106676.. Link flexobound notebook A5 182
new 106677.. Squirrel ballpoint pen 238
new 106678.. Ballpoint pen gift set 212
new 106682.. Single pen box 234
new 106683.. Tube pen box 234
new 106686.. Bulla ballpoint pen 234
new 106687.. Dippoint ballpoint pen 233
 108011.. Classic radio with temperature 20
 108134.. Techne multi-media headset 15
 108135.. Auxo noise reduction headphones 14
 108143.. X-Mini V1.1 mono capsule speaker 18
 108144.. X-Mini MAX duo capsule speakers 18
 108160.. Naiad Bluetooth speaker 20
 108160.. Naiad Bluetooth speaker 20
 108162.. X-mini RAVE capsule speaker 17
new 108181.. Pulli earbud organizer 40
new 108182.. Standi tablet/phone stand 38
new 108183.. Docki docking station 38
new 108184.. Chaos headphones 15
new 108185.. Orion headphones 15
new 108186.. Soundwave Bluetooth Speaker 19
new 108187.. Jazz earphones 16
new 108188.. Speakerboxx 20
new 108189.. Cosmos Bluetooth and NFC Speaker 19
new 108190.. X-mini II mono speaker 17
new 108190.. X-mini II mono speaker 17
new 108203.. Fusion earbuds 16
new 108204.. Mirage headphones 14
new 108205.. Streetzz stereo headphones 15
new 108206.. Paida earbuds 16
new 108207.. Nereus earbuds 16
new 108208.. Swerve Bluetooth and NFC Speaker 20
new 108209.. Cronus bluetooth headphones 14
new 108211.. Djoclate pocket audio mixer 14
new 108214.. X-mini ME mono speaker 18
 109001.. 23” Automatic umbrella 115
 109003.. 30” Double layer umbrella 116
 109008.. 21” 3-section umbrella 114
 109019.. 30” Umbrella 115
 109043.. 21” 3-section umbrella 114
 109044.. 23” Umbrella 114
 109059.. 32” double layer storm umbrella 116
 109064.. 21.5” Traveler 3-section umbrella 117
 109065.. 23” Square umbrella 118
 109066.. A8 umbrella 27” with LED light 118
 109069.. 27” Umbrella 114
new 109072.. 23” Arch umbrella 117
new 109074.. 30” Halo umbrella 118

 110003.. Poker set 133
 110037.. Bishop 6 in 1 game 132
 110040.. Poker set with gaming mat 133
 110044.. Tower 6 in 1 game 132
 112014.. 3 piece wine set 176
 112016.. 9 piece Wine set 174
 112069.. Electric pepper mill 167
 112079.. 12 bottle wine fridge 176
 112080.. Single lever corkscrew 175
 112092.. Apron 164
 112115.. Dual pepper and salt grinder 167
 112136.. Automatic wine opener with charging station 175
 112139.. Windsor Gourmet gift set 166

 112170.. 6 piece steak knife set 168
 112252.. 2 piece wine set 175
 112253.. 4 piece wine set 174
 112261.. 5 piece knife block 162
 112271.. Water carafe with glass 158
 112339.. Dinner set 179
 112353.. Amuse bouche set 172
 112358.. Chalk ‘n cheese set 163
 112359.. Cocktail set 179
 112372.. 5 piece wine set 174
 112395.. Finesse chef’s knife 168
 112396.. Cutting board 170
 112402.. Biscuits and brownie set 163
 112406.. Sushi set 177
 112427.. Tea set 177
 112428.. Bento bowl set 177
 112435.. Lever corkscrew 175
 112437.. Pizza set 163
 112439.. 24 piece cutlery set 162
 112446.. 3 Water glasses 159
 112451.. Finesse knife block 168
 112452.. Finesse carving set 168
 112462.. 4 piece cappuccino set 179
 112463.. 4 piece Espresso set 179
 112464.. Espresso set 178
 112482.. Chef’s knife 169
 112483.. Carving set 169
 112484.. Knife block 169
 112485.. Dessert set 171
 112487.. Amuse bouche set 171
 112488.. Cocottes set 172
 112489.. Cheese cloche 171
 112500.. Wine cooler 173
 112506.. Pepper mill 167
 112508.. 8 bottle wine fridge 176
 112509.. Table dressing set 171
 112511.. 2 piece espresso set 178
 112512.. 2 piece co©ee set 178
 112513.. Cutting and serving set 170
 112514.. 5 piece wine set 173
 112530.. Pitcher 159
 112531.. 4 piece bowl set 159
 112532.. 4 piece jumbo steak knives 162
 112537.. Funky Knife Set 161
new 112556.. Tongs 161
new 112558.. 3 piece kitchen tool set 161
new 112560.. Scented candle 152
new 112561.. Fragrance di©user 152
new 112562.. Riviera home memo blackboard 156
new 112563.. Southampton serving tray 157
new 112564.. Lunar scented candle 153
new 112565.. Cutting board with bread knife 170
new 112567.. Antipasti serving board 160
new 112568.. Seasoning block 160
new 112569.. 2 piece bar tool set 159
new 112572.. Derwent Precision Gift set 166
new 112576.. 3 piece wine set 173
new 112577.. Davenport memory board and photoframe 153
new 112578.. Greenport photoframe 154
new 112579.. Daleport photoframe 154
new 112580.. Newport photoframe 154
new 112581.. Cape 4 piece cheese set 156
new 112582.. Cheese serving board 170
new 112584.. Aspen apron 156
new 112592.. Wine aerator 173
new 112593.. Porto 2 piece storage jar set 155
new 112594.. Solano lantern 157
new 112595.. Camden cook book stand 155
new 112596.. Wine tap aerator 236
new 112625.. Foldable serving tray 180
new 112626.. Peppermill 180
new 112627.. Cuttingboard 180
new 112628.. Oil & vinegar extinguisher set 236
new 112629.. 3 piece kitchen tool set 236
new 112630.. Lightbulb grinder 236
 118055.. Keychain 102
 118063.. Keychain 104
 118064.. Bag hanger 104
 118065.. Charms keychain 104
new 118093.. F1 screenwiper key chain 237
 119076.. 15.4” compu-pack 83
 119123.. Lahti cooler backpack 70
 119163.. Harvard A4 leather zipper portfolio 190
 119164.. Harvard A4 leather zipper portfolio deluxe 190
 119175.. Wave A4 zipper portfolio 192
 119202.. 15.4’ Slim laptop case 76
 119203.. 15.4” Laptop case 76
 119204.. 15.4” laptop rucksack 73
 119207.. 15.4” Laptop rucksack 72
 119209.. 14”-15.4” laptop backpack 72
 119228.. Orange line airporter 85
 119229.. Orange line business bag on wheels 85
 119258.. Travel wallet 101
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 119314.. Rucksack 66
 119315.. Sports bag 66
 119327.. Professional 17” laptop backpack 72
 119364.. Business trolley 86
 119417.. Brisbane sports bag 69
 119431.. Security Friendly business 15.4” laptop bag 86
 119447.. Security Friendly 16” laptop backpack 72
 119450.. Security friendly 16” laptop case 75
 119470.. Orange line airporter spinner 85
 119476.. Amord A4 zipper portfolio 192
 119503.. Small business trolley 71
 119506.. Checkmate 15” laptop backpack 87
 119511.. 15” laptop rucksack 83
 119530.. Gym bag 66
 119543.. Checkpoint friendly 17” computer messenger 82
 119544.. Checkpoint friendly 17” computer backpack 82
 119545.. Wheeled checkpoint friendly computer backpack 81
 119547.. IPad case 30
 119554.. Travel wallet 103
 119556.. 15.4” laptop case 53
 119559.. Travel bag 53
 119562.. Small travel bag 51
 119564.. 15.4” laptop briefcase 50
 119565.. Small 15.4” briefcase 51
 119571.. Wallet 101
 119572.. Passport holder 102
 119573.. 7”-10” security-Friendly iPad Sleeve 30
 119574.. 17” Mobile o�ce horizontal spinner 84
 119576.. 20” Carry-on Spinner 84
 119577.. 24” Spinner 84
 119591.. Toiletry bag 103
 119597.. 15.4” laptop document holder 52
 119598.. Mobile o�ce 50
 119609.. 15 - 16” laptop attaché 30
 119610.. Nox Pavonis bag 74
 119611.. Water resistant iPad case 30
 119614.. Nox Aquila 11” messenger 74
 119615.. Nox Hydrus 16” laptop case 75
 119624.. Brisbane 15.4” laptop rucksack 70
 119628.. 22” Upright 84
 119629.. Orange line 24” spinner 85
 119636.. Checkpoint friendly 15” laptop messenger 83
 119649.. Wheeled TSA attaché 81
 119651.. Etui 106
 119652.. Jotter 105
 119653.. Beauty case 103
 119654.. Coin purse 105
 119655.. Key holder purse 106
 119658.. Passport cover 106
 119659.. Picture holder 106
 119660.. Wallet small 103
 119662.. Business bag on wheels 53
 119664.. Garment bag 52
 119666.. 15.4” Laptop backpack and briefcase 51
 119667.. Business trolley 50
 119670.. Card holder 102
 119677.. Media bag 52
 119678.. Large travel bag 51
 119689.. Pillow with beans 112
 119700.. Large travel bag 65
 119701.. Trolley backpack 65
 119702.. Sporty trolley 65
 119711.. Portfolio zipped 186
 119713.. Odyssey passport cover 108
 119714.. Odyssey travel wallet 107
 119715.. Odyssey wallet with coin purse 108
 119716.. Odyssey 15.4” laptop slim briefcase 78
 119717.. Odyssey iPhone 4 sleeve 34
 119718.. Odyssey tablet sleeve 32
 119719.. Odyssey laptop sleeve 32
 119720.. Odyssey iPad case 31
 119721.. Odyssey portfolio slim fold 188
 119722.. Odyssey portfolio de luxe 188
 119723.. Odyssey 15.4” laptop messenger 78
 119725.. Odyssey travel bag 77
 119726.. Odyssey briefcase 77
 119727.. Odyssey 15.4” laptop backpack 78
 119728.. Odyssey mobile o�ce vertical 77
 119755.. Brisbane sports bag 69
 119756.. Brisbane sailor bag 70
 119768.. Down backpack 92
 119769.. Down shoulder bag 92
 119770.. Down travel bag 92
 119771.. Down 15.4” laptop sleeve 92
 119774.. Fleece travel set 112
 119788.. Wallet 107
 119789.. Messenger bag 62
 119790.. 15.4” laptop briefcase 62
 119791.. 15.4” Laptop shoulder bag 62
 119792.. Express 15” laptop bag 86
 119793.. Lux 15.4” laptop bag 86
 119795.. Continental 15.4” laptop backpack 87
 119796.. Checkpoint-Friendly 15.4” Compu-Backpack 87

 119800.. North Sea travel bag 88
 119801.. North Sea shoulder bag 89
 119802.. North Sea backpack 89
 119803.. North Sea large travel bag 88
 119811.. Horizon laptop backpack rolltop 78
 119812.. Horizon messenger 79
 119813.. Horizon hybrid bag 80
 119814.. Horizon slim laptop briefcase 79
 119815.. Horizon travel bag 80
 119816.. Horizon backpack travel bag 80
 119817.. IPad shoulder bag 80
 119818.. Retro sports bag 63
 119819.. Retro shoulder bag 63
 119820.. Retro backpack 63
 119821.. Cascade backpack rolltop 54
 119822.. Cascade backpack 54
 119823.. Cascade messenger 55
 119824.. Cascade travel bag 55
 119825.. Edmonton tote 57
 119826.. Edmonton messenger 56
 119827.. Edmonton 15.4” laptop briefbag 57
 119828.. Edmonton overnighter 56
 119829.. Retro media bag 63
new 119830.. Travel wallet 100
new 119831.. Passport wallet 100
new 119832.. Wallet with coin compartment 100
new 119833.. Wallet 100
new 119835.. Horizon mini tablet sleeve 33
new 119836.. Horizon tablet sleeve 32
new 119837.. Odyssey iPad mini case 31
new 119838.. Odyssey mini tablet sleeve 32
new 119839.. Harvard leather A5 portfolio 191
new 119841.. Enroute™ Mosey daypack 46
new 119845.. Leather tablet sleeve 33
new 119846.. Leather tablet mini sleeve 33
new 119850.. Portfolio 185
new 119851.. Smartphone pouch 34
new 119852.. Odyssey IPhone 5/5S/5C sleeve 33
new 119854.. 15.6” Laptop and iPad Briefcase 76
new 119855.. 17” laptop backpack 73
new 119856.. 14.1” Laptop attaché 76
new 119857.. 14.1” Laptop and iPad messenger 75
new 119858.. 15.6” Laptop backpack 73
new 119859.. 14” Checkpoint friendly laptop case 75
new 119860.. 16” Laptop backpack 73
new 119861.. Rolling 15.6” laptop case 71
new 119862.. Crossover Sling 13” laptop backpack 45
new 119864.. Crossover 17” MacBook backpack 45
new 119865.. Crossover 15” laptop messenger bag 45
new 119866.. EnRoute™ strut daypack 46
new 119867.. Crossover rolling carry-on 45
new 119868.. Crossover rolling du©el 44
new 119870.. Neck pillow 111
new 119871.. Duo pillow 111
new 119872.. World wide adaptor 112
new 119873.. World wide usb adaptor 112
new 119874.. Toiletry bag 109
new 119875.. Digital luggage scale 110
new 119876.. Tooth brush sonic traveler 109
new 119877.. Alarm clock 110
new 119878.. Micro fan 109
new 119879.. USB Razor 109
new 119880.. Eye mask 111
new 119881.. IPad mini sleeve 34
new 119882.. IPad sleeve 34
new 119883.. DayTripper 16” laptop backpack 87
new 119884.. Sportsbag 82
new 119885.. Checkpoint-Friendly Vapor 17” Computer backpack 82
new 119933.. Revelstoke lightweight backpack 60
new 119934.. Revelstoke lightweight travel bag 60
new 119935.. Revelstoke wintersport backpack 58
new 119936.. Revelstoke hiking backpack 58
new 119937.. Revelstoke backpack 59
new 119938.. Revelstoke shoulder bag messenger 59
new 119939.. Revelstoke travel bag backpack 58
new 119940.. Revelstoke travel bag 59
new 119941.. York du©el 68
new 119942.. York sport bag 68
new 119943.. York backpack 67
new 119944.. York shoulder bag 67
new 119945.. Echo 15,6” laptop backpack 90
new 119946.. Echo 15,6” laptop conference bag 91
new 119947.. Echo 14” laptop shoulder bag 91
new 119948.. Echo travel bag 90
new 119951.. Stratagem 17” laptop backpack 47
new 119952.. Element 17” laptop conference bag 47
new 119953.. City Corp 17” laptop conference bag 48
new 119954.. Elgin 17” laptop Conference bag 48
new 119955.. Upton 17” laptop conference bag 49
new 119956.. Renegade 15.4” laptop backpack 47
new 119958.. 17” Checkpoint Friendly Laptop trolley 71
new 119960.. Edmonton 14” laptop sleeve 57
new 119961.. Edmonton backpack 56
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new 119962.. Odyssey mini tablet organizer 31
new 119963.. Odyssey tablet organizer 31
new 119965.. North sea conference bag 89
new 119973.. Half dome du©el bag 49
new 119974.. Crunch du©el bag 49
new 119975.. Bullion 17” laptop backpack 49
new 119976.. Curb 17” laptop backpack 48

 123328.. Firura portable A4 scanner 23
 123382.. Kula mini Bluetooth keyboard 23
 123384.. Hekla Bluetooth keyboard case for iPad (2/3/4) 23
 123389.. Gri�n AeroSport armband for iPhone 4 29
 123424.. USB memory stick 104
 123431.. Key chain USB memory stick 102
 123435.. Radar USB Memory Stick 108
 123436.. Zipper USB Memory Stick 108
 123439.. Shira Bluetooth keyboard 23
 123443.. Stylus with screen wiper 230
 123446.. PB-2000 powerbank 22
 123449.. I3P charging station 21
 123455.. Splash stylus ballpoint pen 230
 123456.. Clippi cable manager 42
 123457.. Snappi cable manager 42
 123458.. Stoppi cable manager 39
 123459.. Twisti earbud organizer 41
 123460.. Dolli telephone stand 40
 123461.. Styli stylus 40
new 123462.. Spinni cable organizer 41
 123468.. Radar stylus ballpoint pen + laserpresenter 225
 123470.. SC1200 solar charger 22
 123471.. PB-5000 powerbank 22
new 123476.. PB-5600 powerbank 21
new 123478.. PB-8400 powerbank 21
new 123479.. I1 ecocharger 21
new 123480.. Kibo Bluetooth keyboard cover 23
new 123512.. Survivor Clear for iPhone 5/5S 29
new 123513.. Reveal Case for iPhone 5/5S 29
new 123514.. Reveal Case for Samsung S4 29
new 123529.. PB-1500 mini portable powerbank 22
new 123530.. Swivel 4-Port travel USB hub 26
new 123531.. Aircast auto adapter (aux with Bluetooth) 26
new 123532.. Rockstar audio splitter 26
new 123533.. Charge & Sync dock with audio Port for iPhone 5/5S 26
new 123540.. LEGO® builder case for iPhone 5/5S 28

new 123541.. LEGO® builder case for iPad mini 28
new 123544.. Lifti tablet/laptop stand 38
new 123545.. Laci cable organizer 41
new 123546.. Cardi stylus and screen cleaner 39
new 123547.. Blocki screen cleaner 42
new 123548.. Droppi screen cleaner 39
new 123549.. Cenapen stylus and cable manager 37
new 123550.. Cenastand telephone stand 36
new 123551.. Cenablade tablet/telephone stand 36
new 123552.. Cenawing sound amplifier 37
new 126065.. Hand soap and hand cream gift set 148
new 126066.. Bath discovery set 148
new 126067.. 5 piece soap set 148
new 126074.. Winston bath set 150
new 126075.. Hamilton Bath set 150
new 126078.. Bath travel pouch 148
new 126086.. Kensignton bath set 150
new 126088.. Bloomington bathrobe 149

 19538569 Wine box 174
 19538695 4 piece wok set 177
 19543103 Isolating flask with strap 144
 19544187 Horse 6 in 1 Game 132
 19544299 Waitress knife 176
 19544924 Dart board 133
 19547370 Harvard A4 Leather portfolio 191
 19547510 Kendal Sunglasses 140
 19549318 Cardi© A4 zipper portfolio deluxe 192
 19549724 Oxford A4 zipper portfolio 192
 19980202 Ballpoint pen 223
 19982120 Ballpoint pen gift set 215
 19982122 Ballpoint pen 222
 19982124 Ballpoint pen 220
 19982130 Ballpoint pen gift set 217
 19982150 Ballpoint pen gift set 101
 19982152 Ballpoint pen gift set 101
 19982156 Ballpoint pen 220
 19982158 Ballpoint pen 220
 19984980 27” Umbrella 114
 19984981 27” Umbrella 114
 19984990 23” Umbrella 114
 19984992 23” Umbrella 114
 19985246 A4 zipper portfolio 186
 19985247 A4 zipper portfolio 186

For more detailed information regarding rules and regulations please contact our sales department.
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707  ...............................................................................................................................235-238

 Adapters (travel) ..........................................................................................................................112
Alarm clocks ........................................................................................................................20, 110
Amplifiers ....................................................................................................................................37
Amuse bouche sets .............................................................................................................171-172
Appetizer sets .....................................................................................................................171-172
Aprons .............................................................................................................................156, 164
Arm straps for mobile devices ..........................................................................................................29
Asian food sets ..........................................................................................................................177
Audio mixers ................................................................................................................................14
Audio splitters ..............................................................................................................................26
Avenue .........................................................................................14-16, 20, 22-23, 33-34, 94-92,  
  ..........................................130, 132-133, 136, 143-146, 172, 174-180, 190-192, 229-232

Backpacks .....................45-49, 51, 54, 56, 58-60, 63, 65-67, 70, 72-73, 78, 80-83, 87-88, 90, 92 
Bag hangers ..............................................................................................................................104
Baking sets................................................................................................................................163
Ballpoint pens ...................................... 101, 183, 185, 195, 197, 199-200, 202-204, 206-234, 238
Balls 134
Balmain .....................................................................34, 50-53, 100-106, 114, 183-186, 211-223
Bar tools ............................................................................................................155, 173-176, 179
Bath sets ...........................................................................................................................148-150
Bathrobes .................................................................................................................................149
BBQ sets ..................................................................................................................................165
BBQs  ......................................................................................................................................164
Beauty cases .............................................................................................................................103
Belkin  ..................................................................................................................................26, 28
Blankets ....................................................................................................................................157
Bluetooth items .....................................................................................................14, 19-20, 23, 26
Bottle openers .....................................................................................................122, 159, 173-176
Bottle stoppers ....................................................................................................................173-176
Bottles .......................................................................................................................143, 145-146
Bowls  ..............................................................................................................................155, 177
Brief bags .......................................................................................... 47, 50-53, 57, 62, 75-79, 86

Cabin approved luggage ........................................................................45, 50, 53, 71, 77, 81, 83-86 
Cable management ............................................................................................................37, 39-42
Candles .............................................................................................................................152-153
Cappuccino sets .........................................................................................................................179
Car adapters ................................................................................................................................26
Car tools ...................................................................................................................................123
Carafes ..............................................................................................................................158-159
Carry-on luggage .................................................................................45, 50, 53, 71, 77, 81, 83-86 
Case Logic .......................................................................................................................30, 71-76
Cenatron ................................................................................................................................36-37
Ceramic drinkware................................................................................................................177-179
Chargers ................................................................................................................................21-22
Checkpoint friendly bags............................................................................... 71-72, 75, 81-83, 86-87
Cheese sets .......................................................................................................156, 163, 170-171
Clocks ................................................................................................................................20, 110
Cocktail sets ..............................................................................................................................179
Cocottes ...................................................................................................................................172
Co©ee sets .........................................................................................................................178-179
Cole & Mason ............................................................................................................................166
Compagnie de Provence ......................................................................................................148, 152
Conference bags ...........................................................47-49, 51-52, 56-57, 62, 74-79, 86, 89, 91
Cook book stands .......................................................................................................................155
Cookie cutters ............................................................................................................................163
Cool box ...................................................................................................................................165
Cooler bags .................................................................................................................................70
Credit card holders ......................................................................................................................102
Cups  ......................................................................................................................177, 178,-179
Cutlery ......................................................................................................................................162
Cutting boards ............................................................................................................160, 170, 180

Darts  ......................................................................................................................................133
Desk clocks .................................................................................................................................20
Desk organisers ............................................................................................................................38
Dessert sets ...............................................................................................................................171
Docking stations .....................................................................................................................36, 38
Drinking bottles  ...................................................................................................................143-146
Du©el bags ......................................................................................................................44, 49, 68
Dunlop ..............................................................................................................123-128, 130, 135
Dynamo powered items ................................................................................................................130

Earbuds ......................................................................................................................................16
Eco items ............................................................................................... 21-22, 158-159, 170, 180
Elevate ............................................................................................................54-61, 97, 134, 138
Elleven .............................................................................................................................30, 81-82
Espresso sets ......................................................................................................................178-179
Event items ................................................................................................................................237

Eye masks ..........................................................................................................................111-112

Fans  ......................................................................................................................................109
Flashlights ..................................................................................................118, 120, 129-130, 237
Flasks  ...............................................................................................................................143-144
Food containers ..........................................................................................................................155
Footballs ...................................................................................................................................134
Fountain pens ...................................................................... 195-196, 198, 200-201, 203-205, 216
Fragrance sets ............................................................................................................................152

Games (indoor) ..........................................................................................................................132
Garment bags ..............................................................................................................................52
Glasses (drinkware)...............................................................................................................158-159
Go Travel............................................................................................................................109-112
Golf balls ...................................................................................................................................135
Gri�n  ........................................................................................................................................29
Gumbite .................................................................................................................................38-42

Hand care sets ...........................................................................................................................148
Headphones ...........................................................................................................................14-15
Hiking backpacks ..........................................................................................................................58

iDapt  ........................................................................................................................................21
iFidelity ......................................................................................................................14, 16, 19-20
Inflatables ..................................................................................................................................237
Isolating drinkware ................................................................................................................143-145

Jamie Oliver........................................................................................................................158-165
Jotters ......................................................................................................................................105
Journal Books ............................................................................................................................189
Jumper cables ...........................................................................................................................123

Key chains .................................................................................101, 102, 104, 106, 122, 185, 237
Keyboards ...................................................................................................................................23
Kitchen utensils...........................................................................................................161, 179, 236
Knife blocks ................................................................................................................162, 168-169
Knives (kitchen) ................................................................................................... 161-162, 168-170
Knives (outdoor) ..................................................................................................................120-122

Lanterns ...................................................................................................................................157
Laptop bags .................................................................................. 45-53, 57, 59, 71-83, 85-87, 89
Laptop sleeves ...........................................................................................................30, 32, 57, 92
Laptop stand ...............................................................................................................................38
Laser presenters .................................................................................................................218, 225
Lego items ..................................................................................................................................28
Lever corkscrew ..................................................................................................................173-175
Lighter ......................................................................................................................................165
Lights  .......................................................................................................118, 120, 129-130, 237
Luggage ....................................................................................................................44, 65, 84-85
Luggage scales ..........................................................................................................................110

Marksman ........................ 31-34, 77-80, 99, 107-108, 117-118, 120-122, 129, 187-188, 225-228
Measuring devices ......................................................................................................................126
Measuring tapes .........................................................................................................................128
Mechanical pencils ...............................................................................198, 204, 208-210, 213, 224
Media bags .....................................................................................................................52, 63, 80
Memo boards ....................................................................................................................153, 156
Memory sticks .............................................................................................102, 104, 108, 211-212
Messenger bags ...............................45, 48-49, 55-56, 59, 62, 67, 74-75, 78-80, 82-83, 89, 90, 92
Mixers (audio) ..............................................................................................................................26
Mobile phone cases ..................................................................................... 28-29, 33-34, 101, 107
Mobile phone holders ........................................................................................................36, 38, 40
Mugs  ......................................................................................................................................144
Multi function knives .....................................................................................................120-122, 127
Multi function pens ....................................................................... 211, 218, 225-226, 229-231, 238
Multi function tools ............................................................................................... 121-122, 125-127
Multi ink pens.....................................................................................................................210, 218

Napkins ....................................................................................................................................171
Neck pillows .......................................................................................................................111-112
Neotec .......................................................................................................................................83
Notebooks ......................................................................................... 182-185, 187-189, 213, 238

Ogio  ...................................................................................................................................47-49
Oil and vinegar sets .....................................................................................................................236
Ottomans ..................................................................................................................................136

Packaging (pens) ........................................................................................................................234
Parker ...............................................................................................................................201-208
Passport wallets ..................................................................................................100, 102, 106, 108
Pasta sets .................................................................................................................................179
Paul Bocuse ...............................................................................................................167-171, 173
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Pedometers ...............................................................................................................................237
Pen case ..................................................................................................................................106
Pen holder ................................................................................................................................225
Pen packaging ...........................................................................................................................234
Pen sets ....................................................................................................183, 211-217, 227, 229
Pencils....................................................................................... 198, 204, 208-210, 213, 223-224
Pens  ....................................................................................................... 148-150, 195-234, 238
Pepper mills ........................................................................................................166-167, 180, 236
Pepperdecks ................................................................................................................................14
Phone cases ............................................................................................... 28-29, 33-34, 101, 107
Phone holders ..................................................................................................................36, 38, 40
Picture frame ......................................................................................................................153-154
Picture wallet..............................................................................................................................106
Pinnacle ....................................................................................................................................135
Pitchers ....................................................................................................................................159
Pizza sets ..................................................................................................................................163
Plaids  ......................................................................................................................................157
Pocket knives ......................................................................................................................120-122
Poker  ......................................................................................................................................133
Portfolios ......................................................................................... 30-31, 185-186, 188, 190-192
Poufs  ......................................................................................................................................136
Power banks ...........................................................................................................................21-22
PVC free items ............................44-46, 54-55, 58-60, 63, 69, 90-91, 115, 174, 186-187, 190-192

Radios ........................................................................................................................................21
Razors ......................................................................................................................................109
Rollerball pens .......................................195-196, 199-200, 202-205, 207, 211, 213-217, 229, 232
rOtring ...............................................................................................................................209-210
Rucksacks ......................45-49, 51, 54, 56, 58-60, 63, 65-67, 70, 72-73, 78, 80-83, 87-88, 90, 92 

Sailor bags ..................................................................................................................................70
Salt mills ............................................................................................................................166-167
Scales (luggage) .........................................................................................................................110
Scanners ....................................................................................................................................23
Screen cleaners ......................................................................................................39, 42, 230, 237
Screwdrivers .......................................................................................................................123-125
Scripto ..............................................................................................................................233-234
Seasoning blocks ........................................................................................................................160
Seasons ............................................................................................................ 149-150, 153-157
Security friendly bags ................................................................................... 71-72, 75, 81-83, 86-87
Serving trays ......................................................................................................157, 160, 170, 180
Shoulder bags ...................................45, 47-52, 55-57, 59, 62-63, 67, 74-80, 82-83, 86, 89, 91-92 
Slazenger .................................................................................. 63-70, 98, 115-116, 134, 139-140
Sling shot bags ............................................................................................................................45
Smart phone cases ...................................................................................... 28-29, 33-34, 101, 107
Smart phone holders .........................................................................................................36, 38, 40
Soaps ......................................................................................................................................148
Solar powered items ......................................................................................................................22
Speakers ...............................................................................................................................17-20
Spices ......................................................................................................................................160
Splitters ......................................................................................................................................14
Sports bags ....................................................................................................63, 65, 66, 68-69, 82
Storage jars ...............................................................................................................................155
Styluses .....................................................................37, 39-40, 211-212, 225-227, 229-231, 238
Suit covers ..................................................................................................................................52
Sunglasses .........................................................................................................................138-140
Sushi sets .................................................................................................................................177

Table dressing sets ......................................................................................................................171
Tablet cases ......................................................................................................................28, 30-34
Tablet holders ...................................................................................................................23, 36, 38
Tapas sets ..........................................................................................................................171-172
Tea sets ....................................................................................................................................177
Thule  ...................................................................................................................................44-46
Timberland .............................................................................................................................96-97
Titleist  ......................................................................................................................................135
Toiletry bags.......................................................................................................................103, 109
Tongs  ......................................................................................................................................161
Tools  ...............................................................................................................................123-126
Toothbrushes .............................................................................................................................109
Torches......................................................................................................118, 120, 129-130, 237
Totes  ..................................................................................................................................57, 80
Travel adaptor.............................................................................................................................112
Travel bags ...................................................... 44, 49, 51, 53, 55-56, 58-60, 65, 77, 80, 88, 90-91
Travel sets .................................................................................................................................112
Travel wallets .......................................................................................................100-101, 103, 107
Trolleys ........................................................................................44-45, 50, 65, 71, 77, 81, 83, 86
Tumblers ............................................................................................................................143-145

Umbrellas ...........................................................................................................................114-118
USB hubs ...........................................................................................................................26, 112
USB sticks..................................................................................................102, 104, 108, 211-212

Vespa  ........................................................................................................................62, 107, 224

Waitress knives ............................................................................................................159, 173-176
Wallet  ............................................................................................... 100-101, 103, 105, 106-108
Watches ................................................................................................................................96-99
Water resistant pouches .................................................................................................................31
Waterman ..........................................................................................................................195-200
Weather stations ...........................................................................................................................20
WhiteLines ................................................................................................................................182
Wine accessories .........................................................................................155, 173-176, 179, 236
Wine aerators ....................................................................................................................173, 236
Wine coolers .............................................................................................................................173
Wine fridges ..............................................................................................................................176
Wok sets ..................................................................................................................................177

X-mini ...................................................................................................................................17-18

Zoom  ...................................................................................................................................21-22
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 Beside the 1060 stock items of Avenue there is more to choose 

from. WorldSource offers a number of customisation programs 

with short lead time and factory prices. 
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